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Abstract 
Low-temperature thermochronometry provides a means of understanding the interaction 
between surface processes and underlying tectonics by quantifying the cooling histories 
of rocks. Electron spin resonance (ESR) thermochronometry works by determining the 
timing and rate at which electrons are trapped and thermally released in quartz in 
response to in situ ionizing radiation and rock cooling. This technique has great potential 
in reconstructing thermal histories of the upper ~ 2 km of the Earth's crust during the 
Quaternary. Its application, however, faces many challenges for methodological 
improvement since little work has been done on ESR thermochronometry after being first 
introduced in the late 1990s.  
Quantitative investigations of thermal histories by ESR thermochronometry rely on the 
determination of trap parameters of paramagnetic centres in quartz. This study has 
evaluated the activation energy and frequency factor of Al and Ti centres by analysing 
borehole samples with well-defined thermal histories and storage temperatures. 
Fergusons Hill-1 core is located at Otway Basin (Australia) where it is in a thermally 
steady state, while Eldzhurtinskiy Granite core is located in the Caucasus where it has 
experienced rapid cooling at a rate of ~ 520 °C/Ma. The best-fit parameters were 
determined by a first-order kinetic model which quantifies the irradiation-induced 
trapping and thermally-related detrapping processes. 
In heterogeneous rocks, numerical simulation is an ideal solution for accurate estimation 
of beta dose rate. Identification of mineral distribution is the basis for creating a model, 
and 2D mapping facilities are more effective than 3D X-ray computed tomography in this 
aspect. Thus, a 2D model “DosiVox-2D” was established for heterogeneous but isotropic 
samples, and verified by the comparison with the 3D model and infinite matrix dose 
method. The practical procedures were then investigated for applying 2D simulation on 
uniform and layered igneous rocks, including sample selection, mineral mapping, and 
estimation of radioelement concentrations.  
 
iv 
Thereafter, ESR thermochronometry was applied to Namche Barwa massif, the eastern 
Himalayan syntaxis. Samples were collected from a vertical transect to the south of the 
massif. ESR results, on one hand, have improved our understanding of the localised 
structural settings. On the other hand, the comparison of cooling history with the region 
adjacent to the north of the massif, has shed light on the domal development of Namche 
Barwa massif during Mid-late Pleistocene. 
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1 Scope of the project 
The research reported in this thesis had three main objectives for methodological 
developments in ESR thermochronometry (listed below). The results are presented as a 
series of chapters (3-5), each in a format suitable for journal publication. The specific 
contributions of the author are outlined at the beginning of each chapter. These chapters 
are preceded by an introduction to ESR dating (Chapter 2) that discusses its physical 
basis, the properties of paramagnetic centres in quartz, methods for estimating equivalent 
dose and dose rate, the current status of ESR dating and the main challenges faced in 
applying ESR to thermochronometry. The thesis ends with a summary of the main 
conclusions resulting from this study and proposed directions for future research (Chapter 
6). The appendix (Chapter 8) contains the supplementary material of the publications and 
the first page of publications outside of the main content of the thesis. 
(1) Determining trap parameters of Al and Ti centres in quartz in natural 
geological settings  
Trap kinetics characterise the thermal stabilities of paramagnetic centres in quartz, and 
affect the temperature and time range that ESR thermochronometry can cover. 
Traditionally, trap parameters are obtained through a series of isothermal annealing 
experiments, but the extrapolation of laboratory results to the natural settings can lead to 
large uncertainties. Borehole samples, with a well-defined thermal history and ambient 
temperature record, can be used to estimate realistic trap parameters (Chapter 3). 
Fergusons Hill-1 borehole from the eastern Otway Basin, has remained in an 
approximately stable thermal condition for the last few million years. Eldzhurtinskiy 
Granite core is located in the Caucasus and has experienced rapid cooling. A first-order 
kinetic model, combined with feasible sequential quadratic programming optimisation 
algorithms, has been applied to determine the optimal trap parameters for both the Al and 
Ti centres. Results have been compared with published laboratory data as a test of the 
reliability of the isothermal annealing approach. The limits of ESR thermochronometry 
(e.g., closure temperature and minimum cooling rate) have also been investigated. 
 2 
(2) Developing a 2D model and analytical procedure for calculating beta dose rate 
in heterogeneous rocks 
The commonly applied infinite matrix dose rate calculations might not be applicable to 
heterogeneous samples. A 3D model (e.g., DosiVox), into which realistic sample 
geometries can be uploaded, is an ideal solution. Mineral identification in 3D by X-ray 
computed tomography is challenging, however, due to the similar X-ray attenuation 
coefficients for some of the common rock-forming minerals (e.g., quartz and plagioclase). 
This can be solved by 2D X-ray mapping techniques. A 2D model has therefore been 
developed for evaluating beta dose rates in samples with a uniform/regular mineral 
distribution pattern. The theory behind, and verification of, this model are presented in 
Chapter 4.2. The potential application of DosiVox-2D has been confirmed for ESR and 
luminescence dating of sediments and rocks by comparing the beta dose rates obtained 
from 2D modelling, 3D modelling and standard calculations. To adopt DosiVox-2D as a 
routine analytical process for heterogeneous rocks, investigations have been carried out 
on sample selection, mineral mapping, analysis of radioelement concentrations in 
minerals, and the calculation of uncertainty for simulations (Chapter 4.3). 
(3) Applying ESR thermochronometry to evaluate late-stage exhumation history of 
the Namche Barwa massif, eastern Himalayan syntaxis 
The Namche Barwa massif is located at the eastern end of the Himalayan orogen where 
structural trends have rotated in a clockwise direction. This massif has undergone 
localised rapid exhumation since the Late Miocene. The topography is dominated by river 
incision, glaciation and differential uplift on currently active faults. Various 
thermochronometric techniques have been applied in this region, but the late-stage 
exhumation history remains unclear. ESR dating of rocks from a vertical profile of 1000 
m has provided new insights into the time-temperature history over the last ~ 0.7 Ma 
from the south massif boundary (Chapter 5). Combined with the reported cooling history 
of the north adjacent region to the massif, constraints have been placed on the timing and 
rates of exhumation from the Mid-Pleistocene to the present day. 
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2 Introduction to electron spin resonance dating 
The use of electron spin resonance (ESR) as a method for dating geological materials was 
first suggested in the late 1960s by Zeller and co-workers (Zeller et al., 1967; Zeller, 
1968). The first actual dating work using the method was carried out by Ikeya on a 
stalactite from the Akiyoshi cave (Ikeya, 1975). Since then many materials have been 
examined for ESR dating, including quartz, flint, travertine and calcrete, and biominerals 
such as hydroxyapatite, aragonite and calcite (e.g., Grün, 1989; Rink, 1997; Fattibene and 
Callens, 2010; Toyoda, 2015; Blackwell et al., 2016). Tooth enamel and quartz are the 
minerals most widely used for studies in archaeology and landscape evolution. By the 
turn of the century, the theory and analytical methods for ESR dating had largely been 
developed. The fundamental basis and current status of ESR dating of quartz of igneous 
origin are briefly summarised below. 
 
2.1 Physical basis 
ESR dating is based on the measurement of paramagnetic centres that build up at crystal 
defects in a mineral as a result of natural irradiation. The number of paramagnetic centres 
present at any given time is a balance between the rate of production and the rate of decay. 
The former depends on the number of available empty traps and the radiation flux. The 
latter is a function of temperature and thermal kinetics. 
The formation of paramagnetic centres in quartz is illustrated in Figure 2.1a. Quartz is an 
electrical insulator in which there are two energy levels that electrons can occupy; the 
valence band (lower energy) and the conduction band (higher energy). At the time a 
mineral is formed, all electrons are in the valence band. With natural irradiation (α and β 
particles, γ and cosmic rays), electrons can be excited and transferred to the conduction 
band, leaving positively charged hole centres near the valance band. After a short period 
of diffusion, most of these excited electrons recombine with those holes. Some electrons, 
however, are trapped in positively charged lattice defects, forming electron centres. This 
accumulation of trapped electrons can be reset by annihilation processes (Figure 2.1b). 
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For example, when quartz is sufficiently heated, the trapped electrons are transferred 
from the trap into the conduction band. The free electrons can then either recombine with 
holes and/or fall back into the trap from which they were released (retrapping). This 
process is controlled by trap kinetics. 
 
Figure 2.1: (a) Trapping scheme of electrons in quartz (after Grün, 1989). Ea is the 
activation energy, the minimum energy that is required for trapping electrons. Ea is 
related to trap depth and varied between paramagnetic centres. (b) The trapped electrons 
can be thermally activated and transfer following two pathways, either retrapping or 
recombining with hole centres (after Grün, 1994). 
ESR dating records the time interval since mineral grains commenced trapping electrons 
in response to environmental radiation (mainly from in situ decay of nearby radioactive 
elements: U, Th, K) after cooling of the mineral through its effective closure temperature 
range. Assuming the dose rate (Ḋ) is constant, the ESR age of a paramagnetic centre can 
be defined as: 
    
                    
            ̇ 
                                                                                                         
The estimation of the value of De is described in Section 2.3 and of Ḋ in Section 2.4 
below. 
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2.2 Paramagnetic centres 
Many different paramagnetic defects in quartz have been used for ESR dating (Weil, 
1984). The present study is focused on using Al, Ti and E’ centres, and the properties of 
which are discussed in the following section. 
2.2.1 Structure and spectroscopic features 
The Al and Ti centres are formed by atom substitution in α-quartz (Figure 2.2). The Al 
centre is a hole centre, formed by an Al atom substituting for a Si atom. For charge 
compensation, the replacement Al atom is accompanied by an alkali ion (M
+
). When 
irradiation creates a hole available to [AlO4/M
+
]
0
, the compensating ion is no longer 
necessary and diffuses away, forming an [AlO4]
0 
centre. The Ti centre is an electron 
centre. The substitution of Ti
4+
 for Si
4+
 in the crystal lattice forms the diamagnetic centre 
[TiO4]
0
. A [TiO4/e]
- 
is formed by capturing an electron excited by irradiation. Due to the 
resultant negative charge, an alkali ion (M
+
) is required to compensate the charge excess. 
The incorporated ion (H
+
, Li
+ 
or Na
+
) forms sub-centres as Ti-Li, Ti-H and Ti-Na, 
respectively. The Ti-Na centre is rarely observed in natural quartz. 
 
Figure 2.2: The formation of Al and Ti centres in α-quartz. 
The ESR spectrum of the Al centre was first recorded by Griffiths et al. (1954) in 
α-quartz. It can only be obtained at low temperature (e.g., 77 °K) because of relaxation 
broadening effects (Schnadt and Räuber, 1971). The spectrum of the Al centre (Figure 2.3) 
has three main components with g factors of 2.060, 2.009 and 2.002, which are 
characterised by hyperfine splitting and the nuclear Zeeman effect (Nuttall and Weil, 
1981). The ESR intensity of Al centre is measured as the difference between the top of 
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the peak at g = 2.018 and the bottom of the peak at g = 1.993. This avoids the variation of 
an incompletely averaged powder spectrum and the influence of the overlapping peroxy 
centre (Toyoda and Falguères, 2003). 
 
Figure 2.3: ESR spectrum of the Al centre measured at a temperature of 77 °K (after 
Grün et al., 1999).  
In the ESR spectrum of the Ti centre (Figure 2.4) there are three main absorption lines 
from the Ti-Li centre, with g factors of 1.979, 1.931 and 1.912 (Isoya et al., 1983). The 
Ti-H centre has anisotropic g factors of 1.986, 1.931, and 1.915 (Rinneberg and Weil, 
1972). The absorption signals of the two sub-centres overlap at g = 1.931, and the signal 
of the Ti-Li centre at g = 1.915 is partly influenced by that of the Ti-H centre at g = 1.912. 
Five options have been evaluated for quantifying the intensity of these centres (Duval and 
Guilarte, 2015; Toyoda, 2015). Option E is the only way to obtain a pure Ti-Li signal, 
and options A and D can also be used to measure the Ti-Li centre. Option C provides the 
intensity of the Ti-H centre, and option B is a mixture of the two Ti-related centres. 
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Figure 2.4: ESR spectrum of the Ti centre measured at a temperature of 77 °K (after 
Duval and Guilarte, 2015; Toyoda, 2015). Option A is measured as the difference 
between the top of the peak at g = 1.979 and the position at g = 1.913. Option B is a 
peak-to-peak amplitude measurement around g = 1.931. Option C is taken from the 
baseline to the bottom of the peak (labeled 1 in the figure) at g = 1.915. Option D is 
measured as the difference between the baseline and the position at g = 1.913. Option E is 
a peak-to-baseline amplitude at g = 1.979.  
The E’ centre, first observed by Weeks (1956), is an unpaired electron trapped in an 
oxygen vacancy site (Weeks, 1994). The widely accepted model for this centre proposed 
by Feigl et al. (1974) was subsequently modified by Rudra and Fowler (1987). In 
α-quartz, each oxygen (O) atom is linked to two silicon (Si) atoms by inequivalent bonds, 
and each Si contributes an electron in an sp
3
 orbital to the Si-O bond (Figure 2.5a). With 
the formation of an O vacancy and the asymmetric relaxation of adjacent Si atoms, the 
unpaired electron in the sp
3
 orbital (mostly localised on the Si atom on the short bond side) 
is oriented into the vacancy, while the other Si atom (long bond side) moves close to the 
plane of its three neighbouring O atoms (Figure 2.5b). The ESR spectrum is obtained at 
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room temperature, and the intensity of E’ centre is calculated as the peak-to-peak height 
at g = 2.0005 (Figure 2.5c).  
 
Figure 2.5: (a) A part of the atomic configuration of normal α-quartz. (b) Schematic 
representation of an O vacancy in SiO2 due to asymmetric relaxation. The unpaired 
electron is shown as e
-
 (after Rudra and Fowler, 1987). (c) ESR spectrum of the E’ centre 
obtained at room temperature. 
2.2.2 Thermal properties  
The thermal property of a paramagnetic centre refers to the rate of ESR intensity decay 
with heating and the kinetics of the centre (i.e., kinetic order, activation energy and 
escape frequency factor). The former can be investigated through isochronal annealing 
experiments, and the latter is commonly assessed by isothermal annealing experiments. 
In isochronal annealing experiments, the ESR intensities of the Al and Ti centres start to 
decrease at ~ 200 ºC and are completely annealed in the temperature range 250–450 ºC, 
depending on the specific nature of the samples (Imai et al., 1985; Shimokawa and Imai, 
1987; Shimokawa et al., 1988; Toyoda and Ikeya, 1991a, 1994; Tsukamoto et al., 2015). 
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Further investigations of the Ti-Li centre (Toyoda and Ikeya, 1991b) have shown that this 
centre contains both thermally stable and unstable components, and thus preheating 
procedures were suggested as part of routine analysis. However, preheating is not always 
effective (Toyoda and Ikeya, 1994; Toyoda et al., 2006). For the E’ centre, an increase of 
ESR intensity with heating in the low-temperature range has been observed (McMorris, 
1970). Detailed isochronal annealing studies showed that the intensity of the E’ centre 
reaches to a maximum by heating between 250 to 300 ºC and then decreases to complete 
annealing (Toyoda and Ikeya, 1991a; Falguères et al., 1994; Chen et al., 1997; Toyoda 
and Schwarcz, 1997). The mechanism for intensity increase is unclear. Toyoda and Ikeya 
(1991b) suggested that the increase in E’ intensity was correlated with a decrease in the 
concentration of Ti and Al centres, but this was not observed by Toyoda and Ikeya 
(1991a) or Grün et al. (1999). Jani et al. (1983) proposed that the increase might be due to 
the combination of invisible trapped holes at sites with the E’ centre, or the re-distribution 
of compensators such as H
+
, Li
+
 and Na
+
. Whatever the mechanism, the annealing 
characteristics of the E’ centre can be used for palaeothermometry studies. The ratio of 
the E’ intensity in the unheated sample (I1) to the maximum intensity (I2) at 250 ºC has 
been shown to be closely associated with storage temperature (Chen et al., 1997), and 
was applied in estimating temperatures in the upper core of the Eldzhurtinskiy Granite 
(Grün et al., 1999). The use of the E’ centre for age determinations is limited, partly due 
to the intensity saturation in natural samples (Falguères et al., 1994). 
Trap kinetics reflect the manner of energy transfer and the lifetime of a paramagnetic 
centre. The thermal stability of a paramagnetic centre is described as: 
  kCβ  ν0 
−Ea kBT⁄ Cβ                                                                                                                  
Where r is the rate of reaction, k is the rate constant, C is proportional to the ESR 
intensity of a paramagnetic centre, β is the reaction order, ν0 is the attempt to escape 
frequency factor (s
-1
), Ea is the activation factor (eV), kB is Boltzmann’s constant 
(8.617×10-5 eV/K), and T is temperature (K). 
For ESR dating the detrapping process is usually assumed to be of first order (β=1), 
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indicating that all electrons evicted from the trap recombine with holes and no retrapping 
occurs. Toyoda and Ikeya (1991a) have shown that their data followed a second order 
(β=2) relationship, indicating that half of the evicted elections were retrapped and the 
other half recombined with holes. Accurate estimations of the detrapping order have yet 
to be carried out in ESR dating, which theoretically can be determined by the differential 
method (Figure 2.6). 
 
Figure 2.6: The determination of reaction order by the differential method. 
The activation energy (Ea) and escape frequency factor (ν0) can be obtained from an 
Arrhenius diagram by plotting the estimated mean lives or reaction rates versus the 
reciprocals of corresponding temperatures (Figure 2.7). Few studies have been carried out 
in an attempt to determine ESR trap parameters. The estimated values of Ea and ν0 range 
from 1.3 to 2.4 eV and 10
9
 to 10
13
 s
-1
, respectively, for the Al centre, and from 1.0 to 1.7 
eV and 10
7
 to 10
11
 s
-1
, respectively, for the Ti centre (Imai et al., 1985; Ikeya and Toyoda, 
1991; Toyoda and Ikeya, 1991a; Fukuchi, 1992). The wide range of the results has been 
attributed to the variations in sampling location and the origin of the quartz (Marfunin, 
2012).  
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Figure 2.7: The determination of activation energy and escape frequency in an Arrhenius 
plot. The obtained rate constants at a series of temperatures (blue points), and the linear 
relationship must be extrapolated to natural settings (red point).  
The laboratory studies were carried out under well-controlled and simplified conditions, 
but the time range for the experiments is 7 to 8 orders of magnitude shorter than that of 
natural conditions. The extrapolation of the laboratory results to natural settings is 
therefore subject to large uncertainties. A straightforward way to cross check 
laboratory-based trap parameters is through investigations of borehole samples with 
well-characterised thermal histories and measured downhole temperatures (Tagami et al., 
1996; House et al., 1999; Guralnik et al., 2015a; Brown et al., 2017). Such samples taken 
from ESR partial retention zones characterise the ingrowth-annealing behaviour of 
paramagnetic centres under natural conditions. The corresponding age-temperature 
profile can shed light on the realistic estimation of trap parameters. It should be noticed 
that if the thermal stability of a paramagnetic centre is sample dependent, the obtained 
trap parameters from one sampling site cannot be simply applied to other sites. 
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2.3 Estimation of equivalent dose (De) 
The accumulation of paramagnetic centres is quantified using ESR spectroscopy by 
measuring the resonance absorption of microwave power by unpaired electron spins in an 
external magnetic field. The ESR intensity is proportional to the number of paramagnetic 
centres. Accurate evaluation of De requires the generation of a dose response curve (DRC) 
and fitting the curve with an appropriate function. 
DRCs can be produced using multi-aliquots, a single aliquot, or a single grain. The 
multi-aliquot technique is most commonly applied in ESR dating. It simplifies the 
irradiation process, but variations in properties between different aliquots can 
compromise the accuracy of the De evaluation. The precision of De values can be 
enhanced by using the single aliquot method, but its application has been limited by the 
need to have access to a gamma irradiation source. The introduction of X-ray irradiation 
may change this to a routine method for future studies (Tsukamoto et al., 2015). ESR 
dating of single quartz grains was first applied to fluvial sediment by Beerten et al. (2003). 
This method provides the possibility of detecting insufficient bleaching, but its 
application requires access to a Q-band ESR spectrometer, long measurement times, and 
involves large errors that need to be minimised (Beerten and Stesmans, 2007).  
The DRC can be determined by two approaches. In the additive dose method (Figure 
2.8a), the sample is usually irradiated with 10-12 dose steps and the De value is obtained 
by extrapolating the DRC back to the x-axis. In the regenerative dose method (Figure 
2.8b), the sample is first reset by heating, and then irradiated with 5-7 dose steps. The 
DRC is established from the zeroed sample, and the De value is obtained by projecting 
the natural ESR intensity onto the curve. The regenerative method has the advantage of 
being less dependent on the applied fitting function and it requires less sample material 
when using the multi-aliquot technique. On the other hand, it has the disadvantage that 
the sensitivity of the sample might be changed by the heating procedure (Prescott et al., 
1993). Even though this effect has been found to be minimal (Toyoda, 2015), a test for 
sensitivity change needs to be applied routinely when the regenerative method is used.  
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Figure 2.8: (a) The determination of De by the additive dose method. (b) The dose 
response curve and estimated De by the regeneration dose method. 
Using an appropriate mathematical function plays a crucial role in the estimation of De, 
especially when the additive dose method is applied. A single saturating exponential (SSE) 
function is generally used to fit the data. This assumes that the ESR signal is dominated 
by a single paramagnetic centre. This assumption is not necessarily applicable to all 
conditions, however. Duval (2012) showed that the ESR intensity of the Al centre can 
show a rapid increase with a dose of a few kGy, and then grow more slowly at higher 
doses without reaching saturation, even up to 40 kGy. He suggested using an exponential 
+ linear (EPL) function for curve fitting, assuming that two components generate the ESR 
signal, one having such a high saturation level that it can be approximated by a straight 
line. Woda and Wagner (2007) showed that the Ti centre has a non-monotonic behaviour 
as a function of absorbed dose. The signal decrease at higher doses was explained by 
double electron capture neutralising charge near the Ti centre, causing the centre to lose 
its paramagnetic properties. Consequently, an SSE function might not suitable to evaluate 
De for the Ti centre, and an empirical function was proposed to describe the decreasing 
behaviour (Woda and Wagner, 2007). A systematic comparison of several fitting functions 
was carried out by Duval and Guilarte (2015) to evaluate the ESR signals associated with 
the Ti-centres. The results indicated that the function suggested by Woda and Wagner 
(2007) could be used for the DRC of the Ti-Li centre when the maximum irradiation 
doses exceeded 6-10 kGy, while the SSE was able to provide reliable De estimations for 
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maximum irradiation doses below 6.0-6.5 kGy. 
 
2.4 Estimation of dose rate (Ḋ) 
The total dose rate is the combined contribution from alpha and beta particles, gamma 
and cosmic rays. The radioelement contents of quartz are negligible, so only the external 
dose rate is considered in the calculation (Figure 2.9).  
 
Figure 2.9: Schematic illustration of external radioactive interaction surrounding a quartz 
grain and the influential factors in the dose rate calculation. 
Alpha particles (Helium nuclei) are produced by α-decay. They have high energy but, 
because of their large size, only a short range of ~ 20 μm in rock or soil. Their influence 
can be eliminated by using HF etching to remove the outer layers of the quartz grains 
once separated from a bulk sample. Beta particles are high-energy, high-velocity 
electrons/positrons emitted by radioactive nuclei during β-decay. They have a range of 
about 2 mm, and thus a heterogeneous environment can have a large effect on the beta 
dose rate received by quartz. Gamma rays are highly energetic photons with a range of 30 
cm. Their relatively strong penetration of matter may simplify the gamma dose rate 
calculation as being an infinite matrix dose rate when the densities of most components 
are closely similar. The dose rate generated by the above contributors is a function of the 
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concentrations of radioactive elements (U, Th and K) surrounding the quartz grains, the 
various attenuation and conversion factors, water content, etching depth, and the size and 
shape of the quartz grains. The additional effect of cosmic rays (high-energy interstellar 
protons and atomic nuclei) can be determined from the sample’s location (i.e., longitude, 
latitude, elevation, depth etc.; Prescott and Hutton, 1988). Beta and gamma dose rates are 
the major components in quartz dosimetry. Methods by which they are determined are 
described below.  
2.4.1 Beta dose rate 
The commonly applied method for calculating beta dose rate involves measuring the 
radionuclide concentrations or beta activity in bulk samples (Aitken, 1985). This is based 
on the assumption of an infinite matrix (Mejdahl, 1979). In reality, however, many 
samples exhibit complex microdosimetries, hindering the utilisation of this method 
(Guérin et al., 2012). In heterogeneous samples, the mean dose rate of a particular 
mineral (e.g., quartz, K-feldspar) is not the mean dose rate of the bulk sample. Most of 
the sample radioactivity comes from coarse grains or grain aggregates, so a significant 
part of the beta dose rate is self-absorbed by those radioactive grains. As a consequence, 
the dose rate in grains with low radioactivity, like quartz, can be significantly lower than 
the mean beta dose rate of the bulk. The mean dose rate of a mineral and the bulk would 
be closely similar only if all the grains are small and randomly distributed within the 
sample. 
Although the accurate estimation of beta dose rate in a heterogeneous environment is 
difficult, several attempts have been made to address the issue. Direct surface 
measurements have been carried out on intact samples to estimate the spatial distribution 
of the beta dose rate. Such studies have used α-Al2O3:C grains (Kalchgruber et al., 2003), 
neutron-induced fission tracks (Wagner et al., 2005), autoradiography (Rufer and Preusser, 
2009) and Timepix detectors (Romanyukha et al., 2017). The quantitative determination 
of beta dose rate distribution in natural samples remains a challenge, however. 
Numerical modelling has been used to investigate the influence of mineral shape, grain 
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size and radioelement distribution on the beta dose rate. Taking quartz as an example, the 
differences in beta dose rate between grains of varied shapes are significant on an mm to 
cm scale, but grain shape has little influence for grains smaller than ~ 200 μm (Fain et al., 
1999). The effects of grain size and radioelement content on dose rate distributions have 
been evaluated for K-feldspar. The skewness and dispersion of quartz dose rate 
distributions within a sample increase with increasing average grain size (Nathan et al., 
2003; Guérin et al., 2015) and decreasing K-feldspar content (Mayya et al., 2006; 
Chauhan and Singhvi, 2011; Cunningham et al., 2012). 
The development of DosiVox software (Martin et al., 2015) allows dose rate modelling of 
uploaded, realistic 3D geometries. DosiVox is a Geant4-based model which simulates 
particle-matter interactions using a Monte-Carlo approach and calculates the paths and 
interactions of each particle and secondary particles according to interaction probabilities. 
The beta dose rate is recorded in each voxel, and the results are displayed as the averaged 
beta dose rate of each mineral, a dose rate distribution map and a dose-frequency 
histogram. This method has enabled beta dose rate calculations at a single grain level and 
has shed new light on accurate estimations of dose rates in heterogeneous environments. 
2.4.2 Gamma dose rate 
The external gamma dose rate can be determined by in situ measurements and laboratory 
analyses. The former approach, using thermoluminescence dosimeters or a portable 
gamma spectrometer, has the advantage of taking water content and radioactive 
disequilibria into consideration. The latter approach is based on the measurement of 
radioelement concentrations in the surrounding environment, the conversion factors 
between radioelement activity and dose rate, and water content. For this method, the 
infinite matrix gamma dose rate can be applied as the dose rate for a specific mineral if 
the densities of most components in the sample are closely similar. Otherwise, it is 
necessary to consider the gamma attenuation factors of various mineral types in the 
calculations.  
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2.5 Applications in thermochronometry 
2.5.1 Geological process and thermochronometry 
Changes in the elevation of the Earth's surface are a function of many factors, chief 
amongst them tectonics (e.g., orogeny, isostasy) and erosion (e.g., by precipitation, rivers 
and glaciers) (Bonnet and Crave, 2003). Theoretically, a geomorphic system should tend 
to equilibrate with tectonic uplift because of negative feedbacks, for example an increase 
in uplift rate can lead to higher relief and thus to a higher denudation rate (Ahnert, 1970). 
Cases that reach steady state are rare, however (Adams, 1980). Instead, a multitude of 
examples demonstrate processes out of balance: uplifting landscapes driven by tectonic 
processes with little erosion, or deeply incised landforms overwhelmed by the rapidity of 
erosional processes (Molnar and England, 1990; Zhang et al., 2001).  
Thermochronometry provides a method for determining the timing and rate of geological 
processes, helping to understand landscape evolution and the broader implications of 
landscape dynamics. Radioisotopic techniques (e.g.,
 40
Ar/
39
Ar, fission track, (U-Th)/He, 
and 
4
He/
3
He dating) are commonly-applied thermochronometers that utilise the 
relationship between radioactive decay of a parent nuclide and the accumulation of a 
corresponding daughter product. With the increasing interest in the timing of processes 
taking place at lower temperatures (< 100 ºC), trapped charge dating methods (electron 
spin resonance and luminescence) have become more widely applied. These methods 
utilise the production of radiation-induced charge trapping, thermally controlled 
detrapping and athermal loss. Thermochronometric techniques applied to different 
minerals provide records of unique temperature and time ranges. Specific combinations 
of these methods can be used to evaluate the time-temperature history of a region in detail. 
If the local geothermal gradient and surface temperature are known, the exhumation rate 
can be calculated. Then, thermo-kinematic modelling, combining a rock’s exhumation 
history with its potential influencing parameters (e.g., precipitation or glacial erosion, 
fault movement), makes it possible to reconstruct the nature of the tectonic forces and 
surface erosion processes (Braun et al., 2012; Zeitler et al., 2014). 
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The concept of closure (or blocking) temperature (Tc) was introduced by Dodson (1973). 
It was defined as the temperature of a system at the time corresponding to its apparent age 
(ta), thereby providing a clear theoretical basis for understanding many mineral ages as 
cooling ages, a function of the interplay between the kinetics of diffusion (or annealing) 
and accumulation rates in cooling radioisotopic systems (Figure 2.10). The closure 
temperatures of commonly applied thermochronometers are shown in Figure 2.11 
(Harrison, 1981; Harrison et al., 1985; Grün et al., 1999; Reiners and Farley, 1999; Ehlers 
et al., 2005; Bernet, 2009; Harrison et al., 2009; Herman et al., 2010; Guralnik et al., 
2015a; Fang and Grün, in review).  
 
Figure 2.10: The concept of closure temperature (Dodson, 1973). (a) Temperature 
decreasing monotonically with time. (b) The accumulation of daughter nuclide with time. 
D/P refers to the ratio of daughter nuclides versus parent nuclides.  
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Figure 2.11: The closure temperatures of various thermochronometers for a cooling rate 
of 100 ºC/Ma (Harrison, 1981; Harrison et al., 1985; Grün et al., 1999; Reiners and Farley, 
1999; Ehlers et al., 2005; Bernet, 2009; Harrison et al., 2009; Herman et al., 2010; 
Guralnik et al., 2015a; Fang and Grün, in review). 
As radioisotopic dating techniques were developed further, researchers realised that the 
concept of a specific blocking temperature was not able to fully describe the influences of 
temperature and time on diffusion (or annealing). The notion of a partial annealing zone 
was first raised in fission track dating (Wagner et al., 1989). This has subsequently been 
adapted to a diffusive context as the partial retention zone (PRZ) for determining a 
temperature range above which the daughter product immediately diffuses out of the 
system when produced by radioactive decay and below which the daughter product is 
entirely retained (Baldwin and Lister, 1998; Wolf et al., 1998). It should be noted that 
both closure temperature and PRZ are negatively correlated with the cooling rate; the 
faster the cooling, the higher the temperature. 
The other consideration in using a particular thermochronometer is its applicable age 
range. The lower limits of radiometric dating methods, depending on the detection limits 
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for the target isotopes or visible fission tracks, are approximately 0.1-0.2 Ma (Zeitler et 
al., 2014; Bracciali et al., 2016). The upper limits of these methods depend upon the 
half-lives of the relevant isotopes, which are ~ 4 Ga for 
40
Ar/
39
Ar dating, ~ 2 Ga for 
fission track (FT) dating (another main limitation being track density), and ~ 100 Ma for 
(U-Th)/He dating. Considering trapped charge techniques, luminescence dating (e.g., 
OSL—optically stimulated luminescence) can estimate ages down to between about 1 
and 200 ka (Guralnik et al., 2015a; King et al., 2016b), whereas ESR dating covers the 
time range from 10 ka to 2 Ma (Rink et al., 2007). 
2.5.2 Current status and challenges of ESR thermochronometry 
During the last two decades, developments in both theoretical and analytical techniques 
have significantly improved trapped charge dating methods. Luminescence 
thermochronometry has been developed rapidly since its introduction (Herman et al., 
2010). Numerical simulations have been used to describe the ingrowth-annealing 
behaviour of paramagnetic centres, and models from the basic first order to general order 
kinetics have been developed (Whitehead et al., 2009; Li and Li, 2012; Guralnik et al., 
2015b). The study of Guralnik et al. (2015a) has proved that laboratory-obtained trap 
parameters can be extrapolated to conditions relevant in nature. Then, the development of 
luminescence as a multi-thermochronometer which is based on the establishment of 
multi-elevated-temperature (MET) measurement protocol (Li and Li, 2011), provides a 
series of time-temperature constraints from one sample (King et al., 2016a; Biswas et al., 
2018). In the last five years, luminescence thermochronometry has been successfully 
applied in a range of geological settings for exploring their cooling histories over the past 
0.2 Ma (Guralnik et al., 2015a; Tang, 2015; King et al., 2016a; Brown, 2017). For ESR 
thermochronometry, Scherer et al. (1993; 1994) carried out ESR measurements on 
borehole samples from KTB and Eldzhurtinskiy Granite, and pointed out the 
paramegnetic centres decreased with depth, which paved the way for a further study 
conducted by Grün et al. (1999). Based on the explorations of thermal stabilities of 
paramagnetic centres in quartz, Grün et al. (1999) assessed the cooling rate of 
Eldzhurtinskiy Granite from the Caucasus, and calculated the effective closure 
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temperatures for the Al centre (49 and 64 ºC) and Ti centre (55 and 82 ºC) for the cooling 
rates of 40 and 1000 ºC/Ma. This study indicated the potential of using ESR dating in 
evaluating geological processes, but ESR thermochronometry was not further pursued 
thereafter. 
Compared to radioisotopic thermochronometers, ESR dating has a lower range of PRZ 
for the same cooling rate, which makes it possible to investigate the neotectonic 
movement and landscape process. Compared to luminescence thermochronometry, ESR 
dating has the advantage of recording a longer thermal history on the timescale of ~ 2 Ma, 
which provides better time constraints between the upper age limit of luminescence 
dating and the lower limit of (U-Th)/He dating. ESR dating has only occasionally been 
used in thermochronometry, however, and faces some challenges for methodological 
improvement and in its practical application.  
Firstly, the extrapolation of laboratory-based measurements of trap parameters to natural 
settings needs to be verified. This can be approached by the analysis of borehole samples 
with a well-defined thermal history and known ambient temperatures. The accumulation 
of paramagnetic centres is a balance between the processes of production and decay in 
natural samples. The rate of production depends on the number of available empty traps 
and the strength of the radioactive field, and the rate of decay is controlled by temperature 
and thermal kinetics. Numerical simulations can be used to quantify the trap parameters 
under natural geologic conditions, and models from the basic first order to general order 
kinetics have been developed (Whitehead et al., 2009; Li and Li, 2012; Guralnik et al., 
2015b). 
Secondly, a rigorous method for estimating dose rates in heterogeneous rocks is required. 
Most rocks have complex fabrics, mineral structures and compositions, and quartz grains 
can have any shape, size, and external dose rate environment according to the rock's 
texture. For example, quartz surrounded by K-feldspars or micas will receive higher beta 
doses than those located close to plagioclase. After crushing of the rocks, it is impossible 
to gain any information about the heterogeneity of the original average beta dose rate. 
The ideal solution is to apply 3D calculations. However, 3D images of rock are difficult 
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to obtain by X-ray CT (computed tomography) scanning because this equipment is not 
easily accessible for routine analysis and complete mineral identification is almost 
impossible (e.g., some minerals, such as quartz and plagioclase, have similar X-ray 
attenuation coefficients). These problems can be solved by 2D X-ray mapping and beta 
ray modelling techniques. A critical issue of representativeness arises for the 
reconstruction of 3D geometries from 2D simulations. The study of Plachy and Sutton 
(1982) used a dose point kernel method to estimate beta dose rate received by quartz in a 
granite rock cube. The 3D geometry was reconstructed by combining 2D maps of 
different mineral phases created by Cathodoluminescence photography while abrading 
the sample slice after slice. This pioneering work showed that a 2D model can represent a 
3D simulation when the mineral distributions in 2D slices are isotropic. There is a 
pressing need for the development of a suitable 2D model for obtaining realistic dose 
rates from heterogeneous rocks. 
Thirdly, due to ESR's low closure temperature and applicable dating range (10 ka to 2 
Ma), field saturation of the ESR signal restricts the application of this dating method to 
areas that have experienced recent rapid cooling. In this regard, the Namche Barwa 
massif, located at the eastern end of the Himalayan orogen, is an ideal sampling location. 
This region is well known as a site of the most pronounced and recent tectonic 
movements, as well as rapid exhumation processes. Additionally, combining multiple 
thermochronometers enables the derivation of continuous thermal histories, but this 
approach has not previously been applied using ESR thermochronometry. 
For applying ESR thermochronometry in estimating cooling and exhumation histories, it 
is essential to obtain realistic trap parameters of Al and Ti centres, as well as establish a 
method for accurate estimation of beta dose rate on heterogeneous rocks. In this project, 
trap parameters of paramagnetic centres in quartz were first measured with borehole 
samples under natural geological settings. Then, a new method was developed for more 
accurately estimating beta dose rate by 2D modelling. Finally, ESR thermochronometry 
has been applied to Namche Barwa massif for understanding its late-stage domal 
development process.   
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3 ESR thermochronometry of Al and Ti centres in quartz: A case study 
of the Fergusons Hill-1 borehole from the Otway Basin, Australia 
 
This chapter is under review in the Radiation Measurements: Fang, F., Grün, R. ESR 
thermochronometry of Al and Ti centres in quartz: A case study of the Fergusons Hill-1 
borehole from the Otway Basin, Australia. Radiation Measurements. 
The authors’ contributions to the publication are: Fang F. has conducted the ESR analyses, 
evaluated the data and wrote the article. Grün R. provided suggestions on the experiment 
and data analysis, and corrected the manuscript. 
 
Abstract 
Electron spin resonance (ESR) thermochronometry can, in principle, be used for 
reconstructing thermal histories of the upper ~ 2 km of the Earth's crust. We have 
analysed the ESR ages of Al and Ti centres in quartz from Fergusons Hill-1 borehole in 
the Otway Basin, Australia, to assess their trap parameters under natural conditions. The 
apparent ESR ages of both centres decrease with increasing temperature (42.9–56.2 ºC). 
Feasible sequential quadratic programming optimisation algorithm was applied to 
determine the optimal trap parameters based on the first order kinetic assumption and 
thermally static condition. The estimated activation energy and frequency factor of the Al 
centre in quartz were 1.5 eV and 1.1×1011 s-1, respectively. This was in excellent 
agreement with a re-analysis of samples from the Eldzhurtinskiy granite, representing a 
highly dynamic geologic system, for which we obtained 1.5 eV and 1.0×1011 s-1. The trap 
parameters of the Ti centre could not be obtained from first order kinetics for the 
Fergusons Hill samples, but the samples from the Eldzhurtinskiy yielded 1.6 eV and 
2.4×1011 s-1. Further studies on trap kinetics under better controlled laboratory conditions 
are required for ESR thermochronometry. 
Keywords: low-temperature thermochronometry; quartz; trap kinetics  
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3.1 Introduction 
Low temperature thermochronometry has been used to evaluate the timing and rate of 
Earth-surface processes and to understand the broader implications of the Earth's 
dynamics (Reiners et al., 2005; Peyton and Carrapa, 2013). Trapped charge dating 
techniques, including electron spin resonance (ESR), optically stimulated luminescence 
(OSL) and thermoluminescence (TL), record the production of radiation-induced charge 
trapping, thermally-controlled detrapping and athermal loss. These techniques have been 
introduced as low temperature thermochronometers for assessing the most recent thermal 
history because of their high sensitivity in the temperature range < 100 ºC (Grün et al., 
1999; Herman et al., 2010; Li and Li, 2012). In recent years, luminescence 
thermochronometers have been developed and applied in a range of geological settings 
(Guralnik et al., 2015a; Tang, 2015; King et al., 2016a; Brown, 2017), while virtually no 
progress was made in ESR thermochronometry. The age limits of ESR and luminescence 
dating are defined by the signal saturation doses and thermal stabilities (Tsukamoto et al., 
2018). ESR dating has a great potential to record longer thermal history on the timescale 
of ~ 2 Ma (Rink et al., 2007), which is beyond the upper age limit (~ 200 ka) of 
luminescence dating (Guralnik et al., 2015a; King et al., 2016b). Thus, there is much to be 
gained from further developing this method.  
Quantitative investigations of thermal histories by ESR thermochronometry rely on the 
determination of trap kinetics, which are commonly estimated by a series of laboratory 
isothermal annealing experiments. First order kinetics are usually assumed in calculations, 
but Toyoda and Ikeya (1991) have shown that their results followed second order kinetics. 
The published values for the activation energy (Ea) and escape frequency factor (ν0) of 
quartz vary greatly (Imai et al., 1985; Melnikov et al., 1989; Fukuchi, 1992; Toyoda and 
Ikeya, 1991, 1994). This may be attributed to the different origins of the quartz sampled 
(Marfunin, 2012). In addition to the discrepancies in laboratory calibrations of trap 
parameters, laboratory results require validation from natural settings. The time range of 
laboratory studies is 7–8 orders of magnitude shorter than that of natural conditions, so 
large uncertainties inherent in the extrapolation of the laboratory results to natural settings 
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may compromise the geological application of ESR thermochronometry. A 
straightforward way to obtain realistic trap parameters is through investigations of 
samples from bore holes with well-characterised thermal histories and measured 
downhole temperatures (Tagami et al., 1996; House et al., 1999; Guralnik et al., 2015a; 
Brown et al., 2017). Samples from the ESR partial retention zone (a temperature range 
that above which the trapped electrons can be immediately reset when produced by 
ionizing radiation and below which the trapped electrons can be entirely retained) 
characterise annealing under natural conditions, and the corresponding age-temperature 
profile sheds light on the realistic estimation of trap parameters. Scherer et al. (1993; 
1994) carried out ESR measurements on borehole samples from KTB and Eldzhurtinskiy 
Granite, and pointed out the ESR intensities of paramagnetic centres decreased with 
increasing depth, which paved the way for a further study conducted by Grün et al. (1999). 
Based on the explorations of thermal stabilities of paramagnetic centres in quartz, Grün et 
al. (1999) assessed the cooling rate of Eldzhurtinskiy Granite from the Caucasus, and 
calculated the effective closure temperatures for the Al centre (49 and 64 ºC) and Ti centre 
(55 and 82 ºC) for the cooling rates of 40 and 1000 ºC/Ma. 
Numerical simulations have previously been used to describe the ingrowth-annealing 
behaviour of paramagnetic centres, and models from the basic first order to general order 
kinetics have been developed (Whitehead et al., 2009; Li and Li, 2012; Guralnik et al., 
2015b). The number of paramagnetic centres in a sample results from the balance 
between the processes of production and decay. The rate of production depends on the 
number of available empty traps and the strength of the radioactive field, the rate of decay 
is controlled by temperature and thermal kinetics. For ESR, OSL and TL, first order 
kinetics assumes that all electrons evicted from the traps recombine with holes and no 
retrapping occurs (Randall and Wilkins, 1945), and second order assumes that the 
probability of recombination and retrapping is 50% (Garlick and Gibson, 1948). 
In this study, we attempt to estimate the trap parameters of Al and Ti centres in quartz in 
natural settings using first order kinetics. Samples of detrital quartz were taken from the 
Fergusons Hill-1 (FH1) borehole from the eastern Otway Basin, which has remained in an 
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approximately stable thermal condition for the last few million years (House et al., 1999). 
To assess the possible influence of the origin of the quartz, the trap parameters of quartz 
from the Eldzhurtinskiy granite (lower core) were recalculated from the data published by 
Grün et al. (1999). We also discuss the applicability of data extrapolation in ESR 
thermochronometry by comparing the borehole data with published trap parameters from 
laboratory experiments. Moreover, the closure temperature and dating range of ESR 
thermochronometry were compared to other low temperature thermochronometric 
techniques.  
 
3.2 Sample descriptions 
The FH1 borehole penetrates 3546 m of the eastern Otway Basin, which formed in 
conjunction with Mesozoic continental rifting along the southern margin of Australia 
(Duddy, 1983). The FH1 borehole is composed of relatively uniform non-marine 
sediments. Five samples, from early Cretaceous units of the Otway Group, were selected 
from depths of 941, 1138, 1248, 1548 and 1693 m (Figure 3.1). The borehole 
temperatures (BT) were recorded at seven depths from 940 to 3541 m when drilling and 
the present day geothermal gradient is reported to be 33 ºC/km (Struckmeyer, 1988). 
Previous thermochronometry by apatite fission track (AFT) and apatite (U-Th)/He (AHe) 
techniques yielded ages that decreased consistently with increasing depth and temperature 
(French, 1984; House et al., 2002). In addition, TL analysis of quartz had been used to 
establish a relationship between temperature and glow curve characteristics (Ypma and 
Hochman, 1991). 
The thermal history of the FH1 borehole has been estimated from vitrinite reflectance 
(VR), AFT, AHe and quartz TL data (French, 1984; Ypma and Hochman, 1991; Duddy, 
1994; Cooper and Hill, 1997; House et al., 1999; House et al., 2002; Green et al., 2004). 
Deposition of the Otway Group at the location of FH1 was approximately 
contemporaneous with volcanism at ~ 120 Ma, and followed by cooling to present 
temperatures during the late Eocene-Pliocene (Duddy, 1994; Cooper and Hill, 1997). The 
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cooling is solely due to the regional uplift at a rate of < 3°C/Ma (House et al., 1999), but 
the timing is poorly constrained. The thermal histories of other drill cores (Anglesea-1, 
Nerita-1) from the eastern Otway Basin have shown that the cooling started at between 12 
and 5 Ma (Green et al., 2004; Holford et al., 2011). Recently, reverse slip along the 
underlying faults between 2 and 1 Ma has been suggested as the cause of the present-day 
topographic relief of ~ 245 m (Sandiford, 2003; Clark et al., 2011). Strictly speaking, the 
samples from FH1 borehole have not been stored at constant temperatures, while they are 
unlikely to have been heated or cooled significantly over the last few million years.  
 
Figure 3.1: (a) The location of Fergusons Hill-1 borehole (after Dickinson et al., 2002), 
and the varied grey levels indicate different units. (b) The sample depth, stratigraphic 
formation (Ypma and Hochman, 1991), temperature record (BT), and estimated 
temperatures of five samples (T-1, T-2, discussed in section 3.5.1). The samples belong to 
the early Cretaceous units of the Otway Group. 
 
3.3 Methodology 
3.3.1 Sample preparation 
The borehole samples were stored and prepared under the condition of avoiding sunlight 
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exposure. The quartz-rich fractions were separated at the Australian National University 
(ANU), and HF etching was conducted at the University of Hong Kong. The crushed 
samples were sieved to extract the 150–250 μm grain size, and non-magnetic fractions 
were obtained by Frantz separator using a magnet current of 1.5 Amp and side-slope of 5º. 
Density separation in tetrabromoethane was used to obtain quartz in the density range 
2.62–2.68 g/cm3. The quartz-rich fractions were etched in 40% HF for 40 min to remove 
both possibly alpha damaged surfaces and remaining feldspars, and subsequently rinsed 
with 10% HCl to dissolve fluorides. Samples were dried at room temperature and 
re-sieved at 100 μm. 
3.3.2 ESR measurements 
ESR measurements were carried out on an X-band Bruker spectrometer with a 1.5T 
magnet and a rectangular 4102 ST cavity. The measurements of Al and Ti centres were 
conducted at 77 °K by inserting a quartz-glass tube into a finger dewar filled with liquid 
nitrogen. The parameters for Al and Ti centres were accumulation of 20 scans with 100 
kHz modulation frequency, 0.1 mT modulation amplitude, 10.24 ms conversion factor, 
20.48 ms time constant, 1024 bit spectrum resolution, 5.065 mW microwave power (Grün 
et al., 1999), centre field of 3410 G and sweep width of 360 G. Considering the angular 
dependence of the ESR signal, each aliquot was measured six times after a 60° rotation of 
the dewar in the cavity. The peak to peak height between A1 (g=2.018) and A2 (g=1.993) 
was used as the intensity of the Al centre (Figure 3.2). The ESR intensity of Ti-Li centre 
was defined as the amplitude between the top of peak T1 at g=1.979 and the bottom of 
peak T2 around g =1.913 (Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2: The ESR spectrum of FH1-8 after adding a 612 Gy X-ray dose on top of the 
natural signal and subtracting the peroxy signal obtained from annealed ESR spectrum. 
The intensity of the Al centre is calculated from A1 to A2, and the intensity of the Ti-Li 
centre is quantified from T1 to T2. 
3.3.3 Test for sensitivity change 
Sample FH1-8 was used to detect sensitivity change caused by the annealing through a 
regenerative-additive plot (Toyoda et al., 2009; Asagoe et al., 2011). This plot is based on 
the same idea as the "single aliquot regeneration/added dose" procedure used in 
luminescence dating (Mejdahl and Bøtter-Jensen, 1994). Two sample sets were irradiated 
by a RS2000 X-ray irradiator (160 kV, 25 mA) at ANU. The calibration of X-ray dose rate 
on quartz grains is explained in Appendix. Firstly, a regeneration dose response was 
established with dose steps of 0, 306, 612, 918, 1224, 2295 and 3825 Gy (Figure 3.3a, b). 
Then the natural samples were exposed to additive doses of 0, 153, 306, 612 and 1224 Gy. 
To evaluate sensitivity changes, the intensities of the additive dosed samples were 
projected onto the regeneration dose response yielding apparent dose values on the X-axis 
(see dotted lines in Figure 3.3a, b). These apparent dose values were then plotted against 
the added dose values (Figure 3.3c, d). Slopes deviating from 1 indicate sensitivity 
changes. It can be seen that the changes are < 6%. Compared the equivalent dose (De) 
values calculated by regenerative dose method (SAR) and regenerative-additive method 
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(SARA), the differences of De values of Al and Ti centres are within ~ 10% between SAR 
and SARS methods. This indicates that there is no significant sensitivity change occurring 
by the annealing step, and thus De values can be obtained by the regenerative dose 
method.  
 
Figure 3.3: (a, b) Regenerative dose response curves of Al and Ti centres, and fitted by 
SSE function. (c, d) The regenerative-additive plots of Al and Ti centres.  
3.3.4 Estimation of equivalent dose (De) 
The single aliquot regenerative method was applied for determining De, and each aliquot 
contained 60 mg quartz grains. The intensities of the Al and Ti centres were firstly 
measured on natural samples. After samples were heated at 350 °C for 120 min, the ESR 
measurements were carried out on annealed samples to check the signal intensities were 
completely zeroed. To generate dose response curve (DRC), annealed samples were 
irradiated with total dose steps of 0, 306, 612, and 918 Gy delivered by an X-ray source. 
ESR measurements were then conducted following each irradiation step. The single 
saturation exponential (SSE) function was applied for fitting the dose response curve of 
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the Al centre, and weighted by the inverse of the squared ESR intensity. Linear fitting was 
applied to the data points of the dose response of the Ti centre. The De values were 
obtained by projecting the natural ESR intensities of Al and Ti centres onto their 
corresponding DRCs, respectively. The peroxy centre overlaps the Al centre in all 
samples, and its intensity after annealing at 350 °C for 120 min was subtracted from that 
of the Al centre in natural and irradiated samples (Tsukamoto et al., 2015).  
3.3.5 Dose rate (Ḋ) calculation 
The bulk sample radionuclide concentrations were analysed by inductively coupled 
plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) for K and inductively coupled plasma 
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) for U and Th at Genalysis, Perth, Australia. The 
radioelement concentrations of quartz were assumed to be negligible. The original grain 
size of quartz cannot be obtained after crushing, and is also difficult to be estimated from 
the thin sections of sedimentary core samples. Thus, the crushed grain size of 150-250 μm 
with etching depth of 10-20 μm was utilized in the calculations. A water content of 4±2% 
was assumed for all samples. The dose rate from cosmic rays was negligible due to the 
deep burial. The dose rate calculation was conducted in DRAC 1.2 (Durcan et al., 2015), 
using the conversion factors of Guérin et al. (2011), the beta attenuation factors of Guérin 
et al. (2012), and the beta etch depth attenuation factor of Bell (1979).  
 
3.4 First order kinetic model 
3.4.1 Mathematical equations 
Dating minerals by ESR relies on two processes that control the accumulation and 
annihilation of paramagnetic centres. In the natural geological system, we assumed that 
these processes followed first order kinetics. The equations for the calculation of apparent 
age under steady state and cooling scenarios are described below, and are based on the 
theoretical study of Li and Li (2012). The relation between trapping and detrapping is 
quantified by: 
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dn
dt
=
Ḋ
D0
(N − n) −
n
τ
                                                    (3.1) 
where D0 (Gy) is the characteristic saturation dose, Ḋ (Gy/ka) is the total dose rate of 
irradiation, N is the total number of traps, n is the number of occupied traps at time t, and 
τ is the theoretical lifetime of the trapped charges. Due to the influence of D0 and Ḋ, the 
effective lifetime (τ') of the trapped charges is described by equation (3.2). The values of 
τ and τ' are the same at high temperatures, and τ' gradually gets smaller with decreasing 
temperature. 
τ′ = (
Ḋ
D0
+
1
τ
)−1 = (
Ḋ
D0
+ ν0e
−Ea kBT⁄ )−1                                    (3.2) 
where T (K) is the temperature, Ea (eV) is the activation energy, ν0 (s
-1
) is the escape 
frequency factor, and kB is Boltzmann’s constant (8.617×10
-5
 eV/K). 
At a fixed temperature, the apparent age (ta) increases with the change of isothermal 
holding time (t), and the maximum age that can be measured is within 2D0 Ḋ⁄ . 
ta = −
D0
Ḋ
ln(1 −
Ḋ
D0
τ′(1 − e−
t
τ′))                                         (3.3) 
To explore the ESR signal accumulation at a variety of temperatures, the trap parameter 
of the Al centre in a virtual quartz sample was applied by assuming D0 = 3000 Gy, Ea = 
1.6 eV and ν0 = 10
12
 s
-1
.
 
The changes of apparent ESR age with time are shown in Figure 
3.4a, using Ḋ = 3 Gy/ka and t = 10 Ma. At 30 ºC, the apparent age will reach equilibrium 
at 2 Ma because of the maximum age limitation. The equilibrium age is reached much 
quicker at higher temperatures, and samples being held at 50 ºC and 80 ºC require ~ 1300 
ka and 10 ka respectively to equilibrate. 
Under the condition of an averaged cooling rate (ŋ), temperature (T) is a function of 
cooling time (t) and initial temperature (T0):  
T(t) = T0 − ŋt                                                        (3.4) 
dta
dt
= 1 −
D0
Ḋτ
(e
ta
ḊD0 − 1)                                                 (3.5) 
Equation (3.5) yields the apparent age as a function of cooling time. Figure 3.4b shows 
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the scenarios for different cooling rates, and same trap parameter was used as in steady 
state.  
 
Figure 3.4: (a) Apparent age as a function of isothermal holding time at a series of 
temperatures. (b) Apparent age as a function of temperature for a variety of cooling rates.  
3.4.2 Fitting procedure  
For borehole samples, the apparent ages of a paramagnetic centre can be calculated if trap 
parameters, storage temperature and thermal history are known. Vice versa, trap 
parameters can be obtained by fitting the relationship between ages and temperatures for a 
given thermal history. Thus, the equations in section 3.4.1 were transferred into 
FORTRAN90 code with Ea and ν0 set as flexible parameters. The feasible sequential 
quadratic programming (FSQP) optimisation package (Zhou et al., 1997) was utilised to 
obtain the optimised solution for trap parameters. The FSQP algorithm is a method for 
solving nonlinearly constrained optimisation problems. The input data included the D0 of 
the corresponding paramagnetic centre, the Ḋ and apparent ages of the measured 
paramagnetic centre, ambient and initial temperatures (Tp, T0) of the samples, isothermal 
holding time t for steady state conditions and cooling rate ŋ for cooling conditions. The 
root mean square error between simulated and measured ESR ages was set as the 
objective function for the optimisation program. 
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3.5 Results 
3.5.1 Ambient temperature of selected FH1 samples 
The in situ BTs were measured at seven depths from 940 to 3541 m in the FH1 borehole. 
The calculation of ambient temperatures for selected samples is essential to estimate trap 
parameters, so two calculation approaches were compared in this study. The first 
approach (T-1) was based on the constant present-day geothermal gradient. The measured 
bottom hole temperature (118.9 ºC at the depth of 3541 m) was firstly corrected for 
drilling disturbances by increasing its value to 133 ºC (Struckmeyer, 1988), which is 
consistent with the results obtained by following the correction method of 
Andrews-Speed et al. (1984). Assuming a surface temperature of 15 ºC, linear fitting of 
corrected data provided the estimation of ambient temperatures for five samples. However, 
for the in situ BTs (Figure 3.5a), the data points deviate from linear and approach higher 
temperatures at shallower depths. 
The second approach (T-2) used the initial BTs (provided by the Victorian state 
government) fitted by a second order polynomial function. The grey bar in Figure 3.5a 
shows the depth of selected samples, and the differences between estimated temperatures 
by the two methods increase from 3.1 ºC at 941 m to 15.8 ºC at 1693 m (Figure 3.5b). 
Low temperature thermochronometers (<100 ºC) are very sensitive to the change in 
temperature. The measured AHe ages were compared with the modelled age profiles 
(after House et al., 2002) based on the thermal history reported by Duddy (1994) and the 
temperatures obtained by the two approaches. The observed ages are better fitted with age 
profiles determined by T-2 (Figure 3.6, red contour). Thus, the ambient temperatures 
obtained from second approach (T-2) were used for calculating trap parameters, which 
may better quantify the realistic conditions within such a depth range.  
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Figure 3.5: (a) The blue points are in situ measured temperatures of FH1 borehole and the 
red points are assumed surface temperature (15 ºC) and corrected bottom hole 
temperature (133 ºC). The blue and red lines are fitting curves of applied approaches for 
obtaining storage temperatures of samples in this study. The horizontal grey bar indicates 
the depths of samples. (b) The obtained ambient temperatures (T-1 and T-2) of samples by 
using first approach and second approach in calculation.  
3.5.2 The estimation of trap parameters 
The total dose rates and ESR ages of the Al and Ti centres are listed in Table 3.1. The Ḋ 
values are closely similar, indicating uniform sediment sources for the samples. The ESR 
ages of the Al centre decrease with depth and downhole temperature from 208 ± 16 to 32 
± 2 ka, and the ages of the Ti centre decrease from 201 ± 10 to 76 ± 4 ka. Compared to the 
ages determined by AHe and AFT dating, the ESR ages of the Al and Ti centres are 
consistently younger by 2–4 orders of magnitude (Figure 3.6). This indicates that ESR 
thermochronometry could have the advantage of providing more precise low temperature 
histories for the Quaternary.  
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Table 3.1: The results of chemical analyses, total dose rates and ESR ages. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Overview of thermochronometric results from the FH1 borehole. The 
predicted He age envelopes (after House et al., 2002) with grain radii of 35–100 μm using 
the thermal history of Duddy (1994) are compared with the present day estimated 
temperature profiles of T-1 (black contour) and T-2 (red contour). 
Sample Depth Bulk sample Al centre Ti centre 
  U Th K Ḋ De Age De Age 
 m ppm ppm % Gy/ka Gy ka Gy Ka 
FH1-8 941 1.65±0.09 5.50±0.24 1.65±0.06 2.27±0.07 473±34 208±16 457±16 201±10 
FH1-11 1138 1.48±0.09 6.36±0.27 1.70±0.07 2.33±0.07 311±7 134±5 389±24 167±1 
FH1-12 1248 2.31±0.11 9.12±0.38 1.83±0.07 2.82±0.08 275±6 98±4 410±18 146±8 
FH1-14 1548 2.41±0.11 7.61±0.32 1.52±0.06 2.45±0.07 138±7 57±3 278±13 114±6 
FH1-15 1693 2.06±0.10 7.69±0.33 1.51±0.06 2.36±0.07 75±5 32±2 179±9 76±4 
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The samples from the FH1 borehole can be considered to be in a steady state (the number 
of thermally released electrons from the traps is equal to the number of newly trapped 
elections due to environmental radiation) since the cooling rate during the last few million 
years is < 3 ºC/Ma (House et al., 1999). The optimal trap parameters were simulated by 
fitting the measured ESR ages of Al and Ti centres based on equation 3.3. The input 
parameters are: D0 values of Al (2150 ± 270 Gy) and Ti (4660 ± 620 Gy) centres 
calculated from FH1-8, the dose rates, ESR ages and ambient temperatures of T-2, 
isothermal holding time of 10 Ma. The best fit Ea and ν0 for the Al centre are 1.5 eV and 
1.1×1011 s-1. However, data from the Ti centre cannot be fitted well by a first order kinetic 
model as the increase of the Ti ages is not exponential (Figure 3.7b). 
 
Figure 3.7: The measured ages of the Al centre compared to the modelled ages by optimal 
trap parameters for an isothermal holding time of 10 Ma. (b) The measured ages of the Ti 
centre. 
 
3.6 Discussion 
3.6.1 Comparison with trap parameters determined from the Eldzhurtinskiy 
Granite 
The pioneering study of the Eldzhurtinskiy Granite boreholes has introduced ESR dating 
of quartz as a means of estimating thermal history (Grün et al., 1999). The trap 
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parameters of Al and Ti centres were calculated empirically based on first order kinetic 
assumptions and the estimated cooling rate. The results of Ea were 1.9 (Al) and 1.1 eV 
(Ti), and the corresponding ν0 were 6×10
16
 (Al) and 5300 s
-1
 (Ti), respectively. But these 
trap parameters were unlikely to be correct. Here, we have recalculated the trap 
parameters (Figure 3.8) for the lower core from the Eldzhurtinskiy Granite by adopting 
the ingrowth-annealing equations (equation 3.4 and 3.5) which record the number of 
paramagnetic centres by radiation-induced charge trapping and thermally-controlled 
detrapping. The ESR ages and dose rates were obtained from Grün et al (1999), the initial 
temperature was set as 111 ºC since the ESR ages of Al and Ti centres were 0 ka under 
this temperature (Grün et al., 1999) and the values of D0 from the FH1 borehole were used 
in the calculation as these data were not available in the original paper and the results 
were not sensitive to D0 in the rapid cooling scenario. A cooling rate of 520 ºC/Ma was 
determined from the results of a heat transfer model and the ESR age and temperature 
differences with geothermal gradient. The optimised Ea and ν0 values of the Al centre 
were 1.5 eV and 1.0×1011 s-1, the Ti could be tentatively fitted with Ea of 1.6 eV and ν0 of 
2.4×1011 s-1. 
 
Figure 3.8: The calculated apparent ages of Al and Ti centres (Grün et al., 1999) 
compared with the modelled ages calculated by best-fit trap parameters for the lower core 
from the Eldzhurtinskiy Granite. 
The trap parameters for the Al centre are consistent between quartz from non-marine 
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sediments (FH1 borehole) and granite (Eldzhurtinskiy). Of course, the results of two 
sample sets do not allow the conclusion that quartz samples from all different origins have 
identical trap parameters. Further studies are required on samples from a wider range of 
locations and origins. The ESR ages of the Ti centre from both cores cannot be well fitted, 
especially for the FH1 borehole. The Ti centre (peak-peak) used in the calculation is a 
mixture of Ti-Li and Ti-H
+
, and their percentages control the shape of the signal 
accumulation with depth/temperature. This may be the reason why the application of first 
order kinetics was not able to provide reasonable results for all cases. Studies on a 
multi-exponential kinetics model will be carried out in the future. 
3.6.2 Comparison of results from lab annealing experiments and natural settings 
The applicability of trap parameters determined from laboratory annealing experiments to 
natural geologic settings is a critical issue for low temperature thermochronometry 
(House et al., 1999; Guralnik et al., 2015a; Brown et al., 2017). The extrapolation requires 
7–8 orders of magnitude, which results in large uncertainties. The published trap 
parameters of Al and Ti centres by isothermal annealing experiments are listed in Table 
3.2. The values of activation energy and frequency factor range from 1.3 to 2.4 eV and 
10
7
 to 10
18
 s
-1
, respectively, for the Al centre and from 1.0 to 1.9 eV and 10
7
 to 10
17
 s
-1
, 
respectively, for the Ti centre. The trap parameters obtained from borehole analyses fall in 
the range of published data provided by laboratory annealing experiments. This supports 
that extrapolation of laboratory results to conditions relevant in nature, but the firm 
conclusion could only be made once isothermal annealing experiments have been carried 
out for borehole samples. 
Kinetic studies of trap parameters by annealing experiments are particularly time 
consuming. The wide range of values obtained has generally been explained by the 
different origins of the quartz as well as the intrinsic nature and position of compensators 
(Marfunin, 2012). However, the assumed order of kinetics, the small number of data 
points used in calculations as well as signal interferences from mixing of more than one 
paramagnetic centre may also have influenced final results. For example, the kinetic order 
for annealing processes is generally assumed rather than experimentally obtained in ESR 
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dating, and neither first nor second order may actually represent the actual decay process. 
For example, Ti data could not be well fitted with first order kinetics in this study, neither 
could Toyoda and Ikeya (1994) do so using second order kinetics. Therefore, systematic 
isothermal annealing studies are required to understand the kinetic behaviour of the Ti 
centre. Whether the scatter in the results is due to the above mentioned extrapolation 
uncertainties, or to different physical properties of the quartz samples analysed cannot be 
determined conclusively. Recently, a multi-first order kinetic model has been developed 
(Lambert et al., in review) and applied to analyse ESR data where electrons can be 
trapped in a variety of different defects (Tsukamoto et al., 2018; King et al., in review). 
Moreover, it is necessary to establish the kinetic order of the dose accumulation process 
for the reconstruction of thermal histories. This work has not yet been carried out for ESR 
dating as was for in luminescence thermochronometry (Guralnik et al., 2015b). 
Table 3.2: Experimentally determined trap parameters for Al and Ti centres. 
Centre E (eV) ν0 (s
-1
) Kinetic order Reference 
Al 2.4 3.0×10
12
 First Imai et al. (1985) 
Al 1.3 1.0×10
9
 First Melnikov et al. (1989) 
Al 1.5 9.0×10
12
 First Ikeya and Toyoda (1991) 
Al 1.7 1.1×10
7
 Second Toyoda and Ikeya (1991) 
Al 1.4 3.2×10
11
 Second Toyoda and Ikeya (1994) 
Al 1.4 3.6×10
11
 Second Toyoda and Ikeya (1994) 
Al 1.8 5.0×10
14
 Multiple first Tsukamoto et al. (2018) 
Al 1.3-1.9 6.6×10
10
-1.9×10
18
 Multiple first King et al. (2019) 
Ti 1.0 2.9×10
7
 First Fukuchi (1992) 
Ti 1.7 4.1×10
11
 Second Toyoda and Ikeya (1991) 
Ti 1.4 5.3×10
11
 Second Toyoda and Ikeya (1994) 
Ti 1.5 4.2×10
11
 Second Toyoda and Ikeya (1994) 
Ti 1.5 1.3×10
12
 Multiple first Tsukamoto et al. (2018) 
Ti 1.4-1.9 5.2×10
12
-7.6×10
17
 Multiple first King et al. (2019) 
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3.6.3 Comparison of closure temperature between ESR and other 
thermochronometry 
The concept of closure temperature (Tc) was introduced by Dodson (1973). It was defined 
as the temperature of a system at the time corresponding to its apparent age, thereby 
providing a clear theoretical basis for understanding many mineral ages as cooling ages, a 
function of the interplay between the kinetics of diffusion (or annealing) and 
accumulation rates in cooling systems. For comparison, the closure temperatures of ESR, 
AHe, AFT and Na-feldspar OSL thermochronometers under a series of cooling rates (100, 
200, 400, and 1000 ºC/Ma) are listed in Table 3.3. The Tc values of ESR Al and Ti centres 
in quartz were calculated based on: the estimated trap parameters in this study (i.e., 
activation energy and frequency factor of the Al centre were 1.5 eV and 1.1×1011 s-1 and 
these of Ti centre were 1.6 eV and 2.4×1011 s-1, respectively), the initial temperature of 
111 ºC and the surface temperature of 0 ºC. The Tc values of AHe, AFT and Na-feldspar 
OSL (i.e., infrared stimulated luminescence measured at 50 ºC – IRSL50) were obtained 
from the study of Guralnik et al. (2015a). 
Table 3.3: The estimated Tc for ESR thermochronometry of Al and Ti centres in quartz 
and the reported Tc for Na-feldspar OSL, AHe and AFT thermochronometry under the 
surface temperature of 0 ºC. 
Method Mineral Cooling rate (ºC/Ma) 
  100 200 400 1000 
ESR quartz Al centre 48 52 56 62 
ESR quartz Ti centre 64 69 73 79 
IRSL50 Na-feldspar / 54 62 75 
(U-Th)/He Apatite 78 84 89 96 
FT Apatite 133 139 145 155 
Compared to AHe and AFT thermochronometry, the trapped charge thermochronometric 
techniques have lower closure temperatures corresponding to cooling rates which enable 
the exploration of the recent landscape evolution of the upper crust. Specifically, ESR 
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thermochronometry using the Al centre show the lowest closure temperature and the Tc 
values of Ti centre are higher than those of Na-feldspar IRSL50 system. Due to the signal 
field saturation, OSL dating can only record the time range of about 1 and 200 ka 
(Guralnik et al., 2015a; King et al., 2016b). Thus, Na-feldspar IRSL50 system is unable to 
estimate a cooling history < 190 ºC/Ma when the surface temperature is 0 ºC (Guralnik et 
al., 2015a). ESR thermochronometry has the dating range from 10 ka to 2 Ma (Rink et al., 
2007), which can be applied to record the thermal history under a lower cooling condition 
(> 30 ºC/Ma) during the Quaternary. 
 
3.7 Summary and conclusions 
In this study, the first order kinetic model was applied to obtain the trap parameters of Al 
and Ti centres for quartz ESR thermochronometry. The best-fit parameters for the Al 
centre from Otway Basin and Eldzhurtinskiy Granite boreholes are consistent and fall 
within the range of published data obtained from laboratory annealing experiments. The 
trap parameters of Ti centre were tentatively obtained from Eldzhurtinskiy Granite 
borehole, and showed higher thermal stabilities than the Al centre which were in 
agreement with the apparent ESR ages of Al and Ti centres in this study. However, the 
data for the Ti centre in the two boreholes are not well fitted, especially for Otway basin 
samples, suggesting that a first order kinetic model is not universally applicable. This 
study presents an initial step towards a more elaborate physical formulation incorporating 
additional dosimetric variables and the effects from other kinetic orders. Further studies 
are required to investigate the realistic kinetic orders of trapping and annealing processes, 
and to make a systematic comparison between trap kinetics determined from samples 
with various origins and locations for ESR thermochronometry. Compared with other low 
temperature thermochronometric techniques, ESR thermochronometry of Al and Ti 
centres in quartz has lower closure temperature and the dating range of 20 ka to 2 Ma is 
suitable for constraining cooling history of the upper crust over the Quaternary. 
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4 2D modelling: A Monte Carlo approach for assessing heterogeneous 
beta dose rate in luminescence and ESR dating 
 
This chapter is composed of three parts: 
Section 4.1: The identification of mineral types and their distribution patterns is essential 
for creating a dose rate model. This section has compared 3D X-ray computed 
tomography, 2D XRF (X-ray fluorescence) scanning and 2D QEM-EDS (quantitative 
evaluation of minerals using energy dispersive spectroscopy) scanning in mineral 
identification for granitic rocks. 
 
Section 4.2: Martin, L., Fang, F., Mercier, N., Incerti, S., Grün, R., Lefrais, Y., 2018. 2D 
modelling: A Monte Carlo approach for assessing heterogeneous beta dose rate in 
luminescence and ESR dating: Paper I, Theory and verification. Quaternary 
Geochronology, 48, 25-37. 
The contribution of Fang F. to the publication is: FF has conducted the image 
segmentation on 3D X-ray CT data of the granite rock, measured the radioelement 
concentrations of target minerals in the rock sample by LA-ICP-MS, and corrected this 
paper and DosiVox-2D user manual. 
 
Section 4.3: Fang, F., Martin, L., Williams, I., Brink, F., Mercier, N., Grün, R., 2018. 2D 
modelling: A Monte Carlo approach for assessing heterogeneous beta dose rate in 
luminescence and ESR dating: Paper II, Application to igneous rocks. Quaternary 
Geochronology, 48, 195-206. 
The authors’ contributions to the publication are: Fang F. has prepared all samples, 
conducted image analyses on QEM-EDS maps, analysed radioelement concentrations of 
target minerals in rock samples by LA-ICP-MS, run 60% simulations in this study and 
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written the manuscript. All co-authors have corrected and provided constructive 
comments on the manuscript. Except this, Martin, L. has run the other 40% simulations; 
Williams, I. has provided rock BB86 and related sample information; Brink, F. has run 
the QEM-EDS scanning for all samples and written the analytical method of QEM-EDS 
scan; Mercier, N. has provided lab access in Université Bordeaux Montaigne for 
comparing various 2D mapping facilities in mineral identification; Grün, R. has raised the 
initial ideal about beta dose rate modelling on heterogeneous rock and provided scientific 
and financial support through this study.   
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4.1 The comparison of scanning techniques in mineral identification 
4.1.1 Introduction  
In ESR thermochronometry, accurate estimation of beta dose rate is challenging for 
heterogeneous rocks. Numerical simulation provides a possible solution for solving this 
issue, and the recently developed software DosiVox allowing a matrix creation from 
directly uploaded 3D images which can enhance the representativeness of geometric 
construction (Martin et al., 2015). Thus, the identification of mineral types and their 
distribution patterns has become essential for creating a dose rate model. 
The X-ray micro-computed tomography (μCT) has been used to visualise and analyse 
geological samples in three dimensions (3D). μCT imaging uses the differences in X-ray 
attenuation arising from different minerals within the specimen. The X-ray linear 
attenuation coefficient depends on the atomic composition and density of a mineral phase, 
and the X-ray energy applied in scanning. But some mineral phases (e.g., quartz and 
albite) are challenging to be identified due to their similar attenuation coefficients (Boone 
et al., 2011). The dual-energy scan may be an effective solution, which includes scanning 
the same location within the rock twice using a different X-ray energy each time. The 
higher energy image (> 100 kV) is proportional to bulk density, while the lower energy 
image (< 100 kV) is proportional to the atomic number (Siddiqui and Khame 2004). To 
acquire mineral distributions on rock surfaces, 2D image processing techniques (e.g., 
XRF - X-ray fluorescence, SEM – scanning electron microscope and QEM-EDS – 
quantitative evaluation of minerals using energy dispersive spectroscopy) are widely used 
and specific equipment is selected depending on the sample size and the chosen 
magnification. From the perspective of the beta dose rate calculation, the optimal 
mapping resolution depends on the minimum grain size of the target mineral, usually in 
the range of 10-100 μm. The map size is based on the beta particle range and the 
representativeness of a chosen area. The minimum size of an ideal representative sample 
is 10×10 mm (Martin et al., 2018). Considering the requirements of beta dose rate 
simulation, 3D dual-energy CT scanning was first applied in building realistic rock 
geometry, and meanwhile XRF and QEM-EDS are compared in mineral identification of 
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rock surface. 
4.1.2 Sample description and preparation 
Three samples were collected from the Kullu valley, Northwestern Indian Himalaya 
(Figure 4.1). HIM82 is migmatite with visible leucosome (light-coloured band of melted 
minerals) and melanosome (dark-coloured band of a partially melted framework 
consisting of residual minerals). A rock cube (23×23×20 mm) was cut from melanosome 
part for 3D CT scanning, and a slice (23×23 mm) was prepared from the middle of the 
cube for 2D QEM-EDS. HIM59 and HIM31 were selected to represent rocks with 
complex and simple minor mineral combinations, respectively. HIM-59 is coarse-grain 
migmatite, and a slice (24×25 mm) was selected and cut from its leucosome. HIM-31 is 
fine-layered migmatite, and a slice (20×20 mm) was prepared vertical to lineation and 
foliation.  
 
Figure 4.1: Samples and corresponding slices for analysis. (a) A 20 mm cube was cut 
from HIM82 for 3D CT scanning, and a slice from the middle section of the cube for 
QEM-EDS mapping. (b) A slice of HIM59 was selected from the leucosome section of 
the specimen. (c) A slice was cut from HIM31 vertical to lineation and foliation. 
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4.1.3 Methodology 
4.1.3.1 3D CT scanning 
In HIM82, plagioclase is composed of NaAlSi3O8 and CaAl2Si2O8, and their molar ratios 
are 70:30 to 74:26 between grains. As roughly calculated, the linear attenuation factors of 
quartz and plagioclase were 0.513 and 0.526 cm
-1
 at the voltage of 80 kV. The detecting 
limit of the equipment can reach to 0.001 cm
-1
, and thus these minerals are theoretically 
separable. The dual-energy CT scanning was performed at Research School of Physics 
and Engineering, ANU. The experiment parameters were: voltages of 120 kV and 80 kV, 
target current of 105 μA, and resolution of 22 μm. The image segmentation was carried 
out in software Qmango. The bilateral iteration and anisotropic diffusion filters were 
applied to reduce the noise, and level intensity filter was used in X and Y directions for 
balancing the intensity from inside to the edge of the sample. Mineral phases were 
segmented by different gradient thresholds, and the results were compared with a 
registered 2D mineral map of a rock slice cut from the middle part of the specimen and 
scanned by QEM-EDS. 
4.1.3.2 2D XRF mapping 
XRF mapping characterises element distributions by measuring the intensities of 
fluorescent radiation emitted from excited electrons in particular elements. The analyses 
were carried out on samples HIM31 and HIM59 using a SEIKO SEA 6000VX XRF 
system at Bordeaux Montaigne University. The element data were collected with voltages 
of 15 kV and 50 kV, a beam current of 1 mA, and a resolution of 40 μm. The mapping of 
a 20×20 mm area takes 432 min, while it takes less than 60 min for QEM-EDS analysis. 
The XRF images were acquired for Si, Ca, Fe, Mn, K, Rb, Ti, Zr, Nb, Y and Ce. The 
detection limit of element content ranges from 100 to 1000 ppm. The mineral phases 
were manually distinguished in ImageJ software based on the combination of 
characteristic cations (e.g., biotite can be distinguished by using Fe and K maps) and the 
level of X-ray counts (e.g., apatite is distinguished using a Ca map). Each pixel is 
assumed to contain only one type of mineral. The pores and undefined minerals account 
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for 1.9% in HIM59. In HIM31, plagioclase cannot be identified from any elemental map, 
and thus we attributed the residual area after identification of all other minerals to 
plagioclase.  
4.1.3.3 2D QEM-EDS mapping 
The 2D QEM-EDS analyses were performed using the FEI Quanta QEMSCAN
®
 system 
at the Centre for Advanced Microscopy (CAM) at the ANU. Data were collected in field 
image scan mode, 15 kV accelerating voltage, 10 nA probe current step sizes of 15 µm. 
Since scan deflection is limited to a field size of 1.5 mm or less during mapping, each 
finished QEM-EDS map typically consists of multiple acquisitions and stage translation. 
FEI iMeasure and iDiscover were used for the acquisition of X-ray spectral map data and 
subsequent field stitching. FEI Nanomin software was used for final mineral 
identification and the derivation of modal fractions. Nanomin examines the spectrum 
acquired at each pixel and compares it to a library of known mineral reference spectra 
held within the Mineral Reference Editor (MRE). Mineral classification is assigned to a 
pixel only if a spectral match better than a pre-set value (i.e., 85%) has been achieved. 
Minerals belonging to a wide compositional range species can be successfully classified 
by solid solution series for the best fit using a suitable combination of end-member 
mineral reference spectra. For example, plagioclase can be defined by a combination of 
albite and anorthite. Failure in classification of some areas or pixels can either be due to a 
mineral being absent from the MRE or due to pixels being located on the boundary 
between two different mineral grains where a mixed spectrum is obtained. In this study, 
one mineral per pixel is defined for classification, and the undefined minerals were 
controlled to be less than 1% of the total abundance. 
4.1.4 Results and discussion 
4.1.4.1 Mineral identification of 3D CT images  
For beta dose rate modelling, the first attempt is to solve the 3D problem in a 3D way, i.e., 
build the rock geometry based on direct X-ray CT scan (Figure 4.2a). Sample HIM82 is 
mainly composed of four minerals: quartz, plagioclase, K-feldspar and biotite, as shown 
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in the mineral map produced by QEM-EDS scanning (Figure 4.2b). In the higher energy 
CT map, the slice which has the same mineral distribution pattern as the QEM-EDS map 
was obtained by image registration. For mineral identification (Figure 4.2c), K-feldspar 
and biotite were easily separated from other mineral phases, while quartz and plagioclase 
were unable to be separated as expected due to their similarity in linear attenuation 
coefficients.  
 
Figure 4.2: (a) The 3D CT image of the sample cube. (b) The QEM-EDS image of a slice 
cut from the middle part of the cube, which showed four main mineral phases. (c) The 
segmented CT image of the slice obtained from image registration. Biotite and K-feldspar 
phases were identified but quartz and plagioclase were unable to be separated. 
In the lower energy CT image, the contrast of quartz and plagioclase was slightly 
increased. To avoid the beam hardening effect, the image size was reduced by cropping 
the outer part. The segmentation result indicated that quartz and plagioclase were still not 
fully separated (Figure 4.3). A possible reason might be the insufficient penetrating power 
of lower energy, which could lead to the weak signals and noisy data. Higher quality data 
can be provided by reducing the sample size, and the ideal size is a core with a diameter 
less than 10 mm. However, the range of beta particle is 2 mm and then comparing to the 
whole rock, the representativeness of such a sample would be doubtful.   
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Figure 4.3: The quartz phase in QEM-EDS image and segmented low-energy CT image. 
In the current stage, it is still challenging in completely separating quartz and plagioclase 
from dual-energy CT images, which has hindered the application of this technique in 
accurate beta dose rate modelling. But if a rock has no/negligible plagioclase, 3D 
simulation is still the best way for dose rates evaluation. 
4.1.4.2 The comparison of XRF and QEM-EDS mapping 
2D mapping facilities have advantages in providing reliable mineral maps. In this part, 
XRF and QEM-EDS mapping results were compared.  
For XRF scanning, mineral identification requires setting thresholds of X-ray counts on 
target minerals but it could be highly subjective. The minor minerals in HIM31 were 
relatively simple and could be easily segmented with a combination of characteristic 
cations. However, accurate identification of quartz and plagioclase was difficult. The 
plagioclase in this sample is mainly oligoclase (as identified by QEM-EDS, Figure 4.4a), 
but this phase could not be separated from the XRF element maps. The separation of 
quartz from Si map became important. The assignment to quartz depended on the setting 
of a threshold of Si counts. When the Si map was noisy (Figure 4.4b), different threshold 
settings resulted in vastly different distributions (Figure 4.4c, d). The QEM-EDS image 
showed that the quartz abundance of 33.4% while the setting in Figure 4.4c (31.6%) was 
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close to this value but largely underestimated in Figure 4.4d (25.6%). Even though 
semi-automatic analysis software was developed for XRF mineral identification, the 
analysis is time-consuming and limited to simple cases with a small number of minerals. 
The results may depend on the choices for initialising the analysis (i.e., threshold 
parameters and the algorithms applied for segmentation)(Prêt et al., 2010).  
 
Figure 4.4: (a) Mineral mapping of HIM31 by QEM-EDS. (b) XRF image of Si with 
colour scale indicating X-ray count. (c) XRF map of quartz abundance close to that in 
QEM-EDS image. (d) XRF map with low quartz abundance. 
In identifying minor minerals, QEM-EDS was found more efficient. On one hand, XRF 
mapping requires all minerals present in the sample to be known prior to analysis. 
Otherwise, they may not be recognised from XRF elemental images due to a lack of 
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characteristic elements or the chemical composition of various minerals. However, the 
QEM-EDS data analysis software can provide the best-fit minerals by direct comparison 
to reference mineral X-ray spectra, which is helpful in the identification of unknown 
minerals. Even though the initial best-fit results may not always be correct, an inspection 
of the full spectrum can provide clues to a possible mineral type. This can be crucial 
when the researcher only has limited prior knowledge of the sample. For example, the 
Fe-rich minerals in HIM59 were identified as hematite, pyrrhotite and fayalite by 
QEM-EDS mapping (Figure 4.5c), whilst they were all (incorrectly) classified as 
hematite by XRF because prior knowledge of this sample included hematite, but not the 
other iron-rich minerals. Additionally, a range of characteristic elements (e.g. S required 
for the identification of pyrrhotite) were not measured (Figure 4.5d). On the other hand, 
QEM-EDS reflects a realistic mineral abundance of the mapping surface. The probing 
depths of QEM-EDS and XRF are 2-3 μm and 100-150 μm, respectively. In XRF the 
mineral distributions obtained may depend on probing depth and erroneous due to 
averaging the element signal received from different mineral grains. For instance, the 
abundance of zircon only accounted for 0.004% in the QEM-EDS map, while it reached 
to 0.156% in the XRF image.  
In separating minerals of a solid solution series (e.g. plagioclase, garnet, chlorite), 
QEM-EDS has advantage on searching for the best fit using a suitable combination of 
end-member mineral reference spectra. This function is helpful in defining the reference 
element concentration for estimating the radioelement concentrations by LA-ICP-MS 
analysis. For example, plagioclase can have various compositions between the 
end-members albite and anorthite, resulting in the Si content varying from 20.75% to 
31.50%. If the separation of the various plagioclase minerals is not possible, this may 
result in significant uncertainties in the estimation of radioelement concentrations and 
consequently influence the beta dose simulation results. 
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Figure 4.5: (a) QEM-EDS image of HIM59. (b) XRF image of HIM59. The distribution 
and abundance of major minerals are consistent in QEM-EDS and XRF images. The 
slight differences between grain boundaries result from the filtering of noisy XRF maps 
and de-resolution of QEM-EDS image. (c) Minor minerals identified by QEM-EDS. (d) 
Minor minerals classified by XRF. The epidote and different type of Fe-rich minerals 
cannot be classified and the abundance of zircon is much higher than that in the 
QEM-EDS image.  
4.1.5 Summary 
In ESR thermochronometry, accurate beta dose rate simulation relies on the uploaded 
geometry containing rock structures and mineral compositions. 2D mapping facilities are 
more efficient in mineral identification, since quartz and plagioclase cannot be fully 
separated by 3D dual-energy CT scanning. Thus, a 2D model is necessary to be 
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developed for an easier and faster assessment of the beta dose rate of heterogeneous rocks 
if they have even texture or mineral distributions have preferred orientation. In 2D 
mapping, QEM-EDS is recommended for more rapid map production and more efficient 
mineral identification. If this facility is not available, XRF can be an alternative option for 
samples with relatively simple mineral compositions. But one should carefully choose the 
elements for mapping and the thresholds for separation, to ensure the correct 
identification of target minerals. 
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Many samples used for luminescence and ESR dating show complex mineralogical structures, resulting in het-
erogeneous beta dose rates. Ideally, the beta dose rate distribution could be reconstructed using softwares like
DosiVox, which can both upload 3D-scans recorded with X-ray tomography and distributions of radioactive
elements. However, some minerals often exhibit only small X-ray contrasts making them difficult to distinguish
in 3D-scans. For example, quartz and plagioclase have closely similar X-ray characteristics, which limit the
applicability of this approach. Here, we introduced a Monte Carlo simulation of beta particles in two dimensions,
in order to calculate the dose rate from 2D images. The simulation results are compared between 2D modelling,
3D modelling and standard calculation. The implications for beta dose rate heterogeneity in grains are discussed.
Using the “DosiVox-2D” software, we show that 2D scans may characterize complex heterogeneous 3D beta dose
rate distributions. This approach could lead to a better understanding of micro-dosimetric phenomena and the
improvements in the accuracy of dose rate calculation for heterogeneous samples.
1. Introduction
In ESR and luminescence dating, it is essential to determine the dose
rate for age calculation. Even if samples are often heterogeneous at
different scales, in respect of mineralogical structure and/or distribu-
tion of radioactive elements in the sample and its surroundings (Nathan
et al., 2003; Guérin et al., 2012a; Urbanova et al., 2015), it is usual to
determine the U, Th, K contents (by beta counting, gamma spectro-
metry or ICPMS measurements), apply the infinite matrix assumption
and consider attenuation factors based on the individual grain size and
the bulk moisture content (Fleming, 1973; Zimmerman, 1971; Mejdahl,
1979) as well as, eventually, disequilibrium in the natural radioactive
decay series (Krbetschek et al., 1994). However, the beta dose rate
received by the mineral phase containing the dated grains (e.g., quartz
or feldspar phases in rocks, clay in sediment or pottery, and etc.) can be
significantly different from that of the bulk beta dose rate, depending
on the sizes and proportions of the different mineral phases, and the
contrasts in the radioactive element contents (Nathan et al., 2003).
Determining the specific beta dose rate in the phase used for the
equivalent dose determination is then of paramount importance in
heterogeneous samples, but remains delicate due to the complexity and
variety of the structures observable in these samples.
One option to tackle this problem is directly map the dose dis-
tribution (Rufer and Preusser, 2009; Guérin et al., 2012b) but since beta
particles have a range of a few millimeters, this approach is rather
difficult. An alternative is to develop numerical simulations (Nathan
et al., 2003; Mayya et al., 2006; Guérin, 2011; Cunningham et al., 2012;
Martin, 2015; Martin et al., 2015a) and this approach has already
shown promising results for investigating beta microdosimetry. Some of
them show that, in heterogeneous samples, in particular when the
presence of high radioactivity contrasts between different minerals
and/or coarse materials (millimeter or centimeter size) is attested, the
standard method may lead to biased estimations that can sometimes be
more than twice the simulated beta dose rate (Nathan et al., 2003).
However, it has to be noted that only few of these studies have received
an experimental validation that would be necessary for confirming the
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order of magnitude of the observed differences. In addition, a numerical
approach usually requires the creation of 3D models, what remains a
complex task, as well as the necessary characterisation of the structure
and composition of the sample, used for the creation of the numerical
model itself.
The recent development of the DosiVox software, which includes
the Geant4 database for particles-to-matter interactions and allows
users to compute dose rate simulations without programming skills,
makes this approach more accessible. Although this tool has simplified
the modelling process, the major issues are still remaining on acquiring
data of sample's structure, mineral's chemical composition and its
radioactivity. Even when it is possible to extrapolate the three dimen-
sional structure from a slice analysis (for instance obtained using LA-
ICP-MS or X-ray fluorescence mapping) (Martin et al., 2015b), a 3D
approach is still time consuming as it requires several days or weeks of
calculation on standard computers (without considering the time for
the analysis and processing). Another possibility is to model a sediment
or a rock sample by packing randomly spherical grains distributed in a
compact structure (Nathan et al., 2003; Guérin et al., 2012a). This
approach is limited by the efficiency of the algorithm (Donev et al.,
2005) and the representativeness of the geometric construction. The
shape of the grain may also have an impact on the calculated beta dose
rate, depending on their size compared to beta particle range since a
significant effect can be observed for grains close or larger than the beta
average range in sediment (i.e. few millimeters) (Fain et al., 1999;
Nathan, 2010). If dating are usually performed on smaller grains – few
hundred of micrometers for the quartz inclusion technique (Fleming,
1973) or less than 20 μm for the fine grain method (Zimmerman, 1971)
– the shape of larger fractions that can be present in the sample (for
instance, calcite or granite grains or small stones) is likely to have a
significant effect on the beta dose rate, especially if the contrast be-
tween the coarse material and the mineral phases containing the dated
grains is strong (Nathan et al., 2003). In addition, random grain dis-
tributions cannot represent agglomerated grains or layered samples
with different granulometric distributions.
X-ray computed tomography (CT) may be an alternative since it
allows the visualization and quantification of the internal structure of
objects (Aso et al., 2007; Mena et al., 2015). However, CT equipments
are not easy accessible and sample scanning is expensive. More im-
portantly, it cannot be used for samples rich in quartz and plagioclases
since these two minerals are almost impossible to be distinguished in
CT images (Boone et al., 2011).
Plachy and Sutton (1982) used a dose point kernel method to in-
tegrate the beta dose rate contributions to quartz from the main mineral
phases present in a granite. They used cathodoluminescence photo-
graphy to create 2D maps of the different phases while abrasing the
sample slice after slice. They showed in particular that one can obtain
the equivalent beta dose rate in applying their calculation method in
two dimensions (to the individual images) or three dimensions (to the
3D images reconstituted by assembling the 2D images). This observa-
tion can probably be related to the isotropy of the mineral distribution
in the sample, as stereology can predict the conservation of size ratios
(volume fractions, surface fractions and intercepted length fractions of
the different phases) and the mean intercept length between two and
three dimensions for an isotropic texture (Underwood, 1970; Degallaix
and Ilschner, 2007). As beta dose rate distribution is related to the size
ratio and distance (it is in fact the basic of the dose point kernel
method) between different mineral phases, the conservation of the beta
dose rate between two and three dimension can be seen as a con-
sequence of the isotropy of the sample, according to stereology.
Calculating or modelling the beta dose rate in 2D, as Plachy and
Sutton (1982) did, has a strong potential for dating heterogeneous
samples, as it is easier to obtain data about composition, radioactivity
and spatial distribution of the different mineral phases from two di-
mensional analysis than three dimensional analysis, or mineral se-
paration. In order to take advantage of this method and provide a user-
friendly tool for the dosimetric dating community, the DosiVox-2D
software has been developed (Martin, 2015, chapter 11). Contrary to
DosiVox, DosiVox-2D allows 2D-modelling but is only applicable to
heterogeneous sediments and rock samples whose minerals are ran-
domly distributed in space (isotropic), i.e. the probability of en-
countering a particular mineral phase is equal in all the three direc-
tions. However, this property has only to apply at the beta particle
range (around 2mm) and at the sampling size required for the dating
(usually from a millimeter to a centimeter). Sample slices are used to
obtain mineral compositions, distributions and radioactive element
concentrations for subsequent simulations.
In this paper, we first explain the concept of 2D modelling, in-
troduce the DosiVox-2D software, and then examine this new modelling
approach with virtual and natural examples. The results are compared
to those obtained with voxelised 3D models run with DosiVox (Martin
et al., 2015a), grains packing models (Nathan et al., 2003; Guérin et al.,
2012a), and the standard approach based on the infinite matrix dose
rate concept (Fleming, 1973; Zimmerman, 1971; Aitken, 1985). The
shape of the beta dose rate distributions obtained with the 3D and 2D
modellings are also compared. The application of tabulated attenuation
factors for calculating the beta dose rate to the modelled mineral phases
is also discussed. At this stage of demonstration of the concept and its
potential, we made the approximation that all samples considered here
are isotropic. The effect of anisotropy on the modelling results will only
be slightly discussed in this paper, and more developed in Fang et al.
(2018).
2. Principles and theory of 2D modelling
Like previously explain, the principle of 2D-modelling relies on the
conservation of several properties between 2D and 3D in isotropic
samples. In particular, the surface fractions of the different phases on a
representative 2D image are equal to the volume fractions (in the 3D),
which ensure that the mineral proportions are respected. The mean
intercept length, which can be defined as the average chord length of a
particular phase measured in random directions, is also conserved in 2D
if the sample is isotropic (Underwood, 1970; Degallaix and Ilschner,
2007). One can assume that this properties lead to the accurate calcu-
lation in 2D of beta dose rate, done by Plachy and Sutton (1982), as the
dose point kernel method is like an integration of dose deposit along
chords in all directions of the image plan: this can be seen as an in-
tegration of the dose deposit function during the calculation of the
mean intercept length, which is the same in 2D than in 3D. The cal-
culation of dose rate in 2D by DosiVox-2D is a little bit different, as the
beta dose is not integrated along chords but all the individual beta
particles trajectories and interactions are simulated in a 2D re-
presentation of the sample, with the Monte Carlo method. However, the
equivalence between 2D and 3D calculations relies on the same prin-
ciple, as the trajectories of beta particles can be seen as successions of
chords in random directions, with the same probability of crossing and
interaction with the different mineral phases in 2D as that in 3D
(Fig. 1).
These modellings rely on the hypothesis that two dimensional
images are representative of the three dimensional sample. This can be
assumed if the sample is isotropic (which can be confirmed by image
analysis of the sample in different perpendicular directions, or some-
times assumed from the nature of the sample, like well mixed sediment)
and if the surface used for the calculation is large enough to be re-
presentative of the sample heterogeneity (including the mineral and
radioactivity distributions) and the beta particle emissions. In practice,
it may be complicated to determine the size for correctly representing a
sample heterogeneity, but tools as variogram and covariogram can be
useful for this purpose (Degallaix and Ilschner, 2007). However, we can
reasonably assume that the minimum surface necessary for 2D model-
ling is at least one square centimeter, as the average range of beta
particles in sediments is a few millimeters. Obviously, the larger the
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surface used, the more representative the modelling will be, but the size
can be limited by the analytical technique (for instance, U and Th
usually require ICPMS or SIMS measurements). The representativeness
of the analysed surface is indeed the predominant source of uncertainty
of the method (Plachy and Sutton, 1982).
The main advantage of 2D modelling is the simplification and the
efficiency of the analysis. Instead of processing the successive images
required for 3D modelling, only one slice is needed in 2D modelling.
Moreover, 2D mapping equipment is usually easy to access (e.g., SEM-
EDX, micro-XRF, QEMSCAN) and users can choose a facility that best
suits their needs. For example, if correctly calibrated, a SEM allows
assessing a quantitative distribution for potassium, which is often the
major contributor to the beta dose rate and whose distribution is con-
sequently important for modelling. In addition, the different mineral
phases are easier to separate in 2D mapping methods because the
analysis does not only rely on the variations of X-ray absorption (like
computed tomography), but also on the variations of the chemical
composition inside the sample (the EDX, QEMSCAN and XRF methods
being relative to the elemental composition). Plachy and Sutton (1982)
used cathodoluminescence photography in order to map the major
mineral phases of their granite sample, after checking with a microp-
robe analysis proven that different minerals were correctly identified.
However, it seems difficult to apply it for mapping small inclusions or
grains even if they may contain the most part of uranium and thorium
and therefore have a significant weight on the beta dose rate.
3. Software description
DosiVox-2D is a Geant4 based software for creating fast dosimetric
models. It simulates particles-to-matter interactions by a Monte-Carlo
approach (Agostinelli et al., 2003; Allison et al., 2006, 2016), calcu-
lating the paths and interactions of each primary particle and secondary
particles, step by step, according to interaction probabilities in the
material. This process displays the particle's behavior in the matter, and
has already shown its usefulness for dose rate calculation in dosimetric
dating (Morthekai et al., 2007; Guérin et al., 2012a; Martin et al.,
2015c).
As a user-friendly software, DosiVox-2D requires no programming
skills and can run on a standard computer. The construction of the
model is achieved through an annotated text file or a graphical inter-
face running under Java. The user defines a 2D-grid and sets for each
voxel the materials (corresponding to the different mineral phases
identified in the sample), their chemical composition, density, water
content, and radioactivity. Specifically, a 2D-grid can be created
manually into the interface, or directly by uploading a 2D image with
segmented mineral phases coded in 8-bits grey scale. The image ana-
lysis and processing can be achieved by ImageJ (Abràmoff et al., 2004;
Rasband., 1997–2012; Schneider et al., 2012). In DosiVox-2D, the beta
particles can be emitted with the energy spectrum of the 40K, the U- and
Th-series (available and editable in the data folder of the software), or
according to a user-defined spectrum. Each radioactive element or
series is simulated independently from the other, in order to distinguish
the different contributions to the total beta dose rate. The quantity of
particle emissions in each voxel is derived from the contents of radio-
active elements set in the different materials, according to those mea-
sured by analytical techniques (e.g. ICP-MS). After the information is
provided and linked, a pilot file is created in a text format for launching
the simulation. Detailed information about creating a pilot file and data
processing can be found in the DosiVox-2D user manual (http://www.
iramat-crp2a.cnrs.fr/spip/spip.php?article144).
As a 2D environment differs from a 3D one, different processes
characterising particles emission in 2D as well as their behavior were
investigated in order to assure consistency with the requirements of 2D
calculation of beta dose rate. First of all, a particle reflection process at
the edges of the modelled environment was set, in the modelling plane
direction (X and Y) and in the perpendicular direction Z. This ensures
that no particle leaves the 2D environment in the Z direction, which
would be contradictory with the principle of a 2D calculation; the re-
flection in X and Y allows to obtain a macroscopic infinite medium (the
particles leaving the modelled environment equal the particles entering
it), which is necessary to ensure the continuity of beta flux and low
energy photon flux near the edges of the 2D environment. A similar
process were used by Guérin and Mercier (2012) for gamma particle
simulations. For beta particles emission and path, three methods were
considered:
(1) The emission of beta particles is random in the three directions: this
is the simplest method of emission. However, with the particle re-
flection in the Z direction, the model behaves as a 3D modelling but
with an infinite height in the Z direction, which is not compatible
with the 2D calculation principles. The beta dose rates calculated
using this emission process were significantly different from those
obtained with standard 3D modellings.
(2) The random emission of beta particles in the two directions of the
modelling plan, with no possibility for primary or secondary par-
ticles to move in the Z direction, even after an interaction: this is a
complete 2D behavior, for which the Z dimension no longer exists.
The conservation of particles impulsion is assured by a redistribu-
tion of the intensity of the impulsion component in the Z direction
(noted pz) to the impulsion components in the X and Y axis (re-
spectively px and py). However, with this redistribution, the beta
particles travel significantly further in the sample geometry than
they will do in 3D. As a consequence, the distribution of dose de-
posit in the sample is not respected, leading to significant
Fig. 1. Illustration of volume, surface and linear fractions in an isotropic heterogeneous sample.
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differences of the beta dose rates compared to 3D modellings.
(3) The random emission of beta particles in the two directions of the
modelling plane, but with possible movements in the Z direction:
this process of emission and particles path calculation is respectful
of the distribution of dose deposit in the sample, which is thereby
conserved between 2D and 3D modellings as there is no modifica-
tion of the particle impulsion calculation. It is also compatible with
the principle of a 2D calculation as only beta particles emitted in
the XY plan are considered, and only the px and py components of
impulsion allow particles (beta or low energy photon) to move from
a voxel to another in the geometry (the pz component is neutral,
like in a projection of the particle trajectory on the XY plane). This
process was therefore selected for DosiVox-2D. We confirm in this
paper the match between 2D calculation of the beta dose rate using
this process with the standard 3D modellings.
The dose deposited during particle interactions is recorded in each
voxel, as well as the quantity of energy carried by the particles emitted
by mass. This last quantity (noted EmMass in the software for Energy
emitted by unit of Mass) is equivalent to a local infinite matrix dose,
that can be defined for any material quantity in the modelling, such as
one voxel of material, one material phase or the whole modelling vo-
lume. To these local infinite matrix doses correspond a reference dose
rate, calculated from the K, U and/or Th contents multiplied by their
respective dose rate conversion factor (Guérin et al., 2011), allowing
the calibration of the results by a proportionality law (see Martin, 2015,
chapter 1). Edge effects may appear at the physical edges of the mod-
elling, due to the rupture of the sample structure and isotropy. In order
to avoid these effects to create a bias of the results, the dosimetric data
of the voxels within 3–5mm (depending on the average density and
water content) to the edges of the model are not recorded.
The dose is integrated over the voxels of each material for calcu-
lating the effective beta dose rate (in Grey per kiloyear – Gy. ka−1 –
using the conversion factors from Guérin et al., 2011) of each mineral
phase. These effective beta dose rates are provided independently for
the K, and U- and Th-series, and combined for calculating the total
effective beta dose rate. Details about the dose and EmMass are also
provided for each material and radioactive emitter. Basic histograms of
the effective beta dose rates are constructed in order to investigate the
beta dose distribution in the sample. Maps of the beta dose rates from
the different radioactive elements and series are constructed by as-
signing each voxel of the modelling to a pixel of the image. These maps
provide a visual representation of the beta dose rate distribution, al-
lowing more detailed investigations.
2D-modellings are usually faster and lighter, in terms of computer
resources, than 3D modelling. For simulation of a 2×2 cm sediment or
rock sample with a resolution of 100 μm, the requested RAM is around
40MB and the stochastic uncertainty (related mostly to the number of
particles simulated and to the number of interactions by voxel) fall
under 0.1% after few hours of calculation on modern standard com-
puters, while a 2×2×2 cm 3D modelling on DosiVox, with the same
resolution, requires10 times more memory and at least 24 h for
equivalent stochastic accuracy. Of course, this comes at the cost of the
statistic representativeness of the slice modelled in the 2D-modelling,
compared to a larger 3D modelling. Moreover, it can be necessary to
simulate larger area in order to increase representativeness of the
sample, or use a higher resolution for explicitly representing small grain
fractions that can have a significant effect on the beta dose rate (such as
highly radioactive minerals like zircon). In those cases, it may be ne-
cessary to simulate more beta particles emissions to reduce the sto-
chastic uncertainty, knowing that the simulation time is approximately
proportional to the number of particles generated. Higher resolutions
tend to slow down the calculation speed, but the exact relation with the
duration of the simulation still has to be defined. DosiVox-2D supports
multithreading calculations, and therefore several computer cores can
be used for a simulation in order to reduce the duration. Another so-
lution for increasing the calculation speed is to launch several parallel
simulations, on computer clusters for example, and average the results.
4. 2D-modelling in virtual sample
To investigate the applicability of DosiVox-2D, four mineralogical
environments (Table 1 and Fig. 2) were generated in DosiSed (Martin,
2015, chapter 13), a software that generates distributions of randomly
packed spherical grains of different minerals and radioactivities, and
simulates their dose rates (Nathan et al., 2003; Guérin et al., 2012a). In
this test, the results of 2D and 3D model are compared with that of
standard approach (infinite matrix dose and attenuation factors).
For each environment, three simulations were carried out to cal-
culate the beta dose rate received by each mineral component. The first
simulation was conducted by DosiSed, recording the dose rates in 3D
geometries made of randomly packed spheres. The second simulation
used DosiVox with 3D voxelised geometries. In that case, each en-
vironment was divided into cubic voxels and each voxel was filled with
material in its centre. The third simulation was carried out with
DosiVox-2D with 2D voxelised geometries. Five slices of raster images
were obtained from the preceding 3D image. To match the standard
setups for mapping minerals in 3D and 2D, the voxelised volumes were
16× 16×16mm with voxelisation resolutions of both 50 and 100 μm.
As the smallest grain size Environment D is 200 μm, only the 50 μm
resolution was used to correctly keep the shape and dimension of the
grains. The beta spectra of 40K, U-series and Th-series from Guérin
(2011) were used for the beta particle emissions in the different si-
mulations.
For comparison, beta dose rates in the grains and in the clay matrix
were calculated for the different environments using the standard ap-
proach. This method, which is the most widely used in luminescence
and ESR dating, relies on the calculation of the infinite matrix dose rate
(from the radioactive contents and conversion factors (Guérin et al.,
2011), corrected by the fraction absorbed by water (using the at-
tenuation factors for moisture content from Zimmerman, 1971; Nathan
and Mauz, 2008). Additionally, grain size attenuation factors are ap-
plied (Mejdahl, 1979; Guérin et al., 2012a). The external attenuation
factor and internal self-dose fraction (Guérin et al., 2012a) add up to 1.
If the grain is radioactive, its internal dose rate is derived from the dose
rate of its U, Th and K contents, multiplied by the self-dose fraction. The
corresponding equation for the standard calculation of the beta dose
rate in a grain is then:
Drgrain=Drxt. × (1-Fself dose)/(1+Fmoisture.M) + Drint × Fself dose (1)
Table 1
Composition of the modelled environments.
Environment Materiala Grain size
(mm)
Percentage (%) Radioactive element
content
A Clay matrix – 70.00 5 ppm of U
Quartz 0.5 30.00 0 ppm of U
B Clay matrix – 65.00 5 ppm of Th
Carbonate 3.0 26.25 0 ppm of Th
Quartz 0.5 8.75 1 ppm of Th
C Clay matrix – 70.00 1% of K2O
Quartz 0.5 27.00 0% of K2O
K-feldspar 0.5 3.00 14% of K2O
D Clay matrix – 65.00 0.75% of K2O
Carbonate 1.5 25.00 0% of K2O
Quartz 1.0 8.00 0.14% of K2O
K-feldspar 0.2 2.00 14% of K2O
a Mineral description: Clay matrix: SiO2 54%, Al2O3 46%, density
1.8 g.cm−3, moisture 10% in mass. Quartz: SiO2 100%, density 2.65 g.cm−3,
moisture 0% in mass. K-feldspar (potassium feldspar): KAlSi3O8 100%, density
2.6 g.cm−3, moisture 0% in mass. Carbonate: CaCO3 70%, MgCO3 30%, density
2.7 g.cm−3, moisture 0% in mass.
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Where Drgrain is the beta dose rate in the grain, Drxt is the beta dose rate
in the external environment of the grain (usually equal to the infinite
matrix dose rate of the sample), Drint is the infinite matrix dose rate of
the grain material. Fself dose is the self-dose fraction absorbed by the
grain. M is the moisture content of the sediment and Fmoisture is the
water attenuation factor. For the beta dose rate of fine grains (< 10 μm)
in the matrix, the equation is the same with Fself dose being zero or
negligible. The attenuation factors may vary depending on the radio-
active elements or series considered, and the different contributions
from the K, U- and Th-series are usually calculated separately (Mejdahl,
1979).
Drxt results from the measurements of the radioactive elements in
the sample. In most cases, samples are completely homogenized.
However, Nathan et al. (2003) showed that removing the fraction larger
than 10mm leads to a more realistic calculation of the external beta
dose rate. This is due to the fact that a significant part of the coarse
fraction does not contribute to the beta dose rate received by the grains
used for dating (due to the range of the beta particles, unable to totally
cross the objects of this size). However, if it is crushed with the rest of
the sample, this fraction contributes to the average content of radio-
active elements. The standard method was used to investigate three
cases for beta dose rate (Dr) calculation:
1) Drbulk is derived from the infinite matrix dose rate (Drxt) calculated
from the average K, U or Th contents of different size fractions and
using the conversion factors from Guérin et al. (2011) corrected for
moisture and internal dose rate.
2) Drmm is calculated from the average content of radioactive elements
from the fraction< 1mm (which excludes the carbonate grains in
the environments B and D, and the quartz grains in environment D).
3) Drmtx is calculated from the radioactive element contents of the clay
matrix.
4) The self-dose fraction factors calculated by Guérin et al. (2012a)
were applied to grains between 1 and 1000 μm, and those for car-
bonate grains of 1.5mm and 3mm were calculated by DosiVox
(Martin et al., 2015c).
Fig. 3 shows the comparisons between the three standard calcula-
tions and modelling (spheres packing, 3D and 2D) for the four con-
sidered environments. For direct comparison, the part of the beta dose
absorbed by moisture in the clay matrices were removed according to
Zimmerman (1971), and Nathan and Mauz (2008). The 2D modelling
error is 2-σ standard deviation of the results from different slices. It
represents the uncertainty in the beta dose rate due to the representa-
tiveness of these slices compared to the whole sample volume. The
sphere packing and 3D errors are not given since the random errors
between two simulations are less than 1%. Nevertheless, these small
errors do not indicate the accuracy of the model runs, they just show
that a sufficient number of particles in simulation can obtain statisti-
cally reproducible results.
The beta dose rates received by the different mineral fractions and
calculated with the three models agree within errors (Fig. 3), except for
the K-feldspars dose rate that is slightly overestimated by 2D and 3D
modellings (Fig. 4). A part of the differences between grain packing and
the voxelised models (3D and 2D) can be attributed to approximations
in the voxelisation process. The results of individual 2D simulations
have large statistical variations due to the lower representativeness of
slices over the whole sample volume, nevertheless the mean dose rate
values of the five slices are comparable with those obtained by the other
methods. This shows that 2D-modelling gives similar results as the 3D
approaches. It should be noted that the statistical accuracy of the 2D
modelling can be enhanced by increasing the slice size.
Fig. 2. Visualization of a slice of each virtual environment.
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The dose rates deposited in the different materials are also com-
pared (Fig. 4). The dose rates were normalised by those of the sphere
packing modelling, which has been proved efficient in heterogeneous
dose rate calculations (Nathan et al., 2003; Guérin et al., 2012a; Martin
et al., 2015b). Moreover, the sphere packing geometries are the original
models which the 3D and 2D modellings were made from, and the
standard calculation also considers spherical grains (even if the grain
packing situation is not considered). Consequently the sphere packing
modellings should deliver the closest dose rates to the investigated
virtual samples.
Fig. 4 highlights that 2D modelling gives results within the 5%
range of deviation from the reference beta dose rate, except for the K-
feldspars case. These results seems comparable, in terms of exactness, to
the 3D modelling ones but are yet subject to an additional uncertainty
due to the statistical representativeness of the area used for creating the
2D modellings (Fig. 3). In contrast, the beta dose rates received by the
different sediment fractions and calculated using the standard method
exhibit large deviations compared to the reference dose rate (more than
50%), or sometimes gives dose rates closer to the reference than the
voxelised modellings (specially the bulk dose rate). As no general trend
can be observed for the different materials or for the different fractions
used in the calculation (except in the case of the K-feldspar grains,
which is developed next), it seems difficult to predict the possible un-
derestimation or overestimation of the beta dose rates, nor the extent of
variation when applying these calculation methods to heterogeneous
samples. This additional and potentially significant uncertainty is
usually not estimated, nor taken in account in the standard method of
beta dose rate calculation. On the other hand, it seems that the use of
simulations in these cases allows limiting the possible bias on the beta
dose rate, even if additional uncertainties from the sample analysis and
Fig. 3. Beta dose rates calculated by simulations and standard methods in four heterogeneous environments.
Fig. 4. Comparison of the beta dose rate in
the different mineral phases calculated by
simulations and standard methods. The
dose rates are presented in relative percent
to the dose rates of sphere packing model-
lings. The red cross indicates the absence of
calculation of Drmm because there is no
fraction under the millimeter except the
matrix. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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geometry creation have to be added.
The K-feldspars exhibit a significant difference between the 2D and
sphere packing dose rates (Fig. 4). A difference of more than 10% is
observed for Environment C, which is more than the uncertainty caused
by the representativeness of the slices (Fig. 3). The 3D modelling results
vary by less than 5%, but the results which closest to the reference dose
rate are provided by the Drbulk calculation. The error in the 2D mod-
elling results can be interpreted as an underestimation of the slice re-
presentativeness uncertainty, which is possible because of the small
volume fraction represented by the K-feldspar grains: the standard de-
viation calculation over this small fraction from only five slices may not
suffice in obtaining a statistically correct evaluation of the uncertainty
on the K-feldspar beta dose rate. Another explanation is that 2D-mod-
elling gives less accurate results in the case of internal hotspots, pos-
sibly because the simulation of the internal dose rate of small (in regard
of the beta particle range) spherical grains does not fit with the prin-
ciple of isotropy necessary for 2D-modellings. The accuracy of the
Drbulk calculation for K-feldspar grains can be attributed to their larger
beta self-dose, which reduces the effect of external dose rate hetero-
geneity. This seems to confirm the common assumption that K-feldspars
are more suitable for heterogeneous sediment dating. More investiga-
tions have to be done to confirm these patterns and to determine the
actual reason why 2D-modelling is less accurate in this particular case.
This could eventually lead to an enhancement of 2D-modelling, or
confirm that Drbulk will always be more accurate for calculating the
dose rate in a localized hotspot.
It is noticeable that for Environment C, the Drbulk calculation is
closer to the sphere packing dose rate than any other simulation or
calculation, even if the simulated dose rates differ by less than 5% in
most cases. The explanation can be that for this environment, the effects
of the different heterogeneities (the quartz and K-feldspar grains)
compensate each other, due to the fact that all the grains have the same
size and closely similar densities, resulting in the similar self-dose
fractions for quartz and K-feldspar grains. More investigations are also
required to determine whether this is a particular case or the results can
be extended to a wider range of environments, allowing fast calcula-
tions of the beta dose rate without requiring simulations.
The beta dose rates obtained with the models running with a 50 μm
and 100 μm resolution, show small to negligible differences (Fig. 5).
Note that only the 50 μm resolution was used for Environment D, to
keep the shape of the smallest grains. Then, it seems that a resolution of
100 μm is sufficient to accurately model the beta dose rate of the coarse
fraction (> 500 μm). However, this does not mean that all objects
larger than the applied resolution will be represented in the mapping,
since the depth of analysis and the efficiency of the deconvolution have
to be taken into account. For instance, SEM and QEMSCAN radiations
penetrate only a few micrometers in a sample, while the X-rays from
XRF can reach a depth of 1mm. As a consequence, the resolution for
XRF needs to be carefully chosen. Only objects and mineral phases
whose thickness is in the millimeter range will be correctly represented.
To minimize analysis time and consumption of computer resources, we
recommend using lower resolution images. One should keep in mind
however that the shape and size of the smallest objects may change. The
user has to balance the resolution with the necessity of conserving
sufficient information about the modelled objects.
5. Comparison of the beta dose rate distribution shape between
3D and 2D models
The use of the single grain dating technique (Duller et al., 1999)
often leads to the observation of large equivalent doses overdispersions
in sediment samples. Various factors may be involved like incomplete
bleaching or sensibility changes and beta dose rate variations at the
grain scale (Nathan et al., 2003; Guérin et al., 2012a). These variations
may be visualized and investigated for different grain sizes and mineral
phases of a sample with DosiVox and DosiVox-2D (Martin, 2015,
chapter 11, 12, 13). In order to test if 2D-modelling can be an efficient
tool for this purpose, we compared the shapes of beta dose rate dis-
tributions in 2D and 3D simulations (Fig. 6).
There is a general agreement in the shape between 2D and 3D dose
rate distributions. Differences can either be attributed to the lower
statistical representativeness of the 2D-mapping or the fact that 2D-
modelling process itself may have caused some divergences. More tests
need to be carried out to address this matter. It is likely that a larger
number of 2D runs are required to match the 3D results. Nevertheless,
2D runs are a reasonable approximation of the beta dose distributions,
thus allowing the investigation of the role of beta dose rates in the dose
over-dispersion of single grain data sets (Mayya et al., 2006).
With 2D beta dose mapping and distribution, it is possible to con-
sider new strategies to investigate these effects on beta dosimetry and
age calculation. Applied to rock beta dosimetry, this method could help
investigating the effect of radioactive hotspots: in the presence of small
but highly radioactive inclusions, like it can be the case in granites, the
local beta dose rate can be significantly underestimated, and even dose
saturation areas can be created. Beta dose mapping and distribution
could help to identify and take in account these effects. Combined with
the recent development of spatially resolved OSL (Clark-Balzan and
Schwenninger, 2012), it could also be possible to cross compare the
mappings of natural luminescence signal, luminescence sensitivity
(after artificial irradiation of zeroed sample slices) and beta dose rate.
This comparison would allow investigating the cross-effects of beta
micro-dosimetry and sensitivity variations in a sample, and their po-
tential implications for the dating process and age calculation.
6. Beta dose rate in non-apparent grains
Luminescence and ESR measurements are usually not performed on
bulk material or on the millimeter or larger fraction, but rather on grain
size fractions ranging from few micrometers (fine grains) to few hun-
dreds of micrometers (coarse grains). These grains may not explicitly
appear on the mapping analysis for various reasons: they can be smaller
than the resolution of the analysis, or impossible to deconvolve because
of the probing range, or indistinguishable from the surrounding mate-
rial (like small quartz grains in a larger quartz phase). These grains may
represent a heterogeneity that is not taken into account in the different
simulation methods. As a consequence, the beta dose rate in these
grains may be different from that of its mineral phase represented in the
modelling. The 2D and 3D runs only provide the effective beta dose rate
for a given mineral phase, and it is therefore necessary to calculate the
beta dose rates in grain size fractions of this phase. We distinguish three
cases:
(1) For fine grains (< 10 μm), the beta dose rate attenuation is negli-
gible. Thus, their beta dose rate is the same as the effective beta
dose rate of the mineral phase containing them calculated by 3D
and 2D runs. For example, the beta dose rate of fine grains in the
clay matrices modelled in part 4 is equal to the effective dose rate of
the respective matrices. It may be necessary to correct for water
contents (Zimmerman, 1971).
(2) In granites or similar heterogeneous rocks, the grains (fine or coarse
fractions) may be packed together in aggregates or veins of milli-
meter to centimeter scale, resulting in a very different dosimetric
system for the beta particles than what it is usually considered for
heterogeneous sediments (grains scattered in a fine matrix). An
aggregate can be considered as a local homogeneous medium be-
cause there is no different material between the grains. The varia-
tion of the beta self-dose fraction with the grain size is compensated
by the variation of the beta dose rate contribution from the sur-
rounding material, like in an infinite homogeneous matrix.
Consequently, the size of a single grain does not influence its beta
dose rate, i.e. in an aggregate all the grain size fractions receive the
same averaged beta dose rate, independently of their individual
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size. However, the aggregate is not infinite in regard to the beta
dose rate and so, instead of receiving the infinite matrix dose rate, it
receives an effective beta dose rate from its own radioactivity and
from the radioactivity of the surrounding aggregates and veins of
other minerals. This postulate has been assumed by Plachy and
Sutton (1982) for calculating the beta dose rate in their granite
sample. The effective beta dose rate depends on the size, shape,
composition and radioactivity of the aggregate, as well as the sur-
rounding aggregates and veins and their distribution around the
considered aggregate (Plachy and Sutton, 1982). Simkins et al.
(2016) highlighted the importance of the crystal size in beta dose
rate of rock samples, and Kaipa et al. (1988) calculated the effective
beta dose attenuation for spherical agglomerates of quartz in bricks,
exposing an increase of the beta dose rate attenuation from 12% to
47% of the infinite matrix dose rate for similar individual grain size
distributions, but different agglomerate sizes. However, the calcu-
lation from Kaipa et al. (1988) is difficultly transposable to het-
erogeneous rocks such as granites, as the grain aggregates are often
not spherical and the shapes of objects in millimeter to centimetre
have a significant effect on the beta dose rate attenuation (Fain
et al., 1999; Nathan, 2010).
The negligible effect of the individual grain size can also be deduced
from Fig. 5: if each mineral phase (matrix of grain) is considered as a set
of aggregates of voxels, and each voxel is assigned to a grain (cubical
instead of spherical), the result is an environment composed of grain
aggregates. Therefore, changing the resolution of the model runs cor-
responds to changing the size of the grains forming the aggregate.
However, no significant variation of the beta dose rate can be observed
between the runs with different resolutions. This supports the hypoth-
esis that the size of the grains forming the aggregates has no significant
effect on the beta dose rate of these grains.
(3) The last case considered here corresponds to coarse grains (dia-
meter higher than 10 μm) embedded in a matrix of a different
material. The mineral phase considered in the model runs
represents the mixed matrix and grain materials. The grains re-
present an heterogeneity inside the phase, whose effect on the beta
dose rate will depend on their differences of radioactivity, compo-
sition and density compared to the surrounding material, but also
on their size (they are scattered in the matrix and not packed to-
gether like in a granite) and their volume fraction (Nathan et al.,
2003; Guérin et al., 2012a; Martin et al., 2015b). If the volume
fraction of these grains is small, the dosimetric system is on the
local scale of the mineral phase similar to the pottery case described
by Fleming (1973) and Aitken (1985). Therefore, it seems reason-
able to think that it should be possible to calculate the beta dose
rate in the grains by applying their standard calculation method not
to the infinite matrix dose rate, but to the effective beta dose rate
provided by the model runs. In order to test if the standard at-
tenuation factors are still relevant when applied to an effective dose
rate inside a mineral phase next to an interface with a different
mineral phase, a DosiVox model was created by positioning a single
200 μm quartz grain at different distances from this interface. The
beta dose rates recorded by the grain were compared to the effec-
tive beta dose rate (recorded in the absence of the grain) attenuated
by the standard factors for that grain size (Guérin et al., 2012b) and
moisture (Zimmerman, 1971), noted “Attenuated effective beta
dose rate”. Three cases were simulated (Fig. 7): a block of dry and
radioactive clay matrix next to a block of non-radioactive carbonate
(environment I), a block of moist and radioactive clay (30% of
water in mass) next to a block of non-radioactive carbonate (en-
vironment J), and a block of dry and non-radioactive clay matrix
next to a block of radioactive K-feldspar (environment K). The beta
spectrum of the U-series was used for the simulation of environment
I and J, and the beta spectrum of K was used for environment K. The
results, already presented in Martin (2015, chapter 12), are shown
in Fig. 8.
The beta dose rate recorded by the quartz grains follows the trend of
the effective beta dose rate, but with a slight decrease in environment I
when the grain is close to the interface. This variation can reasonably
Fig. 5. 2D simulations from mapping images with different resolution.
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be attributed to the variation of range of the beta particles in the calcite,
resulting in less particles being back-scattered in the direction of the
grain. However, this effect is small and probably negligible when the
beta dose rate is averaged among the whole mineral phase. In addition,
it is reduced in a moist environment, where we can observe no
significant difference between the beta dose rate recorded by the grain
and the effective beta dose rate. This is due to the smaller range of the
beta particles in moist environment. The same observation can be made
for the environment K considering the 40K beta spectrum: because of
the smaller average range of the beta particles from this spectrum
(Brennan et al., 2000; Martin et al., 2015c), compared to the beta from
the U-series spectrum, the effect of the proximity of a different material
on the dose rate is reduced, if not negligible. This should equally apply
to rock samples, like granites, where the ranges of the beta particles in
the more represented minerals are usually similar, due to their close
densities.
The last simulations consider a single grain in a clay matrix. Other
studies (Guérin et al., 2012a; Martin, 2015, chapter 4) have shown that
the increase of the volume fraction of grains in the sediment has an
increasing effect on the effective beta dose rate compared to the pottery
case (Zimmerman, 1971; Aitken, 1985). This can be seen as an inter-
mediate situation between this last situation (low fraction of single
grains scattered in a homogeneous matrix), and a mineral phase com-
posed of an agglomerate of grains like the granite. Thus, the standard
calculations are not reliable in this situation. Martin (2015, chapter 12)
showed that for grains between 50 μm and 200 μm and with a volume
fraction of grains > 10%, the effective beta dose rate in the grains is
close to the effective beta dose rate of the mineral phase. It can thus be
assumed that 2D modelling provides a first good approximation for the
beta dose rate in sedimentary grains. It is always necessary to remove
the part absorbed by the water from the effective dose rate. Guérin and
Mercier (2012) showed that the volume fraction of grains in sediment
has a non-negligible effect on the moisture attenuation factor for the
gamma dose rate. This needs to be investigated for the beta dose rate in
order to calculate an accurate attenuation of the effective beta dose rate
in the case of a non-negligible volume fraction of grains. If required,
accurate attenuation of the effective beta dose rate could still be cal-
culated by reproducing the sediment in DosiVox.
The various simulations presented in this part of the study assume
random distributions of the grain size fractions in the considered phase.
However, if there is evidence of a non-random distribution of the
fraction used for the dating (for example, if coarse grains are more
frequent in the centre of the phase than fine grains, or if the grains only
come from a specific part of the sample), then the effective beta dose
rate cannot be calculated by averaging the dose rate in the voxels. Here,
one has to use image processing for dose rate mapping, the average beta
dose rate results from the voxels containing the grains of interest.
7. Comparison between 3D and 2D modelling in a granite sample
The following simulations are used to compare the results and ac-
curacy of 3D and 2D modelling of a natural granite sample (migmatite
type) from Kullu valley, Northwestern Indian Himalaya. However, we
assumed for this demonstration that the effect of this slight anisotropy
does not affect significantly the beta dose rate. The sample is mainly
composed of quartz (30% in mass), plagioclase (39% in mass), K-feld-
spar (18% in mass) and mica (13% in mass). It has been determined by
ICPMS and ICPOES that the bulk sample contains 4.27 ppm of U,
19.17 ppm of Th and 3.72% of K. The K is distributed in the four main
mineral phases and negligible in the minor phases, while the U and Th
are concentrated in the small inclusions (representing less than 1% of
the sample mass) and negligible in the main mineral phases. The beta
emission from 40K desintegration represents 72% of the total beta dose
rate. The aim of the study is to illustrate the method of 2D modelling on
a rock sample, and thus we will only represent the main mineral phases
and we will focus on the beta dose rate from 40K in the simulation.
Plachy and Sutton (1982) used the same simplification for their granite
sample, and assumed that uranium and thorium beta dose rates in
quartz mostly came from mica phases, with an attenuation factor cal-
culated from the K beta dose rate attenuation factor for mica to quartz.
For our sample, another method should be used for taking into account
Fig. 6. Comparison of the shape of the beta dose rate distribution from 3D and
2D modellings. a – Dr distribution in the clay matrix of environment B. b – Dr
distribution in the clay matrix of environment D. c – Dr distribution in the
quartz_plagioclase phase of the granite sample of part 7.
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the U- and Th-series beta dose rates, as these elements are negligible in
mica but distributed in small inclusions such as zircons. It could be
assumed for example that these inclusions are randomly dispersed into
the sample, and we could simply calculate their contribution to the beta
dose rate by using the attenuation factor for individual grain sizes to
take into account the beta self-dose and the attenuation in quartz
grains. However, this would necessitate to know the complete size
distribution of the different inclusions and of the quartz grains, as well
as their respective contents in U and Th. These data are not available,
and we simply continue with the modelling of only the 40K beta dose
rate in the sample.
The 3D distribution of the minerals in the sample was obtained from
X-ray CT scan performed at Research School of Physics and Engineering
(RSPE), the Australian National University. The X-ray source was op-
erated at a tube voltage of 120 kV and a target current of 105 μA. The
images were acquired with a voxel size of 22 μm. The data segmenta-
tion was carried out in Qmango program at RSPE. The bilateral itera-
tion and anisotropic diffusion filters were applied to reduce the noise,
and level intensity filter was used in X and Y directions for balancing
the intensity from inside to the edge of the sample. The quartz and
plagioclase phases cannot be separated because they have similar X-ray
attenuation coefficients (Cnudde and Boone, 2013). As a consequence,
the image shows a major phase of about 70% of the surface and volume
composed of quartz and plagioclase, as a single phase. The segmenta-
tion of the major mineral phases of the sample was confirmed by
QEMSCAN analysis.
The 3D-modelling was created by transferring the whole CT-scan to
DosiVox via its interface and by associating the different grey levels
with the indicated minerals and their radioactivity (Fig. 9). As the 3D
CT image results from the combination of successive 2D images, it was
possible to randomly select five of these images for 2D-model runs. For
the 3D and 2D simulations, we assumed that the K contents of the
quartz_plagioclase phase, of the K-feldspar phase and of the mica phase
were respectively equal to 0.14%, 10.8% and 7.68% in mass, and that K
was homogeneously distributed in the respective phase. More recent
and accurate measurements show that the contents of K in K-feldspar
and mica of the sample are respectively closer to 13.3% and 8.6%, but
this does not affect the pertinence of the modelling or the implications
of the dose rate results.
The average beta dose rates of the five 2D runs (with 2-σ errors) are
shown in Fig. 10 and compared with the 3D runs. Standard beta dose
rate calculations used equation (1) for spherical grains of 100, 200 and
300 μm. The self-dose fraction factors for quartz were used for the
quartz_plagioclase phase, and the factors for K-feldspar were used for
the K-feldspar phase (Guérin et al., 2011). The self-dose fraction of the
mica grains of 100, 200 and 300 μm were calculated using DosiVox to
0.040, 0.083 and 0.128, respectively.
We observe on Fig. 10 that the dose rates obtained with the standard
approach can be significantly different to the 2D and 3D simulations, in
particular for minerals with high K concentrations (K-feldspar and
mica). These variations can be attributed to the basic assumptions of
the standard approach, that considers single grain in a homogeneous
and infinite matrix, and are obviously not verified in granite as the
grains are not single but aggregated, and the surrounding environment
of the aggregate is not homogeneous at the beta particle range scale. It
is worth to notice that simulations of single grains in an homogeneous
matrix with DosiVox are in good agreement with the tabulated at-
tenuation factors for beta dose rates (Martin et al., 2015c), which in-
dicates that the differences here are related to the sample characteristic,
not to the simulation tool. The differences between the beta dose rate
calculations for the quartz_plagioclase phase are significantly smaller
than for the other minerals. It can be explained by the proximity
Fig. 7. Schemas of the DosiVox modelling for beta dose rate attenuation in a
grain next to a heterogeneous environment.
Fig. 8. Beta dose rate attenuation in a grain next to an interface between two
mineral phases. Wiggles of the lines result of stochastic uncertainty of the
Monte Carlo simulation. a – environment I: radioactive dry clay next to an inert
carbonate. b – environment J: radioactive moist clay next to an inert carbonate.
c – environment I: inert clay next to a radioactive K-feldspar.
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between the bulk infinite matrix dose rate and the simulated dose rate:
the beta dose attenuation calculated for 100 μm–300 μm grains is
smaller than that of a simulation that considers larger clusters of quartz
grains. As a consequence, the standard calculation gives intermediate
values between the infinite matrix dose rate and the simulated dose
rates. Considering that the difference between infinite and simulated
dose rates is small for the quartz_plagioclase phase, it is logical that the
difference with the standard calculated dose rates is also small. It is
worth to notice that Kaipa et al. (1988) calculated an increasing of beta
dose rate attenuation from 12% to 47% for millimeter size aggregates of
quartz grains in bricks, whose individual diameters were
106 μm–250 μm. This increase inthe attenuation would lead to a de-
crease of the beta dose rate by 40%, while the difference observed
between simulated beta dose rate and beta dose rate calculated with the
standard approach is between 2% and 9% for the quartz_plagioclase
phase. Of course, the result here is the average beta dose rage over the
quartz and plagioclase phase; considering that these minerals have
different K contents in this sample (respectively 0.005% and 0.245% of
K), a decrease of the quartz beta dose rate and an increase of the pla-
gioclase one have to be expected if these two phases were segmented in
the modellings, as Fang et al. (2018) did with 2D-modellings from
QEMSCAN analysis of granite slices.
The differences between beta dose rate calculations for K-feldspar
and mica phases can also be explained by the clustering of the grains
that increase the self-beta dose rate inside the clusters. The difference
between the simulation and the standard approach seems stronger for
these minerals because of the gap between the bulk infinite matrix dose
rate and the infinite matrix dose rate calculated for K-feldspar or mica.
The effect of grains clustering seems to increase with the difference
between bulk and grains radioactivity. An increase of the beta self-dose
from 12% to 47% can be extrapolated from calculation for quartz grains
clustering Kaipa et al. (1988), indicating that this effect could poten-
tially increases the contribution of grains radioactivity to the beta dose
rate by 400% for a millimeter size cluster of grains, compared to the
case of scattered grains. We are here in a more moderated situation,
where the increase of beta dose rate from clustering effects is between
30% and 70% compared to the case of discrete grains of 300 μm,
200 μm or 100 μm). Even if these values would need experimental va-
lidation, it highlights an important effect of grains clustering to the beta
dose rate, previously discussed in part 6, which could lead to significant
inaccuracy for age calculation. However, this has to be relativised by
the other contribution to the beta dose rate (U and Th represent 28% of
the bulk beta dose rate) and to the total dose rate (usually, beta dose
rate account for about a third of the total dose rate), that would bring
back the increase to about 7%–17% of the total dose rate for those
minerals (considering a random distribution of the U and Th rich in-
clusions and negligible beta self-dose).
As Plachy and Sutton (1982) observed from their calculations for a
granite sample, there is good agreement between the 3D and 2D model
runs for all mineral phases. The somewhat lower accuracy of the 2D
analysis will be balanced by the better mineral discrimination. The
applicability of the method is therefore not limited to the modelling of
spherical objects but can be extended to more complex and random
shapes that one may encounter in dating applications. The implications
for ESR and luminescence thermochronology are discussed by Fang
et al. (2018), where these results are completed with 2D-modelling
constructed from QEMSCAN mappings, which enables to separate the
quartz and plagioclase phases.
It can be noticed that the basic assumption about the isotropy of the
sample does not seem to be a limiting factor: although the granite
sample is slightly foliated, and thereby is not perfectly isotropic, the 2D-
results provide similar beta dose rates to the 3D-runs for this sample, for
the slices cut perpendicularly to the plane of foliation. Under this
condition, the slices remain representative for the whole sample. Fang
et al. (2018) discuss the various approaches to mineral mapping and
compare the results of 2D modellings from orthogonal slices of isotropic
and partially isotropic samples. Even without modelling, the mineral
mappings of orthogonal slices can be used for investigating the isotropy
Fig. 9. 3D view of the CT-scan and 2D view of one of the slice.
Fig. 10. Comparison of the 40K beta dose rates from 3D modelling, 2D mod-
elling and standard self-dose and attenuation factors for 100 μm, 200 μm and
300 μm grains in a granite sample.
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of samples, by considering the mineral proportion and distribution in
different directions. This analysis would allow determining the best
direction of slicing for 2D modellings (Fang et al., 2018), or even, in the
case of a strong anisotropy, guiding to 3D modelling rather than 2D
modelling. It has to be noticed that for sediment modelling, due to the
deposit process, there is at least anisotropy in the direction of stratifi-
cation. However, a single sediment layer can often be considered as
locally isotropic if it is well mixed and thick enough (at the beta particle
range scale), but it would be wise to check it.
8. Conclusions
We verified that 2D-modelling provides similar results as 3D mod-
elling (and also as spheres packing modelling for the first cases) for both
the virtual sediment cases and the granite sample. By integrating many
more parameters about the distribution of minerals and radioactivity,
this method allows calculating beta dose rates in heterogeneous sam-
ples for which the standard calculation method and attenuation factors
are not fully reliable, or for which the uncertainty relative to their
application on heterogeneous samples is not evaluated. Even if the
standard calculation method applied to the bulk dose rate occasionally
provides more accurate results (in particular for the beta dose rate in K-
feldspar grains), the beta dose rate obtained by 2D-modelling is closer
to the reference dose rate in most cases. The deviations of 2D modelling
from the reference dose rate are usually acceptable while standard
calculations may exhibit very large deviations. The shape of the beta
dose rate distribution, as well as the dose rate in grains contained in the
modelled mineral phases, can also be investigated by 2D-modelling,
assuming some simple approximations. However, the results are usually
less accurate than that of 3D-modelling because of the lower re-
presentativeness of the slices used to construct the 2D-modelling com-
pared to the whole sample used in 3D-modelling. Nevertheless, this
lower accuracy can be compensated by the superior 2D mineral dis-
crimination compared to 3D analysis, or by analysing a larger sample
area. It has to be noticed that the results obtained by modelling still lack
of experimental validation, that could confirm the different effects
observed.
2D-modelling simulations provide an efficient tool for fast beta dose
rate characterisation for heterogeneous samples. This method could
easily be integrated in the dating process, and could result in a better
accuracy of the age calculation and a better understanding of the var-
iation of the equivalent dose and over-dispersion, in particular for
single grain analysis. 2D-modelling is accessible by the software
DosiVox-2D which does not require programming skills and proposes a
graphical interface for easier construction of the modelling and image
loading. In addition, the simulation is relatively fast and can be run on a
standard office computer (it takes only few hours to one day for per-
forming a basic 2D simulation on recent computer but heavier model-
lings can still necessitate few days of calculation, and about a week for
high resolution or large modellings, i.e. less than 30 μm of resolution or
larger than 4× 4 cm). Moreover, DosiVox-2D is compatible with multi-
threading computation, which allows speeding up the simulation by
simultaneously using several cores of the computer. Ultimately, the aim
of the software is to be freely distributed online, as it is the case of
DosiVox, for the benefit the whole dosimetric dating community.
Both 2D and 3D modelling methods showed that mass fraction,
shape, agglomeration and distribution of the minerals can have sig-
nificant effects on the beta dose rate, and therefore on the exactness of
the dating. Standard calculation models of beta dose rate are not
adapted to take into account all these parameters, while Monte Carlo
modelling offers a suitable solution for heterogeneous cases. Even when
making assumptions (e.g., on the radioactive element distribution, on
the water content, or on the isotropy of the sample), it is still possible to
use it for determining dose rate variations between different scenarios,
and to estimate the induced uncertainties. In addition, modelling could
help to a better understanding of the beta dosimetry at the grain scale,
and identifying influence factors. This could lead to the development of
advanced dose rate calculation methods, which could be suitable for
heterogeneous cases. Geomorphology and stereology offer several
mathematical tools and variables (for example, the use of specific sur-
face, mean chord length, variogram and covarioram described in
Underwood, 1970, or Degallaix and Ilschner, 2007) for characterising
in 2D mineral mappings the size and shape of mineral phases, as well as
how they are related to each other. We can easily assume that putting in
relation 2D-modelling with 2D image analysis with such tools might
highlight the relationships between the mineral distribution and the
complexity of the beta dose rates in heterogeneous samples.
DosiVox-2D, its interface and manual can be freely downloaded at:
http://www.iramat-crp2a.cnrs.fr/spip/spip.php?article144.
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A B S T R A C T
Accurate evaluations of beta dose rates are crucial in luminescence and electron spin resonance (ESR) ther-
mochronology. Most igneous rocks are heterogeneous and have complex mineralogical structures that render
them unsuitable for the conventional methods of beta dose rate calculations based on infinite matrix assump-
tions. The recently developed software DosiVox-2D provides a Monte-Carlo approach for calculating beta dose
rates in realistic heterogeneous geometries. In this paper, we present 2D simulations of uniform and layered
igneous rocks. For the modelling, mineral distribution maps were obtained by QEM-EDS (quantitative evaluation
of minerals using energy dispersive spectroscopy) and radionuclide concentrations in minerals were determined
by laser ablation (LA) ICP-MS. The results show that the skewness of beta dose rate distributions in quartz
reduces as the K concentration in a rock increases, and the estimation of the beta dose rate can be critically
influenced by the U and Th concentrations and distributions.
1. Introduction
Age estimates in luminescence and ESR dating are derived from
dividing the accumulated dose (De) by the dose rate (D). The methods
used to evaluate De have significantly increased in reliability and ac-
curacy in recent years (e.g., Murray and Wintle, 2000; Schellmann and
Radtke, 2001; Duval, 2012; Tissoux et al., 2012; Voinchet et al., 2015),
but the approach to calculating Ḋ has barely changed.
The total dose rate is the combined contribution from alpha and
beta particles, gamma and cosmic rays. The beta dose rate in rocks is its
major component (60–70%), but an accurate estimation is difficult
because in situ measurements are challenging. The commonly applied
method for calculating beta dose rates is based on infinite matrix as-
sumptions (Mejdahl, 1979) and measurements of the radionuclide
concentrations or beta activity in bulk samples (Aitken, 1985). In rea-
lity, however, many samples exhibit complex microdosimetries. Several
attempts have been made to address this issue in the dating of sedi-
ments by applying numerical modelling. The influences of mineral
shape (Fain et al., 1999), grain size (Guérin et al., 2015; Nathan et al.,
2003) and radioelement distribution (Chauhan and Singhvi, 2011;
Cunningham et al., 2012; Mayya et al., 2006) on the beta dose rate have
been investigated. The modelling and corresponding experimental re-
sults have shown that the validity of the infinite matrix assumption is
limited to specific cases. Nevertheless, using the arithmetic means of De
and Ḋ estimations has still been suggested as the optimal method for
calculating single-grain ages in the absence of direct measurements of
the dose rate distributions (Guérin et al., 2015). The development of
DosiVox software (Martin et al., 2015) allows dose rate modelling by
uploading realistic 3D geometries, which has shed new light on accu-
rate beta dose rate calculations for heterogeneous environments.
With the recent development of luminescence and ESR thermo-
chronology, rocks are analysed for investigating the timing and rate of
earth-surface processes (Grün et al., 1999; Herman et al., 2010; King
et al., 2016). Most rocks are heterogeneous and have complex miner-
alogical structures, which has raised an urgent issue of making realistic
beta dose estimations. The ideal solution is to apply 3D simulations.
However, 3D images of rock are difficult to obtain by X-ray CT (com-
puted tomography) scanning because quartz and plagioclase are almost
inseparable due to their closely similar X-ray attenuation coefficients
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T
(Boone et al., 2011; Ketcham, 2005). Quartz and plagioclase can easily
be distinguished, however, by 2D X-ray mapping techniques (e.g., SEM
- scanning electron microscope, QEM-EDS - quantitative evaluation of
minerals using energy dispersive spectroscopy, or EMP - electron mi-
croprobe), showing the potential of estimating dose rates by 2D simu-
lations.
A critical issue for the reconstruction of 3D geometries from 2D
simulations is representativeness. The pioneering work of Plachy and
Sutton (1982) on estimating dose rates in granites showed that a 2D
model can represent a 3D simulation when the mineral distributions in
2D slices are isotropic. Based on this hypothesis, DosiVox-2D was de-
veloped for beta dose rate evaluations of samples with regular mineral
distribution patterns (Martin et al., 2018). DosiVox-2D is a Geant4-
based model which simulates particle-matter interactions using a
Monte-Carlo approach and calculates the paths and interactions of each
particle and secondary particles according to interaction probabilities.
The 2D geometry can be defined manually or directly using an image
with separated mineral phases. Each voxel is associated with a material
and its property (i.e., chemical composition, density, water content, and
radioactivity). The dose deposited during the particle interactions is
recorded in each voxel, and the simulation results are displayed as the
averaged beta dose rate of each mineral, a dose rate distribution map
and a dose-frequency histogram.
This study explores the feasibility of applying DosiVox-2D to beta
dose rate calculations of heterogeneous rocks and provides several ex-
amples as the basis for further investigations. The paper will discuss: (1)
the feasibility and limitation of QEM-EDS for mineral mapping; (2) the
applicability of using a single set of averaged radionuclide concentra-
tions for a given mineral type; (3) the influence of radionuclide con-
centrations on averaged beta dose rates and dose rate distributions and
(4) the calculation of uncertainty in the simulations.
2. Samples and methodology
2.1. Sample preparation
Three samples were selected for this study (Fig. 1). BB86 is a sample
of the medium-grained, texturally isotropic, Tara Granodiorite from the
Berridale Batholith, southeastern Australia. The minerals, including the
grains of zircon, are evenly distributed in the sample (Williams et al.,
1975). Slices were cut from three different faces of a cube of the rock
(BB86-1: 51.5×58.5mm, BB86-2: 23× 22mm, BB86-3:
25× 23mm), each sharing a vertex (Fig. 1a). HIM59 is coarse-grained
migmatite from the Kullu valley, northwestern Indian Himalaya
(Fig. 1b). HIM59-1 (24×25mm) was cut from its leucosome (light-
colored band of crystallised partial melt). HIM31 is finely-layered
migmatite also from the Kullu valley. Four slices were prepared
(Fig. 1c): HIM31-1 (57×46mm) and HIM31-2 (20× 20mm) were
vertical to lineation and foliation, HIM31-3 (20×20mm) was vertical
to foliation but parallel to lineation, and HIM31-4 (19× 20mm) was
parallel to foliation. The last three slices shared a vertex.
The BB86-1 and HIM31-1 slices were each 4mm thick. The other
slices were mounted onto glass slides and reduced to a thickness of
1mm. All surfaces were polished with 3 μm and 1 μm diamond paste,
and carbon coated for QEM-EDS analysis.
2.2. 2D mineral mapping
The mineral maps in this study were collected using the FEI Quanta
QEMSCAN® system at the Centre for Advanced Microscopy at the
Australian National University (ANU). Data were collected in field
image scan mode with 15 kV accelerating voltage, 10 nA probe current,
a resolution of 30 μm for the three HIM31 slices (HIM31-3, HIM31-4,
Fig. 1. Samples and corresponding slices for analysis.
(a) Three slices cut from BB86 were vertical to each
other and share a vertex. (b) HIM59-1 was selected
from the leucosome section of the specimen. (c)
HIM31-1 contained the whole mineral information
vertical to foliation. The other three slices were made
from a 20mm cube from the middle section of the
specimen.
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HIM31-5) and a resolution of 15 μm for the other samples. The FEI
QEMSCAN® is a SEM fitted with multiple light-element energy dis-
persive (EDS) X-ray spectrometers facilitating a high count rate (400
kcps). A full X-ray spectrum, typically containing 2000–3000 counts,
was collected and stored at each point visited during the scan. The
back-scattered electron (BSE) signal was used to restrict collection of
spectra to specific minerals rather than embedding resin, holes or or-
ganic content (Pirrie et al., 2004). The probe depth was 2–3 μm, and the
detection limits were 1–2% for most major elements and 3–4% for the
rare earth elements (REE).
As the scan deflection during mapping was limited to a field of
1.5 mm or less, each finished QEM-EDS map typically consisted of
multiple acquisitions and stage translation. FEI iMeasure® and
iDiscover® were used for the acquisition of X-ray spectral map data and
subsequent field stitching. The FEI Nanomin® software was used for
final mineral identification and the derivation of modal fractions.
Nanomin examines the acquired spectrum at each pixel and compares it
to a library of known mineral reference spectra held within the Mineral
Reference Editor (MRE). Minerals, which form part of a solid solution
series (i.e., plagioclase, garnet and chlorite), were successfully classified
over a wide compositional range by searching for a best fit using a
suitable combination of appropriate end member mineral reference
spectra. A mineral classification was assigned to a pixel only if a
spectral match of better than a pre-set value (85% in this study) was
obtained. Undefined minerals were usually at grain boundaries and less
than 1% of the total.
2.3. Radioactive element concentrations
The radioactive element concentrations of various minerals were
determined in situ on polished slices by LA-ICP-MS. The measurements
were carried out at the Research School of Earth Sciences (RSES), ANU.
Based on the QEM-EDS images, target minerals were chosen and ana-
lysed with a laser spot size of 30 μm, and a pulse frequency of 5 Hz. The
elemental concentrations were determined relative to the glass standard
NIST 610, and normalised to the concentration of one major element
(i.e., Ca for apatite, Fe for hematite, Ti for ilmenite and Si for the rest).
Due to its small grain size, the U and Th concentrations of the zircon in
HIM31 were measured by sensitive high resolution ion microprobe
(SHRIMP) at RSES. The U and Th concentrations in zircon grains from
HIM59 were measured by two methods: spot analysis by SHRIMP at
RSES and single grain solution analysis by a second-generation Varian
quadrupole ICP-MS at the School of Earth Sciences, University of
Melbourne. The radioelement concentrations in allanite from BB86
were obtained from Gregory et al. (2007), and those of epidote were
derived from theoretical calculations as no grain could be analysed (the
epidote grains were small and intergrown with plagioclase). The U and
Th concentrations of epidote were estimated by extracting the corre-
sponding element concentrations of other minerals from bulk rock
compositions measured by X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (Chappell
et al., 1991) and weighted by their densities.
2.4. Modelling
This paper accompanies that of Martin et al. (2018), which covers
all computational aspects of DosiVox-2D. Hence the theory behind the
computations is not repeated here.
The geometries in the present study were constructed by uploading
the 2D grey-scale mineral images provided by QEM-EDS. Each mineral
phase corresponds to a user-defined grey value, and thus each voxel is
linked to a mineral phase and its radioactivity. Simulation of beta
particles was carried out for spectra of 40K, U- and Th-series, assuming
the radioactive decay chain to be in secular equilibrium. The radio-
active decay data were derived from Guérin (2011). For a sample with
size 20× 20mm, the paths of 108 beta particles were calculated, and
the emitted particle number increased with sample size to control the
stochastic uncertainty. A voxelised detector was used for recording the
presence of particles and subsequently the emitted energy and de-
posited dose. To avoid edge effects, the dosimetric data within 3mm of
the edge were not recorded. Detailed data processing and procedures
for creating pilot files followed the steps outlined in the DosiVox-2D
user guide. The dose was integrated over the voxels of each material,
returning as an effective beta dose rate given in Gy/ka using the con-
version factors of Guérin et al. (2011). For simulation results, the
average beta dose rate was calculated for each mineral phase. The dose
rate distribution of each mineral was illustrated by a dose rate
Fig. 2. The QEM-EDS images of three slices from BB86.
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histogram and a dose rate map.
3. Results
3.1. Mineral maps
The maps of BB86 were obtained from three faces of the rock
(Fig. 2). The mineral distributions are almost isotropic, except for
hornblende. Plagioclase is the dominant mineral, occurring as crystals
mostly 1–2mm in length. Some grains are intergrown with epidote.
Quartz occurs as anhedral crystals between and including other mi-
nerals. K-feldspar is present as small crystals interstitial to plagioclase
and quartz. Most biotite is unaltered, but some grains are partly re-
placed by chlorite and epidote. The euhedral prisms of hornblende are
up to about 5mm in length. The rock also contains accessory apatite,
zircon, magnetite, titanite, ilmenite and allanite. The detailed mineral
compositions and relative abundances are listed in Table 1. The slight
discrepancies between the different slices indicate that the miner-
alogical distributions are not entirely isotropic in this sample.
The mapping of HIM31-1 shows three layers with very different
mineral combinations (Fig. 3a). The top layer is composed of biotite,
plagioclase, quartz, chlorite, and accessory apatite and zircon. The
leucosome (light mineral band) has two parts. The middle layer is en-
riched in plagioclase and quartz, while the bottom layer is mainly
composed of K-feldspar, plagioclase and quartz. Garnet appears as eu-
hedral crystals mostly in 1–2mm in length, and only in the mid-bottom
layer. Tourmaline is present in the top layer to the mid-bottom layer,
occurring as prisms up to 5mm long. Accessory apatite has a wide
range of grain sizes from a few microns to 0.5 mm. Zircon ranges in size
up to 250 μm. The distributions of major minerals in each layer have
regular patterns, while the distributions of minor and accessory mi-
nerals are uneven (Fig. 3b). HIM31-2 and HIM31-3 were cut vertical to
Table 1
The mineral composition and relative abundance (area%) of BB86, HIM31 and HIM59.
Mineral BB86-1 BB86-2 BB86-3 HIM31-1 HIM31-2 HIM31-3 HIM31-4 HIM59-1
Quartz 31.82 27.75 37.56 30.47 28.49 25.99 32.61 28.14
K-feldspar 8.91 9.29 7.37 29.87 40.37 37.47 0.06 12.68
Plagioclase 44.68 49.16 42.55 35.27 28.29 34.58 64.58 51.75
Biotite 8.57 7.63 8.55 1.37 0.24 0.19 0.27 5.86
Chlorite 1.72 1.98 1.21 0.62 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.13
Zircon 0.01 0.01 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.02 0.01
Apatite 0.17 0.19 0.16 0.41 0.34 0.13 0.33 0.07
Epidote 0.93 1.14 0.89 0.25
Hematite 0.34 0.31 0.21 0.01
Ilmentite 0.01 0.02 0.01
Hornblende 1.67 1.69 0.99
Titanite 0.18 0.21 0.11 0.14
Phrrhotite 0.02
Fayalite 0.01
Allanite < 0.01
Garnet 0.30 0.61 0.43 1.00
Tourmaline 0.47 1.29 0.73 1.04
Unclassified 0.99 0.62 0.38 0.99 0.29 0.41 0.01 0.93
Fig. 3. (a) Mineral mapping of HIM31-1. The three distinctive layers are indicated by the dashed lines. (b) Image of minor and accessory minerals of HIM31-1. (c)
Mineral maps of three slices cut from a 20mm cube.
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foliation from the bottom layer, and their mineral compositions are
similar to each other. HIM31-4 is parallel to the quartz-plagioclase
layer, and its mineral components differ significantly from the other
two slices (see Fig. 3c).
HIM59-1 is mainly composed of plagioclase and quartz (Fig. 4). K-
feldspar is interstitial and ranges in size from small crystals to large
clusters. The distribution of K-feldspar is uneven, while other major
minerals are more randomly distributed in this slice. Biotite is altered
and partly replaced by chlorite. Most accessory minerals (zircon, apa-
tite, titanite and epidote) occur as inclusions in the mica.
QEM-EDS is an effective method for mineral identification, and has
been successfully applied in many geoscience studies (Ayling et al.,
2012; Knappett et al., 2011; Meyer et al., 2013; Rollinson et al., 2011).
It is not a cure-all remedy, however, and the mineral identification can
be wrong. The user needs to have a basic understanding of the miner-
alogy of the sample. For example, the garnets in HIM31 are wrongly
identified as tourmaline, while tourmaline is identified as kaolinite.
Even though the data analysis software can provide the best-fit minerals
by direct comparison to reference mineral X-ray spectra, which is
helpful in identification of unknown minerals, the initial best-fit results
may not always be correct. Inspection of the full spectrum can provide
clues for a possible mineral type. Another issue in mineral identification
is that a small proportion of minerals in the mapped area cannot be
classified. This can be due either to a mineral being absent from the
MRE or the pixels being located on the boundary between two different
mineral grains so that a mixed spectrum is obtained. Even though the
unclassified area in mineral map is less than 1% in this study, it may
still result in large uncertainties in the assessment of accessory mineral
abundances since their abundances are low (<1%), see Table 1.
3.2. Determination of radionuclide concentrations in minerals
In the 2D dose simulation, a single set of averaged radioelement
concentrations is applied based on the assumption that radionuclide
concentrations are uniformly distributed within a grain as well as be-
tween different grains for a same type of mineral. The average
Table 2
Average K, U and Th concentrations.
Mineral BB86 HIM31 HIM59
U
ppm
Th
ppm
K
%
U
ppm
Th
ppm
K
%
U
ppm
Th
ppm
K
%
Quartz 0.018 0.011 0.005 0.030 0.012 0.005 0.022 0.018 0.013
K-feldspar 0.005 0.012 13.23 0.025 0.024 13.60 0.009 0.008 12.74
Plagioclase 0.045 0.045 0.186 0.060 0.019 0.208 0.008 0.010 0.244
Biotite 0.039 0.035 8.107 0.101 0.029 8.482 0.005 0.006 8.194
Chlorite 0.194 0.361 0.036 0.003 0.004 0.050 0.003 0.004 0.050
Zircon 193.3 84.28 0.002 25000 25.00 0.000 1675 831.6 0.000
Apatite 6.307 12.66 0.053 45.44 8.612 0.005 16.30 10.82 0.003
Epidote 170.0 890.0 0.000 0.777
682.9
0.098
370.7
0.005
0.005
Hematite 0.010 0.005 0.003 0.363 0.002 0.015
Ilmenite 0.614 0.042 0.007
Hornblende 0.443 0.546 0.398
Titanite 15.71 1.523 0.004 50.04 2.473 0.017
Pyrrhotite 0.363 0.002 0.015
Fayalite 0.363 0.002 0.015
Allanite 57.95 8890 0.000
Garnet 0.237 0.030 0.005
Tourmaline 0.016 0.018 0.037
Fig. 4. (a) Mineral map of HIM59-1. (b) The accessory minerals are presented as interstitial or inclusions to biotite.
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concentrations of K, U and Th are listed in Table 2.
The radionuclide distributions have been investigated in various
minerals. For K, it is appropriate to use the averaged concentrations of
all minerals based on LA-ICP-MS analyses (Table 3). K-feldspars host
significant proportions of the whole rock K contents. K is homogenously
distributed within individual grains (Zhao and Li, 2005). The spatially
distributed K-feldspar in the three samples yielded a mean value of
13.19 ± 0.43%, which is consistent with other K concentration mea-
surements in the range 10–14% (Prescott and Fox, 1993; Spooner,
1992; Zhao and Li, 2005). Biotite is another major K contributor, and
the spatial K distributions of biotite are approximately uniform in three
rocks with the mean K concentration of 8.28 ± 0.28%. The mean K
concentrations of plagioclase and hornblende are 0.21 ± 0.03% and
0.40 ± 0.09%, respectively. Although the variations between different
grains are in the range of 20–30%, their influences on the external beta
dose rate are relatively small. The averaged K concentrations in all
other minerals are below 0.2% (Table 2).
The concentration and distribution of U and Th are more complex in
minerals. It is acceptable to use the averaged values for major minerals
and accessory minerals with low U and Th concentrations (< 1 ppm).
The concentrations of U and Th in quartz are below 70 and 50 ppb
respectively, and those in K-feldspar grains are< 150 ppb. Therefore,
their impact on the internal dose rates of quartz and K-feldspar is
negligible. For plagioclase and biotite, the results of most spot analyses
yielded U and Th concentrations< 80 ppb, but few spots showed
higher U and Th concentrations, although still < 1 ppm.
For accessory minerals enriched in U and Th, the complicated dis-
tributions of radionuclides can lead to significant uncertainties in using
averaged concentrations based on a few spot analyses. HIM59 is taken
as an example to show the U and Th distributions in zircon, epidote,
apatite and titanite. U-concentrations in zircon can range between ∼1
and > 20,000 ppm and Th between ∼0.5 and > 5000 ppm (Heaman
and Parrish, 1991). Zonation in zircon grains defines the boundaries of
distinct closed geochemical systems. The element and isotopic compo-
sitions of each system can vary significantly due to the timing and
conditions of growth events (Hanchar and Miller, 1993).
Cathodoluminescence images of zircon grains from HIM59 showed a
range of zonation patterns (Fig. 5). A negative correlation between
cathodoluminescence brightness and U concentrations is commonly
observed (e.g., Hanchar and Miller, 1993; Poller et al., 2001; Williams
et al., 1996), indicating the highly heterogeneous distribution of U in
zircon grains. The U concentrations in the different zones range from
2200 to 35,600 ppm in the first grain and 680 to 14,700 ppm in the
second. Such variations indicate that a mean value of U concentration is
impossible to derive from a few spot analyses. Thus, solution ICP-MS
analyses were applied for obtaining radionuclide concentrations from
single grains, resulting in U concentrations ranging from 370 to
1980 ppm in 4 grains, and the corresponding Th concentrations from 75
to 1100 ppm.
The epidote group is also composed of minerals with a wide range of
U and Th concentrations (i.e., trace to minor amounts; Gieré and
Sorensen, 2004). Among them, allanite commonly contains Th between
17,500 and 26,400 ppm and U < 1000 ppm. Similarly, zonation com-
plicates the exact estimation of elemental concentrations in allanite
grain using spot analyses. Furthermore, allanite is commonly closely
intermixed with epidote-clinozoisite (Gieré and Sorensen, 2004), which
can result in widely different U and Th concentrations between dif-
ferent grains. In HIM59, two distinctive sets of U and Th concentrations
were identified by LA-ICP-MS analyses (Table 2).
For apatite and titanite, their U and Th concentrations are relatively
low compared to zircon and epidotes, but their abundances are usually
higher (∼0.2%). The LA-ICP-MS spot measurements (n= 8) yielded U
concentrations in apatite from 1.67 to 104 ppm and the Th from 0.024
to 50.3 ppm. The averaged U and Th concentrations of titanite are
50 ± 42 and 2.06 ± 0.89 ppm, respectively.
Based on above radioelement data, it is appropriate to use averaged
K concentrations for dose rate modelling. However, the U and Th dis-
tributions exhibit huge differences within a grain and between different
grains for their major contributors. This can be caused by zonation, or
mineral mixing due to solid-solution. Thus, a single set of U and Th
contents will not give a realistic representation for such minerals. To
better quantify the dose rates from U and Th, an alternative solution is
Table 3
The K concentrations (%) of four major minerals (K-feldspar, biotite, hornblende and plagioclase) in three rocks measured by LA-ICP-MS.
Mineral K-feldspar Biotite Plagioclase Hornblende
Sample BB86 HIM31 HIM59 BB86 HIM31 HIM59 BB86 HIM31 HIM59 BB86
Grain No. 6 10 7 8 6 8 7 7 10 4
Mean 13.232 13.597 12.735 8.107 8.537 8.194 0.186 0.208 0.244 0.398
SD 0.291 0.530 0.344 0.413 0.120 0.082 0.040 0.053 0.072 0.093
Fig. 5. Cathodoluminescence image of zircons from HIM59. The red circles indicate the spot locations of the SHRIMP analyses and the local U concentrations. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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direct uploading of U and Th intensity maps (e.g., fission track method,
Selo et al., 2009) into the simulation, and this is planned for a future
study.
3.3. Beta dose rate modelling
The most important issue for using 2D modelling is representa-
tiveness, which means a selected mapping surface represents the whole
sample that was used for the estimation of De. In the following section,
two situations are presented to illustrate the importance of sample se-
lection. The first example (BB86) is a rock with even texture, which
approximately fits the assumption of spatial homogeneity for 2D
modelling. Most samples are more complicated, however. The second
example (HIM31) is a rock with microstructures having preferred or-
ientations of the minerals. Additionally, simulation of HIM59 is used to
investigate the influence of U and Th concentrations on beta dose rates
of quartz and K-feldspar.
3.3.1. Uniform granodiorite (BB86)
The beta dose rate distribution maps of quartz and K-feldspar for
BB86-1 are shown in Fig. 6. Unlike sediments, in which mineral grains
occur singly, the grains are packed together in aggregates. The beta
dose rate of quartz aggregates decreases from its edge to centre with
randomly distributed radioactive sources. The dose rate shows a posi-
tive skewed distribution, which falls sharply at lower doses and has
long tails at higher doses. The dose rate distribution of K-feldspar de-
pends on the size of the aggregate and the surrounding radionuclide
sources (i.e., abundance and concentration). In BB86, the maximum
width of K-feldspar aggregates is less than 2mm and coupled with ex-
ternal beta emission, the beta dose rate has a normal distribution.
To check the beta dose rate uniformity in this sample, simulations
were carried out on three slices from different faces of the rock. The
beta dose rates are presented as arithmetic and geometric means
(Table 4). The latter is more appropriate for log-normal distributions
(see Fig. 6b). The 1-σ uncertainties were determined from the dose rate
histogram, indicating the dose rate variations in different voxels. De-
tailed discussion of the simulation uncertainties follows in section 4.3.
The averaged arithmetic and geometric mean dose rates of quartz are
0.96 ± 0.65 and +0.78 0.370.70 Gy/ka. The mean beta dose rate of K-feldspar
is four times that of quartz, with an averaged dose rate of
3.78 ± 1.26 Gy/ka. The high dose rate of K-feldspar is partly due to the
internal dose contribution, and partly caused by grain aggregation. The
dose rate discrepancies between different faces indicate this sample is
not exactly isotropic in mineral distribution.
Fig. 6. Beta dose rate histograms of quartz (a, b) and K-feldspar (c). The quartz dose rates have a log-normal distribution, while K-feldspar dose rates approach a
normal distribution. (d, e) Beta dose rate distribution map of quartz and K-feldspar. The areas with 0 Gy/ka dose rate are background.
Table 4
The beta dose rates of quartz and K-feldspar in three slices.
Sample Quartz K-feldspar
Mean (Gy/ka) Geomean (Gy/ka) Mean (Gy/ka)
BB86-1 0.98 ± 0.67 +0.79 0.380.72 3.97 ± 1.34
BB86-2 1.01 ± 0.64 +0.85 0380.68 3.87 ± 1.31
BB86-3 0.89 ± 0.65 +0.70 0.350.70 3.52 ± 1.14
Average 0.96 ± 0.65 +0.78 0.370.70 3.78 ± 1.26
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3.3.2. Layered migmatite (HIM31)
Rocks with uniform mineral distributions are uncommon at most
sampling sites, and many rocks are layered. The layering results from
foliation and/or lineation. Foliation describes layering caused by
shearing forces or differential pressure, while lineation indicates mi-
neral alignment due to deformation and/or recrystallization.
Theoretically, a representative plane can be obtained from the face
vertical to both foliation and lineation.
The beta dose rate map of HIM31-1 shows three distinctive dose rate
values, which correspond to the differences in the mineral composition
and distribution pattern of each layer (Fig. 7). The dose rate of quartz
approximates an isotropic distribution in a vertical direction, excluding
a few dose rate hotspots produced by zircon and apatite. The mean
quartz dose rates from top to bottom layer are 0.94 ± 0.35,
0.34 ± 2.22 and 3.19 ± 1.62 Gy/ka, respectively. K-feldspar mainly
appears in the bottom layer, and was less influenced by U and Th
hotspots. The dose rate distributions in quartz are positively skewed in
the three layers with different patterns, and the K-feldspar dose rate
distribution is negatively skewed. This indicates that the mineral ag-
gregation pattern is not uniform along the direction of lineation for K-
feldspar. To avoid De over-dispersion in luminescence dating, we sug-
gest that target dating material is best taken from a single layer, espe-
cially for single grain procedures.
The cutting direction is very important for obtaining representative
slices of a layered sample (Fig. 8). Three slices were prepared from a
cube located in upper bottom part of HIM31. They shared a vertex and
were vertical to each other. The beta dose rates of HIM31-2 and HIM31-
3 are broadly consistent with each other (see Table 5). The averaged
mean dose rates of quartz and K-feldspar are 3.41 ± 1.67 and
6.25 ± 1.96 Gy/ka. The slightly higher variation on K-feldspar dose
rate is mainly due to the grain aggregation. HIM31-4 was cut parallel to
the layering, and its beta dose rates of quartz and K-feldspar are sig-
nificantly lower than those of other slices. There is large discrepancy
between the arithmetic and geometric mean dose rates of quartz
(1.48 ± 6.09 and +0.35 0.261.04 Gy/ka). This is caused by the sparsely dis-
tributed zircon, apatite and K-feldspar. But such influence has largely
reduced in beta dose rate of K-feldspar, and the arithmetic and geo-
metric mean dose rate of K-feldspar are 1.20 ± 1.93 and +0.86 0.410.77 Gy/
ka, respectively.
3.3.3. The influences of mapping size and resolution
For obtaining a representative mineral map, one question is how big
should the map be? In luminescence and ESR thermochronology, multi-
aliquots are commonly used for De determinations. Thus, a sample with
a weight of about 500 g (corresponding to a ∼60mm cube) is required
for analysis. Ideally, mineral scans should be carried out on the original
cube to obtain an accurate estimation of the beta dose rate. However,
mineral mapping of such a large size is time consuming. To investigate
the influence of reducing map size, uncertainties on beta dose rates of
various map sizes (10×10 to 30×30mm) were calculated based on
the BB86-1 dose map (Fig. 9a).
20 sub-slices were separated for each size. The averaged beta dose
rates of quartz and K-feldspar are consistent in all sizes, while the dose
rate variations significantly decreased with increasing sample size. As
expected, the results indicate that more accurate beta dose rate esti-
mations can either be obtained by increasing the sample size or the
number of slices. It should be noted that the minimum size required for
2D modelling is 10×10mm, since the range of the beta particles is
∼2mm and the edge effect in simulations.
Another question in mapping is resolution. To show the impact of
reducing resolution, simulations are carried out by decreasing map
resolutions from 15 μm to 90 μm with a step size of 15 μm based on a
Fig. 7. (a) beta dose rate histograms of quartz are presented in separate layers. (b) The histogram K-feldspar dose rates is negatively skewed. (c, d) Beta dose rate
distribution map of quartz and K-feldspar. The three distinctive layers are indicated by the dashed lines, and the areas with 0 Gy/ka dose rate are background.
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20×20mm mineral map located in the middle of BB86-1. The image
processing was conducted with the ImageJ software, using the bin
method of median to keep the original grain shape. When the resolution
was decreased from 15 to 30 μm (Fig. 9b), the beta dose rates of quartz
and K-feldspar decreased significantly due to the loss of small sized
minerals containing high U and Th concentrations (zircon, epidote and
apatite). After that, any resolution changes caused only minor changes
in the calculated dose rate. The dose rates contributed by 40K changed
slightly with reducing resolution, but overall the mapping resolution for
this sample has to be 15 μm or better. In general, the resolution is se-
lected based on the size and abundance of the target mineral. This is
particularly important for fine-grained, radioactive trace minerals.
Higher resolutions are recommended for mineral scans.
3.3.4. Influences of U and Th concentrations
As shown in section 3.2, the U and Th concentrations in zircon and
the epidotes showed huge variations between the different grains in
HIM59-1. Moreover, the abundance of zircon is only 0.01% and that of
the epidotes is 0.25%, which provides an opportunity to investigate the
influence of U and Th concentrations and mineral abundance on the
beta dose rates.
Four scenarios were simulated with the measured minimum and
maximum U and Th concentrations for two minerals. The modelling
results are listed in Table 6. With U and Th contents increasing in
zircon, the mean beta dose rate of quartz changes only slightly
(0.02 Gy/ka) and that of K-feldspar is almost unchanged (0.006 Gy/ka).
This results from the extremely low zircon abundance in this sample
(0.01%). Nevertheless, a hotspot effect from zircon with high radio-
element concentrations cannot be neglected, especially for single grain
dating of quartz. For the impact of epidote, the difference of beta dose
rate in quartz between two simulations is about 15.4%, mainly due to
the increase of U concentrations. For K-feldspar, the dose rate variation
remains small, only 1.9%. These results indicate that the influence of U
and Th contents on quartz is not negligible when the host mineral is
present in a relatively high abundance (here 0.25%).
4. Discussion
4.1. The dose rate distribution with the presence of potassium sources
In well-sorted sediments, the influence of potassium sources, espe-
cially K-feldspar, on the beta dose distribution of quartz has been
quantitatively investigated (Mayya et al., 2006; Cunningham et al.,
2012; Guérin et al., 2015). Unlike sediments, the mineral grains in
rocks are commonly packed together in aggregates. Thus, the dose rate
distribution can be influenced by aggregate size and potassium content.
With increasing quartz aggregate size and/or decreasing the number
of K-rich grains, the skewness and dispersion of quartz dose rate dis-
tributions increase. This can be understood by considering that the
average distance between a high beta emitting source and the dosimeter
grains is increased. As the number of feldspar or mica grains is reduced,
fewer quartz grains are close to K sources. On the other hand, with K-
feldspar aggregate size increasing and/or the number of K-rich grains
increasing, the skewness of dose rate distributions in K-feldspars may
decrease and the dispersion may increase.
The heterogeneous distributions of radionuclides raise the im-
portant question about age calculation. In single grain dating, several
Fig. 8. Beta dose rate maps of quartz and K-feldspar in three faces of HIM31.
Table 5
The beta dose rates of quartz and K-feldspar in three slices of HIM31.
Sample Quartz K-feldspar
Mean (Gy/ka) Geomean (Gy/
ka)
Mean (Gy/ka) Geomean (Gy/
ka)
HIM31-2 3.39 ± 1.64 +2.93 1.322.41 6.52 ± 2.03 +6.07 2.093.20
HIM31-3 3.43 ± 1.70 +2.95 1.332.41 5.98 ± 1.88 +5.64 1.812.67
Average 3.41 ± 1.67 +2.94 1.332.41 6.25 ± 1.96 +5.86 1.952.94
HIM31-4 1.48 ± 6.09 +0.35 0.261.04 1.20 ± 1.93 +0.86 0.410.77
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age models (e.g., CAM, MAM, FMM) were developed for obtaining re-
presentative De values. Among them, the log-normal models offer a
good representation of De distribution in natural samples, since the log-
normal distributions describe both the natural dispersion arising from
dose rates and the dispersion induced during measurements. Due to the
limitations of direct measurements on single-grain dose rate distribu-
tions, Guérin et al. (2015) suggested that the age would be best cal-
culated considering the arithmetic mean De and Ḋ. In this study, we
have presented the potential of DosiVox-2D in direct measurements,
and thus the age would be determined by geometric mean dose rate
with a log-normal age model in future studies. When using multi-grain
analysis, the De value is determined by the unweighted arithmetic
mean, and thus it is more appropriate to use the arithmetic mean dose
rates for age calculations. Overall, equivalent dose derived from mea-
sured De distributions using any age model should be as close as pos-
sible to the average of the underlying dose rate distribution. Otherwise
the age could either be over- or underestimated.
4.2. The influence of U and Th concentrations on beta dose rate
In sediments, the spatial distributions of U and Th are generally
considered uniform and their influence on beta dose rate has not been
systematically investigated. However, uniform concentration assump-
tions do not apply to rocks.
The distributions of U and Th are usually uneven, especially shown
in U- and Th- enriched minerals. The heterogeneity is presented in three
aspects: (1) concentration variations within a grain; (2) differences
between grains; (3) uneven mineral spatial distribution. When the
abundance of minerals is very low (e.g., zircon in HIM59), it may result
in dose saturation on the nearby quartz and K-feldspar grains. But its
influence is limited to the beta particle range and may be insignificant
to mean beta dose rate, particularly for K-feldspar. On the other hand,
at higher abundance, the hotspot effect will abate due to increasing
overlap of the localized radiation fields. But the uncertainties on the
beta dose rates received by quartz and K-feldspar may enlarge due to
Fig. 9. (a) The uncertainties of beta dose rate in calculations with sample size decreasing from 30×30 to 10×10mm. The positive and negative errors indicate the
maximum and minimum beta dose rates in their corresponding sample sizes. (b) The beta dose rates of quartz and K-feldspar with decreasing spatial resolution from
15 to 90 μm.
Table 6
The beta dose rate of quartz and K-feldspar with different U and Th contents in host mineral.
Scenario Zircon/Epidote Quartz K-feldspar
U (ppm) Th (ppm) Ḋβ (Gy/ka) U/Ḋβ (%)a Th/Ḋβ (%)b Ḋβ (Gy/ka) U/Ḋβ (%) Th/Ḋβ (%)
Zircon-min 370.9 75.79 0.970 1.423 0.076 5.857 0.315 0.010
Zircon-max 1982 1106 0.990 3.258 0.281 5.863 0.408 0.020
Epidote-min 0.777 0.098 0.986 2.915 0.227 5.862 0.390 0.018
Epidote-max 682.9 370.7 1.165 15.98 1.452 5.972 2.285 0.193
a The U contribution to the total beta dose rate.
b The Th contribution to the total beta dose rate.
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the inhomogeneous distributions of U and Th in the mineral.
In this study, the simulation results have raised a critical issue about
the non-negligible influence of minerals with high U and Th con-
centrations on beta dose rate calculations. However, the impact of zo-
nation and varied U and Th concentrations in different grains could not
be addressed in this study. In the future, these scenarios need to be
systematically examined, and the quantification of their impact on beta
dose rate should first be carried out on simulations under controlled
conditions.
4.3. Error calculation in dose rate simulation
The mean values and standard deviations in the results section were
calculated from the beta dose rate histograms based on each voxel in a
certain mineral. In De estimations, however, minerals of specific grain
sizes are used for analysis, and dose rate dispersions for such grains
need to be calculated. For example, usually quartz grains of the size
fraction of 150–250 μm are used for De estimations. When rocks are
crushed, grains of such size fractions may originate from aggregates of
smaller grains or bigger grains. To get a better handle on the calculation
of the average beta dose rate, areas where one dimension is smaller
than<150 μm can be excluded. For single grain analyses in lumines-
cence thermochronometry, it will be important to simulate the dose
rate distributions for randomly selected 150–250 μm areas. For ESR
analysis, where typically> 100mg aliquots are used, containing sev-
eral thousands of grains, it is only relevant how well the mean dose
value can be estimated. The random uncertainty of the mean dose rate
will be very small as the standard deviation of the mean is divided by
the square root of the number of measurements (grains).
5. Conclusion
DosiVox-2D enables direct measurements of beta dose rate dis-
tributions in heterogeneous rocks. The reliability of the results depends
on the accuracy of the uploaded mineral map and radioactive element
concentrations. This study assessed the procedure of using DosiVox-2D
for beta dose rate calculations. To apply this method in routine dose
rate estimations, several issues need to be addressed in future studies:
(1) quantify the influence of U and Th enriched minerals by modelling,
including the effects of their abundance, radionuclide concentrations
and spatial distributions; (2) develop methods for the calculation of the
mean dose rate and appropriate uncertainties for the grain size used for
luminescence and ESR analyses; (3) verify the use of arithmetic vs
geometric mean dose rates in the age calculations for rocks, including
luminescence analysis using single grains and ESR dating by multiple
aliquots.
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5 ESR thermochronometric evidence for accelerated Mid-Pleistocene 
exhumation of the Namche Barwa massif, eastern Himalayan syntaxis 
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Abstract 
The eastern Himalayan syntaxis at the collision boundary between the Indian and Asian 
plates is characterised by a clockwise structural deflection, active tectonism and intense 
surface processes. Rapid exhumation rates of ~ 10 mm/a within the past 1 Ma have been 
reported in the Namche Barwa massif, the northern third of the syntaxis, and in the adjacent 
Lhasa block to the north. The thermal history of the south side of the syntaxis is less well 
known. The first electron spin resonance (ESR) dating of quartz from a vertical transect near 
the southern boundary of the Namche Barwa massif has revealed an acceleration in cooling 
rate from 88 ± 9 ºC/Ma to 358 ± 30 ºC/Ma between 663 ± 25 ka to 187 ± 6 ka (Ti centre) and 
113 ± 15 ºC/Ma to 353 ± 40 ºC/Ma between 389 ± 19 ka to 144 ± 6 ka (Al centre). 
Depending on the assumed geothermal gradient (50–100 ºC/Ma), this is equivalent to an 
acceleration in exhumation rate from 1–2 mm/a to 3.5–7 mm/a. Thermochronometric data 
indicate that the late-stage domal pop-up of the Namche Barwa massif in response to the 
SW-NE shortening of the crust resulted in the coeval rapid cooling and exhumation extending 
to the north and south to the massif. 
 
Keywords: ESR of quartz, exhumation, Namche Barwa, ESR thermochronometry 
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5.1 Introduction 
Due to the ongoing orogeny and contemporaneous environmental feedbacks in the region, the 
eastern Himalayan syntaxis (EHS) at the south-eastern margin of the Tibetan Plateau is a 
natural laboratory for exploring the relationship between tectonic uplift and denudation (Burg 
et al., 1998; Finnegan et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2014; Whipple, 2014; Zeitler et al., 2014; 
King et al., 2016a; Yang et al., 2018). Low-temperature thermochronometry previously 
applied to bedrocks and detrital minerals (Seward and Burg, 2008; Zeitler et al., 2014; Gong 
et al., 2015; Bracciali et al., 2016; King et al., 2016a) indicates that the rapid multi-stage 
exhumation of the syntaxis started in the Late Miocene. The late-stage (< 1 Ma) development 
of the syntaxis is not fully understood, but rapid exhumation of ~ 10 mm/a has been recorded 
in the Namche Barwa massif and the region to its north. To the south of the massif, 
thermochronometric age measurements are sparse because of the complex geological setting 
and the limitations of thermochronometric methods. Thus, the exhumation history over the 
last million years remains poorly constrained. 
Opinions regarding the driving force (i.e. tectonics or erosion) of the rapid exhumation are 
divided. Based on the coupling between young ages and highly active surface processes 
within the Yarlung Tsangpo Grand Canyon (Finnegan et al., 2008), Zeitler et al. (2001, 2014) 
proposed the crustal aneurysm model, emphasising sustainable positive feedback between 
erosion and uplift. Wang et al. (2014), on the other hand, demonstrated that the high erosion 
rates within the Tsangpo Gorge were the result of uplift, showing that the steepening of the 
gorge began at 2.5–2.0 Ma, long after the rapid exhumation started. Several models have 
been proposed that highlight the impact of tectonics on the development of the syntaxis 
(Ratschbacher et al., 1994; Burg et al., 1998; Ding et al., 2001; Yin et al., 2006). Prominent 
amongst these is the northward expansion model (Seward and Burg, 2008), which posits that 
crustal shortening and folding have led to lateral expansion of the syntaxis towards the Asian 
plate, accompanied by vertical growth. This model is supported by thermochronometric data 
(Seward and Burg, 2008; King et al., 2016a), and the model comparison of Yang et al. (2018). 
It has also raised a question, however, as to whether the exhumation centre of the syntaxis has 
migrated at the late-stage in its evolution. 
In order to evaluate the timing and rate of the most recent exhumation, electron spin 
resonance (ESR) thermochronometry has been applied to a vertical transect near the southern 
boundary of the Namche Barwa massif. ESR thermochronometry has the dating range from 
10 ka to 2 Ma (Rink et al., 2007), which constrains the time since quartz grains commenced 
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trapping charge in appropriate electron traps in response to environmental ionising radiation 
(mainly in situ radioactive decay) once they have cooled through the effective closure 
temperature range. Specifically, the records of the Al and Ti centres in quartz start at 48-62 ºC 
and 64-79 ºC respectively, corresponding to cooling rates between 100 and 1000 ºC/Ma (Fang 
and Grün, in review). The thermochronometric data collected in this study and in other 
related studies of the eastern Himalayan syntaxis shed new light on the late-stage evolution of 
the Namche Barwa massif. 
 
5.2 Background 
5.2.1 Geological and geomorphological settings 
The eastern Himalayan syntaxis is a north-plunging antiform located at the eastern end of the 
Himalayan orogen (Figure 5.1). It is composed predominantly of high-grade metasediments, 
part of the Greater Himalayan sequence of the Indian plate, and is separated from the Lhasa 
block and Gangdese unit of the Asian plate to the west, north and east by a loop of the 
Yarlung Tsangpo Suture Zone (YTSZ) which contains dismembered ophiolites and mélange. 
To the north of the YTSZ, a set of steep faults spans ~ 10 km between the syntaxis and the 
NW-SE striking dextral Jiali fault zone. To the south, the syntaxis is separated from the 
Tethys sequence of the Indian plate by the South Tibetan Detachment system (STD), and 
from the Lesser Himalayan sequence by the Main Central Thrust (MCT). 
Reconnaissance maps that attempt to interpret the detailed tectonic structure of the region 
differ significantly (e.g., Burg et al., 1998; Ding et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2004; Geng et al., 
2006; Booth et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2012). Sampling and data interpretation for the present 
study have been based mainly on the map of Geng et al. (2006), and combined the 
observations of Ding et al. (2001), Booth et al. (2009) and remote sensing images. The 
bounding YTSZ is overprinted by two NE-SW oriented structures, the left-lateral 
Dongjiu-Milin fault zone in the west and the right-lateral Aniqiao-Motuo fault zone in the 
east. In order from the periphery to core, a ductile detachment zone (DF1) and ductile thrust 
shear zones (DF2 and DF3) further divide the lithological sequence within the syntaxis into 
the Zhibai complex (high-pressure granulite bearing gneiss), the Paixiang complex 
(marble-bearing gneiss) and the Duoxiongla migmatite. The time constraints, however, were 
poorly reported on the initial and later movements of these shear zones. The E-W trending 
and N-dipping Nam-La thrust zone is an important tectonic boundary within the syntaxis (Liu 
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and Zhong 1997), which defines the Namche Barwa massif in its northern zone as a pop-up 
dome (Ding et al., 2001; Bracciali et al., 2016). This zone extends ~10 km (Geng et al., 2006), 
and the thrusts change progressively from brittle to ductile towards the south (Zeitler et al., 
2014). The Nam-La thrusts became active at no later than 5 Ma. Current observations show 
they are virtually aseismic (Sol et al., 2007), but Zeitler et al. (2014) suggests that they still 
remain active in accumulating strain. 
The eastern Himalayan syntaxis is characterised by high relief, stream power and 
precipitation. The Yarlung Tsangpo drops ~ 2000 m in elevation over a river distance of < 100 
km (Finnegan et al., 2008). The river flows along the YTSZ before entering the syntaxis near 
the town of Luxia. Thereafter it turns to the north-east, where it has carved the deepest 
canyon in the world between the peaks of Namche Barwa and Gyala Peri. The river then 
turns nearly 180° to the south-east, and again flows along the YTSZ. The glacier equilibrium 
line was as low as ~ 4000 m during the Quaternary glaciations (Shi et al., 2009; Yao et al., 
2010; Yao et al., 2012) and the precipitation reached > 4000 mm/a near the mountain front 
(Finnegan et al., 2008). 
 
Figure 5.1: The geological map of the eastern Himalayan syntaxis (EHS) and its surrounding 
area, showing major lithological units, faults, towns, and the transect location (after Geng et 
al., 2006; Booth et al., 2009; Bracciali et al., 2016). Regional geographic location of the 
eastern Himalayan syntaxis shown in inset. 
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5.2.2 Previous thermochronometric constraints 
Thermochronometry provides an estimate of the time elapsed since the mineral targeted by a 
particular thermochronometric technique passed through its distinctive closure temperature 
(Tc), which is a function of cooling rate. For a cooling rate of 100 ºC/Ma, approximate 
closure temperatures for the following thermochronometers are: biotite 
40
Ar/
39
Ar (BAr), 385 
ºC; zircon (U-Th)/He (ZHe), 208 ºC; apatite (U-Th)/He (AHe), 82 ºC; apatite fission track 
(AFT), 137 ºC; feldspar optically simulated luminescence (OSL), 46 ºC (Ehlers et al., 2005; 
Guralnik et al., 2015a). 
Much of the previous thermochronometric studies in the region of the eastern Himalayan 
syntaxis have been done by the BAr technique (Figure 5.2a; Malloy, 2004; Seward and Burg, 
2008; Gong, 2009; Gong et al., 2015). Within the syntaxis the BAr ages are mostly < 5 Ma 
and show sharp discontinuities at observed fault zones and terrane boundaries. The ages rise 
abruptly to > 15 Ma outside the syntaxis boundary. Along a transect from Parlung to Tungmai, 
at increasing distance from the northern boundary of the syntaxis, the BAr ages increase 
progressively from 1.68 to 15.12 Ma over about 10 km. The youngest results (< 2 Ma) come 
from the Namche Barwa massif within the syntaxis, increasing progressively southwards to a 
maximum of 8 Ma. Similarly, most of the ZHe (Figure 5.2b) and AHe (Figure 5.2c) ages 
inside the syntaxis are < 2 Ma (Zeitler et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2018). Those outside fall into 
two groups: < 2 Ma to the north and northwest, and > 2 Ma to the east and southwest. The 
ages decrease northwards towards Parlung, but the trend does not extend beyond the Jiali 
shear zone. 
Eight feldspar OSL ages are available from the area (Figure 5.2d). Five samples have been 
dated along the Parlung River across the northern end of the rapidly exhuming area, only one 
of which comes from within the syntaxis (King et al., 2016a). The ages increase from 30 to 
150 ka to the NNE, at increasing distance from the northern boundary of the syntaxis, 
corresponding to a decrease in cooling rates from 1500 to 300 ºC/Ma. These ages, when 
combined with the other thermochronometric data, indicate that the rate of exhumation of the 
syntaxis increased significantly within the last 1 Ma. Depending on the initial thermal 
gradient assumed for the calculation (30 or 100 ºC/km), the mean exhumation rate ranges 
from 5–9 to 3–4 mm/year since 1 Ma, respectively. Three additional samples from farther 
south record only minimum ages of 200 ka and maximum cooling rates of 200 ºC/Ma due to 
signal field saturation. 
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Figure 5.2: Maps of cooling ages determined using various thermochronometric techniques. 
(a) 
40
Ar/
39
Ar biotite ages. (b) (U-Th)/He zircon ages. (c) (U-Th)/He apatite ages. (d) OSL 
feldspar ages. 
 
5.3 Methodology 
5.3.1 Sample collection and preparation 
For the present study eight rock specimens were collected from a region immediately to the 
south of the Namche Barwa massif (Figure 5.1). The sample sites were located along a 
vertical profile that spanned ~ 1000 m in elevation (2956-3990 m) and ~ 7 km in horizontal 
distance (Figure 5.3). Based on the available reconnaissance maps, two thrusts separate the 
sample sites into three zones. Zone A (samples PC-1, PC-5, PC-6) is located in the hanging 
wall of thrust NML1, which is part of the Nam-La system. Ductile thrust zone DF2 and a 
normal fault (Ding et al., 2001) divide the rest of the sample sites into zone B (PC-3, PC-4, 
PC-7), which is located in the footwall, and zone C (PC-8, PC-9) in the hanging wall, 
respectively.  
The samples were prepared at the University of Hong Kong. The crushed rocks were 
screened to extract the 150–250 μm grain size. Density separation in sodium polytungstate 
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was used to extract quartz in the density range 2.62–2.68 g/cm3. The quartz-rich fractions 
were etched in 40% HF for 40 min to remove both a surface layer from the quartz (possibly 
alpha damaged) and remaining feldspars, and subsequently rinsed with 10% HCl to dissolve 
fluorides. Samples were then dried at room temperature and re-screened at 100 μm. 
 
Figure 5.3: (a) Topographic map of sample locations. Thrust NML1 belongs to the south part 
of the Nam-La thrust zone, separating zone A on its north side. Thrust DF2 and a normal 
fault separate zone B (footwall) and zone C (hanging wall). (b) The elevation as a function of 
horizontal distance from sample PC-9 to PC-1. 
5.3.2 ESR measurements 
The ESR measurements were carried out on an X-band Bruker spectrometer with a 1.5T 
magnet and a rectangular 4102 ST cavity. The E’ centre was measured at the Australian 
National University (ANU) both before and after the samples were heated isothermally at 250 
ºC for 100 min. The parameters for measuring the E’ centre were: room temperature, 0.05 mT 
modulation amplitude, 40.96 ms conversion factor, 40.96 ms time constant, 1024 bit 
spectrum resolution, and 0.05 mW microwave power, accumulation of 200-400 scans for 
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heated samples and accumulation of 4000–7000 scans for non-heated samples. The detailed 
selections of isothermal annealing time and microwave power were listed in appendix 8.2. 
The intensity of the E’ centre was calculated as the peak to peak height at g = 2.0005 (Figure 
5.4a). 
Measurements of the Al and Ti centres were conducted at the University of Queensland using 
a Bruker X-band spectrometer equipped with a 77 °K finger dewar. The parameters for 
measuring the Al and Ti centres were: accumulation of 20 scans with 0.1 mT modulation 
amplitude, 10.24 ms conversion factor, 20.48 ms time constant, 1024 bit spectrum resolution, 
5.065 mW microwave power. To avoid anisotropy, the dewar was rotated by 60° between 
measurements. The peak to peak height (A1 to A2) between g = 2.018 and g = 1.993 was 
used as the intensity of the Al centre. The ESR intensity of the Ti-Li centre (i.e. the Ti centre 
below) was defined as the amplitude between the top of the peak (T1) at g = 1.979 and the 
bottom of the peak (T2) around g = 1.913 (Figure 5.4b). 
 
Figure 5.4: (a) ESR spectrum of the E’ centre obtained at room temperature. (b) ESR 
spectrum of the Al and Ti centres measured at a temperature of 77 °K. 
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5.3.3 Estimation of equivalent dose (De) and dose rate (Ḋ) 
The equivalent dose values (De) were determined using the multi-aliquots regenerative 
method. The intensities of the Al and Ti centres were measured on natural, annealed and 
irradiated samples, respectively. Samples were heated at 350 ºC for 120 min and irradiated 
with total dose steps of 0, 153, 306, 612, 1224, 1836, 2754 and 4590 Gy delivered by an 
X-ray source (RS2000 irradiator) at the ANU. The single saturation exponential (SSE) 
function was applied for fitting the dose response curves. 
The total dose rate is the combined contribution from alpha and beta particles, gamma and 
cosmic rays. Due to the negligible radioelement concentrations in quartz, only the external 
dose rate was calculated. The etching of the quartz with HF to remove the outermost surfaces 
eliminated the influence of the alpha dose rate. Simulation by DosiVox-2D (Martin et al., 
2018) is an ideal method for estimating beta dose rate, but the effects of zonation and varied 
U and Th concentrations in grains of different minerals (e.g., zircon, epidote, and monazite) 
hindered its application, especially in deformed Himalayan rocks (Fang et al., 2018). 
Obtaining direct U and Th maps from a rock slice is challenging and still under investigation. 
For the present study therefore, the beta and gamma dose rates were estimated by bulk 
analysis and assuming an infinite matrix. 
The bulk sample radionuclide concentrations were determined by ICP-OES (K) and ICP-MS 
(U, Th) at Genalysis, Perth, Australia. The crushed grain size of 150–250 μm with etching 
depth of 10–20 μm was utilised in the calculations. A water content of 4 ± 2% was assumed 
for all samples. The dose rate from cosmic rays was estimated from the sampling locations. 
The dose rate calculation was conducted in DRAC 1.2 (Durcan et al., 2015), using the 
conversion factors of Guérin et al. (2011), the beta attenuation factors of Guérin et al. (2012), 
and the beta etch depth attenuation factor of Bell (1979). 
5.3.4 The calculation of cooling rate 
The apparent ESR age of a paramagnetic centre is determined by the processes of 
accumulation and annihilation. In the natural geological system, the trapping and detrapping 
of a paramagnetic centre were assumed to follow a first order kinetic, and thus their relation 
is quantified by the equation (Li and Li, 2012): 
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where n is number of occupied traps at time t, N is total number of traps, Ḋ (Gy/s) is total 
dose rate, D0 (Gy) is characteristic saturation dose, τ (s) is the mean life time at temperature T, 
Ea (eV) is the activation energy, ν0 (s
-1
) is the escape frequency factor, and kB is Boltzmann’s 
constant (8.617 × 10-5 eV/K). Due to the influence of D0 and Ḋ, the effective lifetime (τ') of 
the trapped charges is described by equation (5.2). The values of τ and τ' are the same at high 
temperatures, and τ' gradually gets smaller with decreasing temperature. 
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At a fixed temperature, the apparent age (ta) increases with the change of isothermal holding 
time (t), and the maximum age that can be measured is within 2D0/Ḋ. 
ta = −
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τ′))     (5.3) 
At a time-averaged cooling rate (ŋ, ºC/s), the temperature (T, ºK) is a function of cooling time 
(t, s
-1
) and initial temperature (T0, ºK), and the apparent ESR age at time t is defined as: 
T(t) = T − ŋt    (5.4) 
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 D − 1)        (5.5) 
For example, for the assumed trap parameters for the Al centre of D0 = 3000 Gy, Ea = 1.6 eV 
and ν0 = 10
12
 s
-1
, an exhumation from the upper crust (100 ºC) to the Earth's surface (10 ºC) 
with a constant in situ dose rate Ḋ = 3 Gy/ka, the relationships between apparent ESR ages 
and cooling rates are shown in Figure 5.5. If the trap parameters and the corresponding 
apparent ESR ages are known, the average cooling rate can be evaluated. 
 
Figure 5.5: Apparent ages of the Al centre for an exhumation from 100 ºC to 10 ºC for a 
range of average cooling rates. 
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The estimation of trap parameters (i.e., kinetic order, activation energy and frequency factor) 
is difficult but essential for ESR thermochronometry. The conventional annealing method 
requires extrapolation of data from high temperatures to natural geological conditions, which 
can result in large uncertainties. Also, the reported parameters are disputed (Imai et al., 1985; 
Melnikov et al., 1989; Fukuchi, 1992; Toyoda and Ikeya, 1991, 1994). Fang and Grün (in 
review) were able to derive realistic trap parameters by analysing borehole samples with a 
well-constrained thermal history and directly-measured present-day downhole temperatures. 
Assuming first order kinetics, consistent results were obtained for the Al centre from two 
boreholes at different locations with different thermal histories (steady state and fast cooling 
conditions) and containing quartz of different origins. The parameters derived for the Ti 
centre apply only to samples that have cooled relatively rapidly. 
The averaged cooling rates of the samples from the present study have been calculated using 
equations 5.4 and 5.5, and the trap parameters reported by Fang and Grün (in review), namely 
an activation energy and frequency factor of 1.5 eV and 1.0 × 10
11
 s
-1
, respectively, for the Al 
centre, and 1.6 eV and 2.4 × 10
11
 s
-1
, respectively, for the Ti centre. The D0 values of the Al 
and Ti centres were calculated from the measured dose response curves. The ages of Al and 
Ti centres and total dose rates of ssamples were listed in Table 5.1. The surface temperature 
in the sampling area was assumed to be 5 ± 5 ºC. 
 
5.4 Results 
5.4.1 I1/I2 ratio 
Analysis of the E’ centre in quartz can be used for palaeothermometry because its intensity 
increases to its maximum value after heating at 250 ºC, and decreases rapidly at higher 
temperatures (McMorris, 1970). The ratio of the intensity of the unheated sample (I1) over the 
maximum intensity (I2) at 250 ºC is positively correlated with storage temperature (Chen et 
al., 1997; Grün et al., 1999). The ESR intensity of the natural samples is within a relatively 
narrow range, while those of the heated samples (250 ºC for 100 min) differ significantly 
(Figure 5.6a). Sample PC-5 has a significantly higher I1/I2 ratio (~ 0.26) than the rest samples, 
which are in the range of 0.16–0.20 (Figure 5.6b). This indicates that PC-5 was stored in a 
higher temperature environment than the other samples before being rapidly exhumed to the 
surface. Possible causes of the elevated I1/I2 ratio, which will need to be explored in a future 
study, are the presence of hydrothermal fluid (Grün et al., 1999) or shear heating by fault 
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movement. 
 
Figure 5.6: (a) ESR intensity of the natural E’ centre (I1) and heated at 250 °C for 100 min 
(I2). (b) The I1/I2 ratio is related to palaeotemperature, and sample PC-5 shows a higher ratio 
than the rest of the samples. 
5.4.2 ESR ages of Al and Ti centres 
The apparent ages of the Ti centre are systematically higher than those of the Al centre (Table 
5.1), indicating that in each case the Ti centre has higher thermal stability. Sample PC-5 falls 
out of the general trends having distinctively young apparent ages for Al and Ti centres. This 
is consistent with the elevated I1/I2 ratio, indicating a high temperature exposure of this 
sample. The apparent ages show no correlation with elevation across the structural zones over 
a horizontal distance of ~ 7 km (Table 5.1). At a shorter wavelength, however, within each 
structural zone (except for sample PC-5), apparent age and elevation are positively correlated 
(Figure 5.7). In zone A, the Ti age of PC-1 is slightly higher than that of PC-6, while the Al 
ages are equal within the uncertainties. In zone B, the ages of both the Al and Ti centres 
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decrease significantly with the small (~ 50 m) elevation difference between PC-3 and PC-4, 
which might reflect an acceleration of cooling. PC-3 (zone B) is much older than PC-1 (zone 
A), despite their similar elevations, but at lower elevations the ages from these two zones 
converge. Between zones B and C, Sample PC-8 (zone C) shows a huge age jump over PC-7 
(zone B), the Ti age in particular. 
 
Figure 5.7: The apparent ages of Ti (triangle) and Al centres (square) are sorted for the three 
zones. In each zone, the elevation of samples decreases from left to right. 
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 Table 5.1: The results of chemical analyses, total dose rate calculations, ESR ages of Al and Ti centres, and their corresponding cooling rates. 
Sample Elevation Bulk sample Al centre Ti centre 
  U Th K Ḋ D0 De Age Cooling rate D0 De Age Cooling rate 
 m ppm ppm % Gy/ka Gy Gy ka ºC/Ma Gy Gy ka ºC/Ma 
PC-1 3990 9.12 46.85 3.27 8.09±0.21 6341±1063 1157±37 143±6 357±40 3751±366 1866±48 231±9 284±24 
PC-3 3933 1.19 12.65 1.99 2.95±0.09 4463±477 918±35 311±15 147±19 2865±83 1248±39 423±18 145±13 
PC-4 3894 2.55 33.81 4.82 7.27±0.22 4729±572 1278±48 176±9 282±33 3395±173 1737±45 239±9 273±23 
PC-5 3828 7.78 56.78 3.84 8.97±0.24 6759±956 1058±41 118±6 444±48 3469±404 1385±36 154±6 442±36 
PC-6 3791 4.13 33.91 3.52 6.40±0.18 4739±315 905±30 141±6 361±40 2672±134 1334±40 208±9 318±27 
PC-7 3550 7.21 68.57 4.55 10.28±0.28 4019±268 1481±49 144±6 353±40 3257±201 1925±39 187±6 358±30 
PC-8 3395 3.51 16.29 1.19 2.94±0.08 3214±519 1143±46 389±19 113±15 2324±239 1946±53 663±25 88±9 
PC-9 2956 4.91 25.62 2.60 5.17±0.14 5744±677 885±30 171±7 291±33 3154±323 1163±27 225±8 293±25 
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5.4.3 The cooling and exhumation rates 
The cooling rates for the Namche Barwa samples estimated from the Al and Ti centres 
are broadly consistent with each other (Figure 5.8). The slight differences in calculated 
rate between the Al and Ti centres of samples PC-1, PC-6 and PC-8 might be due to 
applying trap parameters are not specific to the location. The averaged cooling rate of 
zone A were 359 ± 40 ºC/Ma at 142 ± 6 ka (Al centre) and 301 ± 26 ºC/Ma at 220 ± 9 ka 
(Ti centre), excluding the results of sample PC-5. In zones B and C, the acceleration of 
cooling was recorded by Ti and Al centres of ESR thermochronometry, from 88 ± 9 
ºC/Ma to 358 ± 30 ºC/Ma between 663 ± 25 ka at 187 ± 6 ka and 113 ± 15 ºC/Ma to 353 
± 40 ºC/Ma between 389 ± 19 ka at 144 ± 6 ka, respectively.  
 
Figure 5.8: The estimated cooling rates from the Ti and Al centres. In each structural 
zone, the elevations of samples decrease from left to right. 
To obtain estimates of the exhumation rate from these cooling rates it is necessary to have 
an accurate measurement of the local geothermal gradient, but this has proved difficult to 
obtain. Available estimates range from 50 ºC/km (Gong et al., 2015) to 100 ºC/km 
(Zeitler et al., 2014), both of which we have used for our calculations. Given the 
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relatively small distance between our sample sites and small differences in their elevation, 
we assume that the geothermal gradient in the upper crust (< 2 km) is the same for all 
three structural zones. Assuming a thermal gradient of 50 ºC/km, the exhumation rates 
yielded for zone A were ~ 7 mm/a (Al centre) and ~ 6 mm/a (Ti centre). For zones B and 
C, the exhumation rates increased from ~ 2 to ~ 7 mm/a. If the geothermal gradient was 
100 ºC/km, then the exhumation rate (and late acceleration) was less, increasing from ~ 1 
to ~ 3.5 mm/a. 
 
5.5 Discussion 
5.5.1 The localised geological structure and thermochronometric results 
The ESR ages from the eastern Himalayan syntaxis are influenced by their localised 
structural setting, so in turn can be used to understand the faulting of the syntaxis since 
the Mid-Pleistocene. Thrust NML1 separates our sample sites into zone A (the hanging 
wall to the north) and zones B and C (in the footwall to the south). A decrease in the ESR 
age difference between zones A and B with decreasing elevation implies that the NML1 
became less active after 423 ± 18 ka. The ESR ages of the Al centre in the two zones are 
almost the same after 144 ± 6 ka, suggesting that by then the vertical motion of the thrust 
had ceased. This is consistent with current geophysical observations that show the 
Nam-La thrusts to be aseismic (Sol et al., 2007). Thrust DF2 and a normal fault separate 
zone B (in the footwall) from zone C (in the hanging wall). Based on the reported reverse 
sense of shear (Geng et al., 2006), we expected to find the ESR ages in zone C to be 
younger than those in zone B, but in fact found the opposite. The age data are consistent 
with the geological mapping by Ding et al. (2001) and the reported normal fault could be 
the result of late-stage (possibly Pleistocene) movement that overprinted earlier structural 
events. The vertical displacement across this fault is about 700 m, but its time of initiation 
and rate of movement remain to be determined. More detailed structural investigations 
and thermochronometric studies along the length of the fault will be required to 
determine when and how it evolved. 
At the south boundary of the Namche Barwa massif, Nam-La thrust zone is composed of 
several south-verging sub-thrusts, and the cross-cutting fault DF2 has made the structure 
even more complex. The exhumation history of the massif can be inferred from the 
thermochronometric records across this zone. North of the thrust zone, cooling from 330 
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(Tc of BAr) to 110 ºC (Tc of AFT) occurred at a constant rate of ~ 100 ºC/Ma during the 
last 2–5 Ma, but from 110 to 0 ºC the rate increased gradually to 250 ºC/Ma at 0.5 Ma 
(Tu et al., 2015). Within the thrust zone (zone A), the BAr ages range from 6.8 to 1.8 Ma 
and show no relationship between age and elevation (Gong et al., 2015; Tu et al., 2015). 
The AFT ages also exhibit no age-elevation trend within the analytical uncertainty, but 
the boomerang-shaped pattern of those data has been interpreted as indicating a recent 
rapid cooling event at 0.6–0.8 Ma (Burg et al., 1998; Lei, 2006; Kang et al., 2016a). 
Assuming a closure temperature of 120 ºC, the cooling rate was approximately 170 ± 30 
ºC/Ma in this time interval. The cooling rate reported from feldspar OSL 
thermochronometry in this region is < 178 ± 49 °C/Ma at a minimum age of 182 ± 55 ka 
(King et al., 2016a). ESR results yield a much higher cooling rate of 359 ± 40 ºC/Ma at 
142 ± 6 ka (Al centre) and 301 ± 26 ºC/Ma at 220 ± 9 ka (Ti centre). South of the thrust 
zone (zones B and C), AHe ages distribute according to the fault setting (Zeitler et al., 
2014; Yang et al., 2018) and the estimated cooling rate is ~ 50 °C/Ma at 1.6 Ma assuming 
a closure temperature of 80 °C. The ESR thermochronometry records cooling rates of 88 
± 9 ºC/Ma at 663 ± 25 ka (Ti centre) and 113 ± 15 ºC/Ma at 389 ± 19 ka (Al centre).  
The rates accelerated to 358 ± 30 ºC/Ma at 187 ± 6 ka (Ti centre) and 355 ± 35 ºC/Ma at 
166 ± 6 ka (Al centre), which were consistent with the late-stage cooling at a similar time 
in zone A. These records imply that rapid cooling and exhumation have extended to the 
south of the Namche Barwa massif no later than 663 ± 25 ka.  
5.5.2 The development of the Namche Barwa massif during the Mid to Late 
Pleistocene 
The domal pop-up structure of the Namche Barwa massif is characterised by the 
occurrence of very young ages with this region which was produced by a distinct 
initiation and/or acceleration of uplift and exhumation in the Plio-Pleistocene (Bracciali 
et al., 2016). The movements along the massif-bounding shear zones can be inferred from 
the distribution of reported thermochronometric results on three sides. Our ESR results 
have documented the vertical motion of the Nam-La thrust zone during the 
mid-Pleistocene cooling event. To understand the late-stage domal development, the 
north and south regions adjacent to the massif need to be compared. In both regions, a set 
of faults extends ~ 10 km away from the massif, and the cooling rate increases gradually 
towards the core of the massif. The late-stage cooling in these two regions began within 
the same time interval (0.6–1.0 Ma). We agree that tectonics (i.e., SW-NE crustal 
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shortening) is the major driving force of the mid-Pleistocene cooling, but the accelerated 
cooling not only extended northwards to the Asian plate (Seward and Burg, 2008; King et 
al., 2016a), but also the south of the massif. Although the estimated cooling rate is 
extremely high (1509 ± 133 °C/Ma at 34 ± 14 ka; King et al., 2016a) in the north adjacent 
to the massif, this might be influenced by the combined contributions of tectonics-related 
domal development and erosion-related river capture. In regard to the migration of the 
exhumation centre, the higher cooling rate cannot be directly equal to higher exhumation 
in regions with the varied geological and geomorphological setting. For example, the 
exhumation rate can be the same in two regions: one has a higher cooling rate and a 
higher geothermal gradient, and the other has a lower cooling rate and lower geothermal 
gradient. Thus, the accurate estimation of the geothermal gradient is essential, but 
requires detailed future studies to further investigate the evolution of exhumation in the 
Namche Barwa massif. 
 
5.6 Summary and conclusions 
Rapid exhumation within the last 1 Ma has been reported for the late-stage development 
of the eastern Himalayan syntaxis, but direct quantification of Mid-Pleistocene thermal 
histories is a challenge for existing low-temperature thermochronometers. The present 
study is the first to apply quartz ESR thermochronometry to the southern boundary of the 
Namche Barwa massif, where the local structural settings and late-stage cooling history 
are less studied and not well-known. The ESR results have shown that the vertical 
movement of the Nam-La thrust at the south boundary of the Namche Barwa massif and 
accelerated cooling extended to the south of the massif. Thermochronometric 
measurements to the south and north of the massif show that coeval rapid cooling 
occurred on both sides as a result of SW-NE crustal shortening. The migration of the 
exhumation centre, however, remains unresolved due to large uncertainties in the local 
geothermal gradient. Such a measurement is required, as is ESR thermochronometry over 
a broader area around the Namche Barwa massif, before the exhumation history of this 
key portion of the collision zone between the Indian and Asian plates in the eastern 
Himalayan syntaxis can be determined in more detail. 
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6 Conclusions and future directions 
This research project aimed to (1) determine trap parameters of Al and Ti centres in 
quartz under natural geological settings, (2) develop a 2D model and analytical procedure 
for calculating beta dose rate in heterogeneous rocks, and (3) apply ESR 
thermochronometry to determine the exhumation history of the Namche Barwa massif, 
eastern Himalayan syntaxis. The main research outcomes for each of these aims are 
discussed below. 
(1) The analyses of borehole samples with well-constrained thermal history and ambient 
temperatures provide access to obtain realistic trap parameters of paramagnetic 
centres in quartz. The first-order kinetic model was adopted in the calculation which 
describes the relationship between radiation-induced charge trapping and thermally 
controlled detrapping. The best-fit trap parameters of Al and Ti centres were 
evaluated for Fergusons Hill-1 core at approximate steady-state and Eldzhurtinskiy 
Granite borehole in a rapid cooling condition with the rate of ~ 520 ºC/Ma. For the 
Al centre, the activation energy and corresponding frequency factor are consistent 
within two boreholes and fall in the range of published data obtained from 
laboratory annealing experiments. For the Ti centre, the data from the Eldzhurtinskiy 
Granite borehole were roughly fitted by the model and showed higher thermal 
stability than the Al centre, while the parameters cannot be obtained from Fergusons 
Hill-1 core suggesting that a first-order kinetic model is not universally applicable. 
ESR thermochronometry has the dating range from 10 ka to 2 Ma, which can be 
applied to record the thermal history under a lower cooling condition (> 30 ºC/Ma) 
during the Quaternary. Based on the estimated trap parameters, the closure 
temperatures of Al and Ti centres in quartz are 48-62 ºC and 64-79 ºC respectively, 
corresponding to cooling rates of between 100 and 1000 ºC/Ma. This attempt opens 
the door for establishing a physical formulation incorporating additional dosimetric 
variables and the effects of kinetic orders in ESR thermochronometry.  
(2) Reliable determination of mineral types and distributions is the prerequisite for beta 
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dose rate simulation. 3D X-ray CT scanning is the ideal solution for heterogeneous 
samples, but the difficulty in mineral segmentation (e.g., quartz and plagioclase) 
hindered the application of 3D modelling in ESR thermochronometry. A 2D analysis 
is better suited for the discrimination of mineral phases while preserving information 
about the heterogeneous structure. XRF has the advantage of easy sample 
preparation and accessibility, but the mineral identification is subjective, which can 
lead to incorrect estimations of beta dose rates. QEM-EDS is recommended for more 
rapid map production and more efficient mineral identification. 
The software DosiVox-2D using a Monte-Carlo approach has been developed and 
verified for the calculation of beta dose rates in realistic heterogeneous but isotropic 
geometries. Compared with 3D model and conventional method, this 2D model 
provides exact and accurate beta dose rate values and distribution for both virtual 
sediment cases and a granite sample, within the limits of the underlying modelling 
assumptions. The simulated beta dose rate can be widely used for trapped charge 
dating, usually directly or assuming the usual attenuation factors for moisture and 
grain size. The distribution map enables estimation of the beta dose rate at a 
single-grain level, and the distribution histogram provides an efficient tool for 
understanding the over-dispersion of equivalent dose. In addition, DosiVox-2D is 
easily accessible which does not require programming skills and proposes a 
graphical interface for the construction of the modelling and image loading, and the 
simulation can be run on a standard office computer. 
To apply this method in routine dose rate estimations, the procedure of using 
DosiVox-2D has been assessed on rocks with even texture and regular mineral 
distribution patterns. The reliability of the results depends on the accuracy of the 
uploaded mineral map and radioactive element concentrations. For mineral mapping, 
the resolution should be higher than the size of target minerals, and a lower 
resolution can result in the loss of minerals containing high content of radionuclide. 
To ensure the representativeness, a larger sample size is suggested. For the analysis 
of radionuclide concentrations, it is applicable to use the averaged K concentrations 
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of minerals in simulation. U and Th-bearing minerals have a non-negligible 
influence on the averaged beta dose rate especially in quartz, but it is still 
challenging to estimate the radioelement concentrations of U and Th-bearing 
minerals due to the impact of zonation and concentration variations in different 
grains.  
(3) ESR thermochronometry of quartz has been successfully applied to the Namche 
Barwa massif in the eastern Himalayan syntaxis. Eight rocks from a vertical transect 
were collected from the less studied area adjacent to the south boundary of the 
massif. Due to the complex fault settings, these samples were divided into three 
structural zones. The I1/I2 ratio of E’ centre indicated sample PC-5 had been stored in 
a higher temperature environment than the rest. Despite this sample, the apparent 
ages of Al and Ti centres were positively correlated with elevation in each zone, and 
could reflect the shear senses of the faults. The NML1 showed thrust sense agreeing 
with reported reconnaissance maps. A normal fault was indicated between zones B 
and C, consistent with the mapping of Ding et al. (2001). Using the trap kinetics 
reported by Fang and Grün (in review), the cooling rate of each sample was 
accurately estimated through the first-order kinetic model. The results indicated an 
accelerated cooling from 88 ± 9 ºC/Ma at 663 ± 25 ka to 358 ± 30 ºC/Ma at 187 ± 6 
ka (Ti centre) and 113 ± 15 ºC/Ma at 389 ± 19 ka to 353 ± 40 ºC/Ma at 144 ± 6 ka 
(Al centre). Compared with the thermal history reported to the north of the massif, a 
coeval rapid cooling event was recognised in both sides to the Namche Barwa 
massif. This suggests that a late-stage development of the massif grew as a pop-up 
dome in response to the crustal shortening in a SW-NE direction. In the calculation 
of exhumation rate, large uncertainties can result from using an inaccurate local 
thermal gradient. Therefore, improved knowledge is necessary on geothermal 
gradient.  
Based on the above research outcomes, immediate future works are required to solve the 
important questions which have been identified in this project. For trap parameter 
estimation, realistic kinetic orders of trapping and annealing processes are essential to be 
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investigated, and a systematic comparison of trap kinetics needs to be carried out for 
samples from different origins and locations. For applying 2D modelling in beta dose rate 
calculations, the influence of U and Th enriched minerals needs to be quantified, 
including the effects of their abundance, radionuclide concentrations and spatial 
distributions. Besides, a method needs to be developed for the calculation of the mean 
dose rate and appropriate uncertainties for the grain size used for luminescence and ESR 
analyses. The verification should be carried out on the use of arithmetic or geometric 
mean dose rates in the age calculations for rocks, including luminescence analysis using 
single grains and ESR dating by multiple aliquots. To better understand the development 
of the Namche Barwa massif within the last 1 Ma, a detailed field geological survey and 
thermochronometric analysis are necessary for obtaining more information on the shapes 
and displacements of the internal fault systems in the massif. Moreover, ESR 
thermochronometry needs to be broadly applied to the eastern Himalayan syntaxis, and 
combined with multi-thermochronometric techniques to shed light on the mechanism and 
processes generating and currently sustaining the syntaxial development. 
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8 Appendix 
This chapter contains the supplementary materials from the journal publications included 
in the main content of the thesis, and the first pages of publications which have resulted 
from the measurements of a range of tooth samples. 
 
Section 8.1: Supplementary material: ESR thermochronometry of Al and Ti centres in 
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Middle Pleistocene vertebrate locality Khok Sung, Nakhon Ratchasima Province, 
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8.1 Supplementary material: ESR thermochronometry of Al and Ti centres in 
quartz: A case study of the Fergusons Hill-1 borehole from the Otway Basin, 
Australia 
In ESR dating, the irradiation of quartz grains is generally delivered by a Gamma source. 
Due to occupational health and safety regulations, such an irradiation source is not 
available in Canberra. Instead, an X-ray irradiator has been used in the study. The key 
question is to determine the X-ray dose rate on quartz. In the first step, the in-air X-ray 
dose rate is estimated. In the second step, the ESR intensities of Al and Ti centres in 
quartz were compared after irradiation by a calibrated Gamma source and the X-ray 
irradiator. 
8.1.1 The calibration of in-air X-ray dose rate 
The RS2000 X-ray irradiator (160 kV, 25 mA) is installed at the John Curtin School of 
Medical Research, the Australian National University. A real-time monitor (Rad Cal 
Real-Time ion-chamber dosimeter, see Figure 8.1a) was applied to estimate the in-air 
dose rate. Firstly, a probe was placed in the centre of the chamber at the same place and 
height which the sample holder (Figure 8.1b) would be sited during irradiation. The in-air 
dose rate was calculated as the average rate for 5 minutes. This process was repeated in 
three days and the results were consistent as 6.445 Gy/min, indicating the X-ray irradiator 
is stable for sample irradiation. Secondly, the probe was placed in several locations within 
the range of positions where the sample holder would be sited. The detected in-air dose 
rates were constant indicating that the samples could be evenly dosed.  
 
Figure 8.1: (a) Rad Cal Real-Time dosimeter and probe for in-air dose rate calibration. (b) 
In the sample holder, weighted aliquots are enclosed in quartz tubes for irradiation. 
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8.1.2 The calibration of X-ray dose rate on quartz 
8.1.2.1 Quartz extraction 
Sample preparation was carried out on a granitic rock collected from the eastern 
Himalayan syntaxis at the University of Hong Kong. The crushed sample was sieved to 
extract the 150–250 μm grain size. Density separation in sodium polytungstate was used 
to obtain quartz in the density range 2.62–2.68 g/cm3. The quartz-rich fractions were 
etched in 40% HF for 40 min to remove both possibly alpha damaged surfaces and 
remaining feldspars, and subsequently rinsed with 10% HCl to dissolve fluorides. This 
sample was dried at room temperature and re-sieved at 100 μm.  
8.1.2.2 Gamma and X-ray irradiation 
The sample was divided into 12 aliquots, and each aliquot contained 60 mg quartz grains. 
The Gamma irradiation was carried out at Centro de Nacional de Investigación Sobre la 
Evolución Humana (CENIEH) by a Best Theratronics Cs-137 Gammacell-1000 irradiator. 
Its dose rate on quartz is calibrated as 6.9 Gy/min. Six aliquots were irradiated with dose 
steps of 0, 38, 100, 197, 390, 807 Gy, respectively. For X-ray irradiation, the other six 
aliquots were irradiated with dose steps (in-air dose) of 0, 40, 100, 200, 400 and 800 Gy, 
respectively.  
8.1.2.3 ESR measurements 
ESR measurements were carried out on an X-band Bruker spectrometer with a 1.5T 
magnet and a rectangular 4102 ST cavity. The measurements of Al and Ti centres were 
conducted at 77 °K by inserting a quartz-glass tube into a finger dewar filled with liquid 
nitrogen. The parameters for Al and Ti centres were accumulation of 20 scans with 100 
kHz modulation frequency, 0.1 mT modulation amplitude, 10.24 ms conversion factor, 
20.48 ms time constant, 1024 bit spectrum resolution, 5.065 mW microwave power, 
centre field of 3410 G and sweep width of 360 G. Considering the angular dependence of 
the ESR signal, each aliquot was measured six times after a 60° rotation of the dewar in 
the cavity. The peak to peak height between g = 2.018 and g = 1.993 was used as the 
intensity of the Al centre. The ESR intensity of Ti-Li centre was defined as the amplitude 
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between the top of peak at g = 1.979 and the bottom of peak around g = 1.913.  
8.1.2.4 Results  
To calibrate the dose rate of X-ray irradiation on quartz, the ESR intensities of Al and Ti 
centres generated by Gamma and X-ray irradiation were calculated by subtracting the 
natural intensities from those after irradiation with additive doses. The increased 
intensities show a linear correlation between Gamma and X-ray irradiations (Figure 8.2). 
For Al and Ti centres, the Gamma dose rates on quartz are 0.66 and 0.70 of X-ray in-air 
dose rates, respectively. The dose rate of Gamma source is 6.9 Gy/min, and therefore the 
average X-ray dose rate is 10.15 Gy/min.  
 
Figure 8.2: Increased ESR intensities of X-ray irradiation versus that of Gamma 
irradiation. The data points start with the dose step of 40 Gy and end with the dose step of 
800 Gy. 
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8.2 Supplementary material: ESR thermochronometric evidence for accelerated 
Mid-Pleistocene exhumation of the Namche Barwa massif, eastern Himalayan 
syntaxis 
The I1/I2 ratio of E’ centre is the intensity of the unheated sample (I1) over the maximum 
intensity (I2) after heating at 250 
°
C. Thus, the selection of microwave power and 
annealing time is essential. In the previous studies of Chen et al. (1997) and Grün et al. 
(1999), samples were annealed at 250 
°
C for 60 min and measured in the microwave 
power of 0.2 mW and 0.05 mW, respectively. The following experiments aim to 
determine suitable measurement parameters for samples collected from the eastern 
Himalayan syntaxis.  
8.2.1 Sample collection and preparation 
Six granitic rocks (NB13-02, NB13-12, NB13-13, NB13-20, NB13-23, NB13-33) were 
collected from the eastern Himalayan syntaxis and its surrounding area in 2013 (Figure 
8.3). The quartz extraction followed the same procedure as described in section 5.3.1. 
Figure 8.3: The geological map of eastern Himalayan syntaxis.  
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8.2.2 Microwave power 
The optimal microwave power setting can minimize the contribution from unwanted 
peaks and maximize that of the desired peaks. As its strength has a relationship with the 
attenuation factor shown in Figure 8.4, the value of the attenuation factor was used 
instead in the following part to simplify the description. 
 
Figure 8.4: The relationship between microwave power and attenuation factor. 
One aliquot containing 60 mg quartz grains was analysed for each sample. The 
measurements were carried out at: room temperature, accumulation of 10 scans with 0.05 
mT modulation amplitude, 40.96 ms conversion factor, 40.96 ms time constant, 1024 bit 
spectrum resolution, and the attenuation factor increasing from 18 to 56 dB with a step 
width of 2 dB. The intensity of E’ centre was calculated as the peak to peak height at g = 
2.0005.  
During the measurements, the ESR spectra showed that the peaks of E’ centre could be 
masked by interference peaks when the attenuation factor was lower than 28 dB, and the 
tuning process became difficult when the attenuation factor was higher than 50 dB. The E’ 
intensities of all samples had normal distribution patterns with increasing attenuation 
factor (Figure 8.5) and reached to the maximum between the factor of 34 and 40 dB. 
Compared to the parameters used in Chen et al. (1997) and Grün et al. (1999), the 
microwave power of 0.05 mW (corresponding to attenuation of 36 dB) was selected for 
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further analysis. 
 
Figure 8.5: ESR intensity of E’ centre as a function of increasing attenuation factor. 
8.2.3 Isothermal annealing time 
In the isothermal annealing experiment at 250 
°
C, one aliquot of each sample (NB13-02, 
NB13-12, NB13-23) containing 60 mg of quartz grains was used. Samples were filled 
into quartz tubes, and then the tubes were inserted into a furnace (Figure 8.6a) for heating 
with total time steps of 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 210 and 240 
min. The effective temperature inside the furnace was checked by a thermocouple 
thermometer. After each heating step, E’ intensity of each sample was measured when the 
aliquot cooled to room temperature. Microwave power of 0.05 mW was used in the 
measurements and other parameters remained the same as listed in section 8.2.2.  
The results show that ESR intensities of E’ centre increase exponentially with annealing 
time (Figure 8.6b). After a rapid increase in the first 10 min, intensity plateau was formed 
after about 30 min for sample NB13-12 and NB13-23, while about 100 min for NB13-02. 
To ensure the signal of E’ centre can be enhanced to its maximum at 250 °C, heating of 
100 min has been selected for determining I2 intensity.  
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Figure 8.6: (a) The furnace used for isothermal annealing experiment at 250 
°
C. (b) ESR 
intensity of E’centre as a function of increasing annealing time at 250 °C. 
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The Baume (cave) Moula-Guercy, in southeast France, contains an important sedimentary sequence, which in-
cludes the remains of a cannibalised group of Neanderthals. The chronology of the upper layers of the cave is cur-
rently constrained by a thermoluminescence date of 72 ± 12 ka, obtained from a tephra deposit (layer VI). The
middle and lower layers of the cave have been constrained by biostratigraphy, pointing towards the end ofMIS 5
for the Neanderthal bearing layer XV. In order to refine the chronology of the site, we applied radiocarbon,
40Ar/39Ar, U-series and ESR dating analyses. Radiocarbon dates on bone samples from layer IV showed ages
older than 50 ka. 40Ar/39Ar dating on sanidines from tephra of layer VI revealed, that these volcanic minerals de-
rived probably from the Hercynian basement, and thus provided no tangible chronological constrain. Combined
CSUS/ESR results on faunal teeth place layer IV at the end of MIS 3 to MIS 4, in agreement with the radiocarbon
dates and in stratigraphic orderwith the thermoluminescence age for layer VI. Layer VIII, with only one sample, is
tentatively placed to the end of MIS 4. The age estimates for layer XIV are not conclusive, preventing an age es-
timation for this layer. The younger age result for layer XIV does not agree with the stratigraphy and biostratig-
raphy of the site andmore direct dating of material from this layer is needed to resolve this discrepancy. Located
just below, the crucial Neanderthal bearing layer XV is placed to the end of MIS 5 and younger than MIS 6, in
agreement with the climatological and chronological deductions from the stratigraphy and biostratigraphy of
the site. Direct U-series analyses on two Neanderthal teeth agree with an age for layer XV corresponding to at
least MIS 5 sensu lato. The U-series results on the Neanderthal tooth 3525 show that U-mobilisation even into
small teeth is highly complex, but nevertheless give an indication that this sample corresponds to MIS 5e. This
is in agreement with the CSUS/ESR results from faunal teeth as well as the stratigraphy and biostratigraphy of
the cave. The refined chronology corroborates the existing stratigraphic and biostratigraphic framework.
Moula-Guercy layer XV, with its many human remains showing cannibalism, now stands as a reference site for
this particular aspect of human behaviour.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The site of Moula-Guercy
The Baume (cave) Moula-Guercy is located 80 m above the west
bank of the Rhône River near the city of Valence, southeastern France,
in the parish of Soyons, Ardèche (Fig. 1). The site was discovered
in 1970 and excavated between 1975 and 1982 by P. Payen
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Abstract
We present here the results of a technological and typological analysis of the Acheulian and
early Middle Paleolithic assemblages from Torre in Pietra (Latium, Italy) together with com-
parisons with the Acheulian small tools of Castel di Guido. The assemblages were never
chronometrically dated before. We have now 40Ar/39Ar dates and ESR-U-series dates,
within a geomorphological framework, which support correlations to marine isotope stages.
The Acheulian (previously correlated to MIS 9) is now dated to MIS 10 while the Middle
Paleolithic is dated to MIS 7. Lithic analyses are preceded by taphonomic evaluations. The
Levallois method of the Middle Paleolithic assemblage is an innovation characterized by the
production of thin flake blanks without cortex. In contrast, the small tool blanks of the Acheu-
lian were either pebbles or thick flakes with some cortex. They provided a relatively easy
manual prehension. The choice of Levallois thin flake blanks in the Middle Paleolithic
assemblage suggest that the new technology is most likely related to the emergence of haft-
ing. Accordingly, the oldest direct evidence of hafting technology is from the site of Campi-
tello Quarry in Tuscany (Central Italy) where birch-bark tar, found on the proximal part of
two flint flakes, is dated to the end of MIS 7. Nevertheless, a peculiar feature of the Middle
Paleolithic at Torre in Pietra is the continuous presence of small tool blanks on pebbles and
cores and on thick flake albeit at a much lower frequency than in the older Acheulian indus-
tries. The adoption of the new technology is thus characterized by innovation combined with
a degree of stability. The persistence of these habits in spite of the introduction of an innova-
tive technique underlies the importance of cultural transmission and conformity in the
behavior of Neandertals.
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Direct ESR dating of the Pleistocene vertebrate assemblage 
from Khok Sung locality, 
Nakhon Ratchasima Province, Northeast Thailand
Mathieu Duval, Fang Fang, Kantapon Suraprasit, Jean-Jacques Jaeger, 
Mouloud Benammi, Yaowalak Chaimanee, 
Javier Iglesias Cibanal, and Rainer Grün
ABSTRACT
We report here the first direct dating study of the faunal assemblage from Khok
Sung locality, Thailand. This palaeontological site is of great biochronological, palaeo-
environmental and biogeographical significance. Firstly, it has yielded a rich and diver-
sified Pleistocene vertebrate fauna with up to 15 mammalian species from 13 genera,
10 reptile species, as well as fish and bird remains. Interestingly, while most of the
mainland Southeast Asian Pleistocene mammal fossils originate from cave deposits,
the Khok Sung fossil layer is located within an 8 m thick fluvial terrace. Secondly, it is
geographically located in an area of major importance for reconstructing the migration
pathway of large mammals between South China and Java. 
Combined US-ESR dating of five teeth provides two possible ages of 130 ± 29 ka
and 217 ± 36 ka for the fossils. The reason for the occurrence of these two age groups
lies in the fact that it was not possible to obtain sediments that were directly associated
with the measured samples, nor was it possible to carry out in situ gamma dose rate
measurements due to the high water level. Sediment samples recovered from museum
specimens show significantly variable concentrations of radioelements. Both options
are equally plausible, as independent methods did not provide firm evidence favouring
one or the other age range. The results illustrate the intrinsic limitations of the ESR dat-
ing method when fossil teeth are not collected in situ during the excavation. 
Regardless whether the age of the Khok Sung fauna corresponds to MIS 7 or
early MIS5, it is nevertheless one of the oldest assemblages directly dated in the
region. Further efforts are required for more accurate fossil identification and attribution
and for additional numerical dating in this region to improve the biochronological
framework of the Pleistocene mammalian faunas in Southeast Asia, which presently
remains quite imprecise.
